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ABSTRACT
American Socialist Thought: From Debs to Harrington
May 1980
Robert M. Hyfler, B.A., Brooklyn College
M.A., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Kenneth M. Dolbeare
Numerous studies have focused on the minor
successes and major failures of socialism in America.
Few have dealt with American socialist thought in a
systematic fashion. This study traces major tendencies
in native socialist thought, and points to theoretical
factors which may have contributed to the dubious track
record of the American left.
Prior to World War I, the leadership of the
American Socialist Party was influenced by a rigidly
deterministic Marxism which emphasized economic deter-
minants and downplayed the importance of struggle in the
development of a mass socialist consciousness. Morris
Hillquit and John Spargo portrayed their socialism as
a restraint on nihilistic popular impulses and sought
to channel such discontent into a statist-oriented electoral
politics. The most successful of the reformist socialists,
Victor Berger, was adept at mixing populism and municipal
reform with blatant appeals to folk bigotries.
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The working class socialism of Eugene Debs and
those who spoke for the I.W.W. was hostile to this
elitist Marxism. As such, it found little common ground
with the revolutionary prescriptions of Daniel De Leon.
His attempts to subordinate industrial unions to a
theoretically correct political party alienated labor
militants wary of paternalistic influences. At the same
time, these working class radicals broke with the
accommodationism of Samuel Gompers. While sharing with
the leadership of mainstream labor an antipathy to the
state and political action, Wobblies were optimistic
about the possibility of achieving working class hegemony.
The leadership of the AFL, though critical of existing
social relations, lacked the Wobbly' s faith in overcoming
capitalist power. Debs, noting both capitalist repression
and the potential of liberal institutions, argued for a
more eclectic tactic, one which tempered an approval of
electoral activity with a justification of mass action.
State persecution and developments in proto-
Communist thought hampered the further refinement of
the Debsian approach. Louis Boudin, among others, pro-
jected a dynamic Marxist equation in which ideas help
shape and inform the revolutionary struggle. However, a
younger generation of radical socialists, Louis Fraina
vii
being the most outstanding, anticipated Lenin's perspective
on the state and rejected the practices and institutions
of liberal democracy in their entirety. Pursuing
immediate entry into the good and free society, these
American socialists were ironically drawn into the
oligarchical structures of the Communist International.
The subordination of a most dynamic element of
American Marxism to Communism created a vacuum within
the Socialist camp which was filled by the gadfly radicalism
of Norman Thomas. An anti-populist at heart, Thomas
stressed the efficiency, decency, and functionality of
his vision. His tactic placed greater emphasis on
influencing power than on securing it, and served to link
socialist thinking to many of the- imperatives of reform
liberalism.
Over the past two decades, the writings of
Michael Harrington have received serious attention. His
analysis offers a limited corrective to much of socialist
thought. Unlike Thomas and the reformist Marxists,
Harrington is well aware of the biases implicit in the
policies and structures of the liberal state. However,
unlike the Leninists, he sees the possibility for
progressive action within existing structures. Harrington
endorses a strategy of reform which would improve the lot
viii
of the less privileged while dismantling the institutional
and structural sources of capitalist power.
It is argued that by downplaying the utility of
an explicit socialist vision, Harrington's strategy of
reforms lacks the mechanisms necessary to avoid being
misunderstood or co-opted. Therefore, a more aggressive
and avowedly socialist tactic is in order.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION:
THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THE FAILURE OF SOCIALISM
Socialism Then and Now
In 1912, Morris Hillquit, the most prominent
theorist of American socialism, could lay claim to the
following boast:
The Socialist movement is as wide
as the world. In Europe, its power
is felt alike in the highly civilized
central and northern countries, in
autocratic Russia, in apathetic
Spain, and in the backward Balkan
principalities and kingdoms.
The "Red spector" has invaded the
Celestial empire, Persia, and
Japan; Transvaal and the Australian
colonies; the South American republics
and the Dominion of Canada. The
United States is fast becoming a
stronghold of the new doctrine.
1
With the exception of the last sentence, Hillquit
statement is no less true today than it was then.
However, the spirit and context of the truth has changed
Red Russia remains autocratic; Spain, having experienced
2a revolution, a traumatic civil war, and an extended
period of reaction, struggles to enter the twentieth
century; middle eastern oligarchies call their order
socialism; and in the "highly civilized central and northern
countries" of Europe, Socialist governments and parties
administer to the needs of an ailing capitalism. The
movement, which seventy years ago stood as the antithesis
of existing orders, has, too often, merged with them.
Having not the courage to admit its defeats, it has
transformed its dreams to conform to its failures.
Socialism in America has been spared this fate.
For the most part, history and the forces of American
capitalism have not allowed socialists to participate
in the maintenance of the system. In a reversal of
Yeats ' s famous lines, the weakest of American socialists
"lack(ed) all conviction"; they were quick to alter their
dreams and rhetoric to conform to those of the welfare
state. The "best," "full of passionate intensity,"
were often brutally crushed by the exercise of legal
power on the part of the state, or the cruel betrayals
of Soviet Communism.
In the wake of the Nixon years, 'stagflation', and
the disappointments of the Carter Presidency, the American
left is making some attempts at a comeback. The trade
3in radical literature is brisk; American universities
do not want as greatly for socialist academics; and
prominent intellectuals, a handful of labor dignitaries,
and even a scattered number of elected politicians,
embrace avowedly socialist positions. Despite this,
American socialists have yet to develop a viable organ-
izational base to work from. Socialists are not
collectively visible in the electoral process, their
influence in the trade unions is still negligible, and
the campus left is fragmented and aimless.
Some American socialists, notably Michael Harrington
and other veterans of the Socialist Party of Norman
Thomas, are inclined to create a socialist presence
within the Democratic Party, and work for socialism in
conjunction with liberals, the trade unions, and other
progressive forces. While becoming Democrats, Harrington
and his comrades still claim to be socialists. They view
their entrance into the ranks of the Democratic Party
as a tactical move toward socialism which compromises
neither their vision nor their ultimate goals.
However novel Harrington's strategy might appear,
many of its theoretical presuppositions are rooted in
the American social democratic tradition. There are
clear connections between his ideas and those of Morris
4Hillquit, John Spargo, Norman Thomas, and other moderate
figures of the American socialist past. At the same time,
Harrington's Marxism is more than a rephrasing of these
older theories. Clearly informed by modern studies in
socialist thought, it breaks with the reformist tradition
in a number of ways. In particular, Harrington's analysis
of the role of the capitalist state reflects the disdain
of many modern socialists for the inadequate dichotomy
between reformism and revolution posed by earlier thinkers.
Although he recognizes the biases of government policy,
he does not view capitalist control of political insti-
tutions as being so direct or pervasive as to argue against
socialist participation in the processes of liberal
democracy. While, as will be argued, Harrington inadequately
integrates this insight into his tactic, he does, at least,
make theoretical contact with ignored strains of socialist
thought.
A Lost Tradition
Reformism and a variant of revolutionary obstinacy
are not the only alternatives the past has to offer.
At least a third alternative existed. It was marked
by a commitment to both a radical transformation of the
economy and a free participatory polity. It asserted
5that a trade-off between economic justice and democracy
is, at best, a poor compromise, and embraced the potentials
of western-style freedoms while eschewing the repressive
reality of the liberal state. Recognizing that the arena
of politics includes, but is not limited to, the ballot
box, these socialists were willing to experiment with
an eclectic array of strategies, some liberal and
consensual, others radical and confrontational. In
America, this tradition was last fully represented by
Eugene Debs, and at times William Haywood and certain
elements within the I.W.W. and the left wing of the
old Socialist Party.
However, the sad fact of later twentieth century
socialism is that those who have taken this position have
rarely reached positions of influence and power. For
too long, the dual tragedies of Soviet Communism and Western
European Social Democracy were presented as the only
viable alternatives for the left. While it is possible
and popular to view Leninism and reformist socialism
as opposite ends of a socialist continuum, both are,
at the same time, variations of a single theme - the
rigidly deterministic Marxism that dominated the pre-
World War I Second International. Similarities between
the two theories are easily observable. Both place
heavy emphasis on non-working class elements; both
compromise the need for pre-revolutionary socialist
consciousness; both view that consciousness as coming
to the working class from without; and both emphasize
the positive role of the state (prior to the "revolu-
tion" to the reformists, subsequent to the revolution
to the Leninists) in the creation of the socialist
order. One has only to view the ease with which once
Stalinist parties in Spain and France have shifted
their theoretical position to see the close affinity
between the two models.
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However, spurred by developments in Marxist
scholarship, revelations concerning the nature of Soviet
Communism, and disappointment with the pace and quality
of Europe's Social Democratic movements, a retooling
of socialist theory has taken place. 3 Writers such
as Andre Gorz have reforged Marxist ties with the liber-
tarian and syndicalist traditions, making explicit in
theory much that has always existed in practice. Many,
such as the late Nicos Poulantsas have rediscovered
the tactical insights of Rosa Luxemburg. The writings
and personal example of Luxemburg represent to the
European left that which the socialism of Debs repre-
sents to Americans. They offer the basis for a third
7current of socialism in which democracy, revolution,
rational analysis, and even mysticism, stand, not in
contradiction, but as components of a dialectical
whole. So too, the writings of Antonio Gramsci, with
their courage to confront non-Marxist ideas, have served
as added inspiration to contemporary socialist theorists.
3
America has never been immune from any of the
above tendencies, and in looking at American socialist
thought we look at what are often peculiar American
manifestations of international phenomena. Too often,
the failures of the American left have discouraged
serious looks at its theory, not to mention comparisons
with kindred, albeit more successful, European socialists.
However, where Europe had its Kautsky, Luxemburg, and
Lenin, America had its Hillquit, Debs, and Louis Fraina.
As the modern European left is coming to grips with
the inadequacies of past theories, so too in America,
a different radicalism is taking shape.
Yet, imitation was never the essence of American
socialist thought. Morris Hillquit, like all main-
stream Marxists of the Second International, did look
to Kautsky for direction, but, for the most part,
socialist thinking in America was symptomatic of parallel
rather than reflective development. Daniel De Leon
8had a style of analysis and prose all his own, and
the reformist Victor Berger claimed only the most
casual identification with the formal revisionism of
Eduard Bernstein. It is doubtful that Debs ' s theo-
retical training included much beyond the classic Marx-
ian texts of his day, and Louis Boudin, the most
acclaimed theorist of the American Marxist left, found
his originality favorably received abroad. Louis Fraina,
a founder of American Communism, anticipated rather
than adopted many Leninist assumptions, and there
is little connection to be made between the Industrial
Workers of the World and various schools of European
syndicalism. Hardly a transplanted panacea, American
socialism was a sincere and indigenous response to
American conditions.
Theoretical Failings, Political Defeats
Aside from the need to clarify past socialist
positions, and to present these ideas in their proper
perspective, an examination of American Socialist
thought can shed new light on the failure of socialism
in America. Previous studies have focused on socialist
ideas only as an adjunct to a fuller portrayal of
organizational struggles and maneuverings . The American
9antipathy to "ideology" coupled with the native fetish
for empiricism and pragmatism has undoubtedly been a
factor. As a result, explanations as to the brief rise
and sustained decline of American socialism have side-
stepped ideological dimensions of the problem.
Of course, Ira Kipnis casually chastises Social-
ists for ignoring the dogma of the class struggle, and
Daniel Bell asserts that a preoccupation with theo-
retical absolutes undoubtably contributed to the left's
demise. These, however, are exceptions which prove the
rule. Kipnis paints a portrait of compromised Social-
ist bureaucrats cavalierly paying only lip service to
ideas, and Bell focuses on theory only to prove how
dysfunctional it proved to be in corrupting what was
a promising reform movement.
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The literature on the subject of socialist failure
in America is large and varied. Not surprisingly,
explanations date back, at least, to Marx. In an
1852 letter to Joseph Weydemyer, he argued that immature
economic conditions obfuscated the class struggle in
America making class conciliation appear plausible
to large segments of the proletariat. 5 In an 1893
letter to Fredrich Sorge, Engels outlined four factors
which contributed to the weakness of the American move-
10
raent. Firstly, he complained of the transplanted
European socialists who "remain stuck in New York,"
and never adapt themselves to American conditions.
Secondly, he wrote of the structural problem inherent
in the American electoral system which inhibits the rise
of third parties. "The American," he wrote, "wants to
influence his state; he does not throw his vote away."
Thirdly, Engels saw ethnic and racial antagonisms
maintaining irreconcilable differences in the working
class. Lastly, he viewed the great wealth of America
as exposing the American worker "to a prosperity no
traces of which have been seen in Europe in years."
Many of the above points, and others, have served
as the basis of later studies on the question. The
open frontier, an immigrant labor force eager to assi-
milate into American life, the hostility of the Catholic
Church, the absence of a politically disenfranchised
proletariat, the strength of individualist thinking in
America, and the "seamless web of Lockean Liberalism",
have all been advanced as partial or complete explana-
tions as to why socialism failed in this country. 7
What unites many of these explanations is a tendency to
emphasize factors, not only external to the subjective
comportment of socialists, but which reflect aggregate
11
behavior uninfluenced by the conscious behavior of
organized groups. By and large, they perceive broad
ideological disinterest in the socialist appeal which
is a reflection of massive sociological and economic
trends. In their thinking, the invisible hands of
social and political structures complement the work of
the market in rejecting socialism.
Many radicals have favored a conflict theory of
society and have focused on the role of the state as
a coercive force in the maintenance of capitalism.
Others on the left place the blame at the doorstep of
socialists themselves. As mentioned, Ira Kipnis points
to an ideological betrayal, while the labor historian
Philip Foner blames dual unionism for alienating working
class radicals from the rank and file of the movement.
8
A closer look at socialist thought could add
richness, insight, and clarification to many of these
observations. On the question of repression, for
example, American socialists often speculated on the
possibility of a dubiously socialist authoritarian
alternative to capitalism, but were more characteris-
tically infused with a boundless optimism that perceived
all roads leading to the cooperative commonwealth.
The mainstream Marxists placed such stock in the un-
12
conscious forces of history that they were often unclear
as to the role of ideas and conscious human activity.
As such, they obscured both the need for underclass
resoluteness and misjudged the resiliency of capitalist
elites. Even Louis Boudin, who recognized the semi-
autonomous role of ideas in the struggle, underestimated
the opposition. Like his more deterministic comrades
he failed to adequately perceive those factors which
would inhibit the development of working class con-
sciousness and aid in prolonging capitalism in America.
If capitalism is a dying system, that is not to
say that the agents of capitalism, as human beings
capable of creative and ingenious acts, are in a process
of decay as well. Events have shown their ability to
use all the talent at their disposal to preserve power
and privilege.
Ideas can be instrumental in rushing an old
regime to its grave, as the socialist left understood,
but they could have the opposite effect as well.
Ideas can act as artificial life supports for a dysfunc-
tional system, obfuscating the perception of events and
conditions and hindering the development of human
consciousness. A resourceful elite can not only repress
struggle by force, but induce passivity in the under-
13
classes, sponsor ad-hoc adjustments to a decaying theory,
and even manipulate the productive process so as to give
the illusion that their privilege is based on merit and
desert.
Struggle can be mitigated in a number of ways.
One method, popular since the days of Bismarck, is through
the institution of anti-socialist reforms, measures
aimed at reducing suffering, improving the day to day
lives of people, while simultaneously keeping the
relative class power balance intact by defusing under-
class outrage. ^ As will be seen, the distinction
between such reforms and truly progressive ones has
vexed socialists from Hillquit to Harrington. Their
attempts at clarification on this point have not always
achieved the most satisfying results, and some further
analysis will be offered in a later chapter.
As is known, both Presidents Wilson and Franklin
Roosevelt were adept at such policies. Such reforms
often come in the wake of extra-legal mass action and
give the illusion that the necessary fundamental im-
provements can occur from the top down. The policy
fosters a historical perspective, popular among left
of center Democrats, which holds that F.D.R. gave labor
its rights, the Supreme Court and the Civil Rights
14
acts of the 196 O's liberated American Blacks, and John
Kennedy (after reading Michael Harrington's The Other
America ) initiated an assault on poverty which would
have succeeded were it not for a war and two Republican
administrations. Obscured in this history are the
strikes, lockouts, sit-ins, urban riots, marches, and
boycotts which played a role in forcing and guarantee-
ing these modest reforms. 1(^ Similarly ignored is an
aspect of government response to such activities.
Repression in America has never taken the form
of sustained and avowed state policy. It appears
intermittently as either an adjunct to anti-socialist
reforms or as a preemptive response to underclass pro-
testations. While it would be foolish to ignore the
restraining influence of the native traditions of civil
liberties, these traditions have often been ignored
when certain class, racial, and ideological factors
were present. As one writer on the subject has pointed
out, "The lower the status of the protesters, and the
more outrageous their grievances, the greater the
possibility of ruthless opposition to them." 11
The highly selective usage of repression can
be further linked to the more subtle means for defusing
struggle which have been employed. Walter Dean Burnham
15
has observed that such electoral reforms as the insti-
tution of the direct primary system, the development of
personal registration requirements, and changes in the
nature of the ballot served to erode the functions of
political parties and hence disaggregate the electorate,
preventing them from behaving in a collective fashion.
The political party, he asserts, is one of the few
social structures which can "generate countervailing
power on behalf of the many individually powerless
against the relatively few who are individually power-
ful. Many of these reforms were instituted at a
time when American capitalism faced its most severe
challenge from populist forces. Burnham argues that,
"they were, in the main, devices by which a large and
possibly dangerous mass electorate could be brought
to heel and subjected to management control within the
political system appropriate to 'capitalist democracy. 1 "-
This tendency toward under-participation has
not gone unnoticed by social scientists and liberal
theorists. Indeed, some have made a virtue of this
development and have redefined the democratic ideal
to conform to changes in the American polity. Peter
Bachrach aptly characterized this approach as follows:
...it is said that there is no alter-
native but to recast democracy,
emphasizing the stable, constitu-
tional and liberal nature of elite
pluralism; the competitiveness of
political elites, their accounta-
bility to the electorate at periodic
elections; and the open, multiple
points of access to elite power
for those who bother to organize
to voice their grievances and
demands. In this view, elites
become the core of democratic...
theory. To be sure the ordinary
man still plays a role in the
system. ..But by and large he does,
and is expected to remain passive -
in fact the health of the system
depends on it. For if he becomes
too active, too aroused in politics,
awakening the alienated, the apa-
thetic masses of the cities and the
rednecks of the rural communities,
political equilibrium is thrown
out of balance... 14
Thus, Robert Dahl , in his influenctial A Preface to
Democratic Theory warns:
...if an increase in political
participation brings the authori-
tarian-minded into the political
arena, consensus on the basic
norms among the politically active
certainly must be declining. To
the extent that consensus declines
we would expect ... polyarchy would
also decline. ^
To many a modern pluralist, even one with socialist
sympathies such as Dahl, the degree of democracy wi
in a given system is in inverse relationship to the
17
degree of participation by the masses.
The political "reforms" of the Progressive Era
were not the only procedural changes of that period
to have a profound effect on American society. Early
socialists were ever ready to point out that the
working class had in its possession all resources and
skills necessary to carry on production, save the
tools, machinery, raw materials, and capital appro-
priated by the capitalists as private property. It
was a common radical belief that society was evolving
to the point where a resourceful underclass, capable
of performing all socially necessary labor, would be
opposed only by a decadent, numerically dwindling, and
totally parasitic elite. Louis Boudin, who had not the
faith in determinants as his more moderate Marxist
colleagues, nevertheless spoke for the entire socialist
fraternity when he wrote:
The working class is steadily advanc-
ing in economic power and independence
in the sense that it takes possession
of more and more responsible positions
in the economic life of the nation,
diverts to itself by means of the
corporation and otherwise, all the
growth of the concentration and
centralization of capital; and
particularly with the development
of the corporate form of economic
activity, the capitalist class
18
abdicates its functions, the proper
functions of a ruling class, those of
economic management, into the hands
of the working class. The working
class thus not only becomes revo-
lutionary in its ideas, desires,
and aspirations, but it has organ-
ized power to carry the revolution
into effect and is fully equipped
to take hold of all social and
economic activities and functions
the day after the revolution. 1 ^
Boudin assumed that knowledge of the productive process
would remain in the hands of the working class, and this
knowledge would be a source of both power and self-
esteem. The logic, feasibility, and justice of a
society organized along collectivist democratic lines
would naturally increase as the role of the capitalist
would appear more and more superfluous. What he failed
to anticipate was a "successful management effort to
dissolve the labor process as a process conducted by
the worker, and reconstitute it as a proces conducted
by management .
"
1 7
As Boudin, Hillquit, and other socialists were
proclaiming the superfluousness of the capitalist, a
contemporary of theirs, Frederick Winslow Taylor, was
laying the groundwork for the development of a theory
of scientific management which would strengthen the
authority of management and increase worker producti-
19
vity by separating the theory of work from its actual
practice. Henceforth, the worker would bring to his
job little but his own capacity for labor and would
be dependent upon his employer not only for his tools
but for the knowledge of his task as well. 18
Harry Braverman points out in, Labor and Monopoly
Capitalism
, that modern management is marked by three
principles: 1) "the dissociation of the labor process
from the skills of the worker"; 2) the "separation of
conception from execution"; and 3) the "use of this
monopoly over knowledge to control each step of the
labor process and the mode of execution ." 19 In order
to create a world in its own image, capitalism conscious-
ly attempts to mold a work force of passive, dependent,
and interchangeable workers.
The capitalist mode of production
systematically destroys all-around
skills where they exist, and brings
into being skills and occupations
that correspond to its needs.
Technical capacities are henceforth
distributed on a strict "need to
know" basis. The generalized
distribution of knowledge of the
productive process among all its
participants becomes .. .not merely
"unnecessary", but a positive
barrier to the functioning of the
capitalist mode of production. 0
20
The political by-products of this development are
devastating. To the extent that the worker is dehuman-
ized, degraded, and stripped of creative possibilities,
ruling elites undergo an increase in stature, function,
and legitimacy. Transformed within the modern corporate
structure from mere owners to managers, they perform the
seemingly essential function of mediating between the
worker and the productive process. These effects are
at least partially internalized within the conscious-
ness of the worker who begins to admit to himself the
necessity of those who rule over him. Coupled with
an ignorance of how this relationship came into being,
many a worker lacks a sense of outrage at his creative
emasculation. There develops little notion of personal
desert, nor a sense of alternatives. To some extent,
the need for overt repression is mitigated by the
resulting underclass passivity and acquiesence.
However, no slave mentality can be so deeply and
universally implanted in the consciousness of a class.
(It would, therefore, be wrong to view the above obser-
vations as an endorsement of simplistic understandings
of Gramsci's theory of "Hegemony," whereby the under-
classes deliver unquestioned "spontaneous consent" to
the "general direction imposed on social life." Gramsci
21
himself recognized that "Hegemony" is only a single
variable which operates in conjunction with the selective
uses of an overtly coercive state apparatus in "moments
of crisis." 21 ) As a later analysis of labor accommo-
dationism will illustrate, an element of mainstream
working class thought accepted not capitalist legit-
imacy but merely the reality of ruling class power.
Although industrial rationalization in the middle half
of this century has tamed underclass discontent to some
extent, it would be naive to assume that a sense of the
arbitrariness of inequality and privilege is totally
absent in today's working class. Indeed, as the indus-
trial order proves itself increasingly unable to deliver
fulfilling work to larger and larger segments of the
work force, we might come to view Hegemony as a briefly
experienced symptom of capitalism's mid-life crisis and
hardly a fixture of late capitalist development.
The failure of American socialists to adequately
measure the quality of their opposition can be linked
to their lack of attention to an analysis, not only of
the work process in particular, but of the division of
labor in general. With the partial exception of the
working class socialists identified with the I.W.W.,
worker control of the labor process was of secondary
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importance to American socialists. As will be seen,
Hillquit spoke of workplace reform only in the context
of futuristic speculation, and others, particularly Norman
Thomas, championed the need for management, hierarchy,
and discipline within the industrial process. Michael
Harrington, while properly sympathetic to worker manage-
ment and the organization of new types of offices and
factories, does not see such concerns as developing into
socialist issues of immediate import. In his piece-
meal assault on capitalist structures from the top down,
he would prefer starting with control of capital invest-
ment rather than the processes of capital accumulation.
With this in mind, we might turn to the speculations
of the socialist historian, James Weinstein, on the failure
of American socialism during the first quarter of the
century. Aside from noting the impact of repression and
the disasterous split in the movement following the Russian
Revolution, 22 Weinstein notes the failings of Debsian
socialism which, he asserts, assumed that industrial
unionism was the eternal key to revolutionary conscious-
ness. This assumption, he argues, was increasingly
undermined by economic developments.
With the development of the large
corporation, and the technology that
made mass production possible, the
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contradiction between immediate
production and the expansion of
production capacity began to
dissolve particularly in the larger
scale and technologically more
advanced areas. As this happened
the threat posed by unionization
became less fundamental, and in
some cases the advantages it
promised in the form of greater
stability of the work force even
outweighed the dangers of united
action. In short, unionization,
even on an industrial basis, began
to lose whatever inherently revo-
lutionary content it formally had. 23
One can hardly disagree with the particulars of
Weinstein's analysis. Debs did indeed show a lack of
sophistication in analyzing the temper of the industrial
struggle. He assumed that a strategy which made good
socialists out of workers in 1900 was applicable in a
much later period. However, what was a failing of an
aging and ailing Debs was not a failing of the Debsian
mode of socialist thinking. For in this assumption,
he overlooked a central point in his own thinking - the
economic struggle of the working class must react and
conform to the conditions and arrangements of the times.
It would be but an extension of Debs 1 s thinking to argue
that just as craft unionism was superceded by industrial
unionism as the preferred tactic of revolutionary workers,
so too, industrial unionism must give way to a higher,
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more complex, form of struggle. The content of that
struggle might have focused on control and humanization
of the work process, and would not have found itself
compatible with the interests of a mature capitalism
bent on a rationalization of industry.
As will further be observed, the I.W.W. recognized
the need to resist rationalization, and as Weinstein
would undoubtably agree, they were violently expelled
from the arena of labor-management struggles. Of
course, their tendency, which Debs hardly shared, to
ignore the role of the state as a guarantor of social
relations left them vulnerable to such repressive
broadsides. However, what is important is that they posed,
to the end, an "inherently revolutionary" threat to the
existing order.
The Wobbly blunder was one moment in a developing
socialist theory of the state. As the antithesis of
Second International glorifications of the state it
found much sympathy with disenfranchised elements of the
proletariat. It was, in part, a radical variant of .
traditional (AFL) labor thinking. At the same time,
it made contact with the thinking of the more radical
American Marxists.
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As an exposition of the proto-Communist thinking
of Louis Fraina will show, the radical Socialist left,
which contributed leadership and numbers to the Communist
Party at its inception, developed an approach to the state
which closely paralleled that of Lenin's. Rejecting
Hillquit's positive evaluations of government, and even
Debs' s ambivalence toward liberal institutions, these
radicals embraced an antipathy toward parliamentary forms
and conventional political action. It was this position,
and not some authoritarian identification with notions
of a vanguard party, which precipitated their entrance
into the Soviet orbit.
Despite the organizational disunity of the years
following the First World War, Leninist thinking did spur
developments in more moderate Socialist thinking. Norman
Thomas perceived the state as neither inherently pro-
gressive nor eternally insidious, but as a neutral organ
at the service of those who control it and receptive to
pressure from both within and without. A more sophisti-
cated Marxist corrective to Thomas's pluralism is suggested
by Harrington who, as mentioned, perceives the state in
more suspicious terms.
Daniel Bell's thesis concerning the failures of
socialism in America is both influential and controversial,
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and it bears directly on key aspects of this work. Bell
argues that the socialist movement "could never resolve
but only straddle the basic issue of either accepting
capitalist society and seeking to transform it from with-
in... or becoming the sworn enemy of that society." 24
He speaks of what he perceives as an"irreconciliable
tension between ethics and politics," the former concerned
with the "ought of distribution implying a theory of
justice," the latter concerned with the "concrete mode
of distribution involving a power struggle between
organized groups to determine the allocation of privi-
lege. "25 He claims to take his clue from Max Weber's
seminal essay, "Politics as a Vocation," in which a
dilemma is posed between an "ethic of ultimate ends"
and an "ethic of responsiblity . " 26
However, there is a marked difference between Bell's
understanding of the dilemma and Weber's. To Bell, the
tension exists between the urge to act within two
mutually exclusive spheres, politics and ethics. To
Weber, however, it is a tension that exists within the
sphere of ethics itself, between long and short term
notions of what is ethically acceptable. This work
will often pose the dilemma in terms closer to Weber's,
by uncovering a tension in socialist thinking between
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finding a solution on the level of concrete groups and
individuals (which implies working temporarily within
existing institutions) and working on a broader societal
level (with the implication that existing social relation-
ships must be rejected and transcended)
.
Furthermore, what to Bell is the supreme failing
of socialists, their ambivalence to the society they live
in, is perhaps the greatest virtue of an intelligent
socialist position. As will be argued most forcefully
in the conclusion of this work, there is a need for
socialists to straddle the line between rejecting and
adapting to the American social order. While earlier
socialists may have inadequately done so, their
efforts to maintain a certain equilibrium, and their
resulting discomforts in doing so, were indicative of
their strong sense of the dilemma's complexity.
But Bell faults socialists for being socialists,
for not reconciling themselves to the inevitability of
capitalism and for not thoroughly integrating themselves
into its structures. The success of socialists, however,
cannot be judged by liberal standards, by their ability
to function as a successful, compromising, and egoistic
interest group acting by non-socialist rules of a non-
socialist game. American socialism can only be judged
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by its own internal standards, by whether it was willing
and/or able to reorganize society along radical new lines,
and whether its methods are consistent with its egali-
tarian and participatory ends. The defender of capitalism
has every intellectual right to argue with socialism;
he or she has not the right to demand, as a prerequisite
to debate, that the socialist accept the basic assump-
tions of the opposing point of view.
The Missed Connection
What were the theoretical factors which contri-
buted to the failure of socialism in America? In the
course of this work we will note a conservative and
consensual understanding of Marx (Hillquit, Spargo and
Berger) ; an overdependence on objective factors (Hillquit
and Spargo) ; an arrogant and authoritarian misreading of
the source of socialist consciousness (De Leon) ; an
underestimation of the future of capitalism (Boudin)
;
oversimplified approaches to the state and liberal
institutions (the I.W.W. and Fraina) ; and the inadequate
integration of theory and tactic (Harrington) . However,
the above notwithstanding, one historical peculiarity
of native socialist thinking has proved most tragic.
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For socialism to have succeeded in America the
American working class would have had to develop a
radical ideology to counter that of capitalism. As we
shall see, the socialist movement developed such alter-
native ways of thinking, yet as is known, they failed to
take root among American workers. What contributed to
this failure were basic and profound theoretical dif-
ferences between socialists and non-socialist elements
of the working class. These differences inhibited even
the rudimentary beginnings of a dialogue. Those socialists,
most melioristic in their approach to social problems
and most willing to work with accommodationist elements
of organized labor, were, at the same time, most removed
from Gompers and the mainstream of labor philosophically.
On the other hand, those socialists, inside and outside
the labor movement, closest to mainstream labor philo-
sophically, were utterly opposed to all compromises with
"pure and simple" unionism. Where tactical symmetry exist-
ed, philosophical differences abounded; where there was
theoretical correspondence, there was a wealth of tacti-
cal dissonance.
The nascent unionism of the 1870' s and 1880 's,
of which Gompers was a product, was born of the realization
that only the working class could fully comprehend its
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problems and, therefore, the working class must be the
agent of its own liberation. From a socialist position,
particularly one grounded in the theories of Marx, this
was a sound beginning for a labor movement. If a socialist
consciousness was to proceed from this line of thinking,
it would have had to proceed by giving content to those
desires for self- liberation.
However, a large segment of the socialism which
this labor movement came in contact with was rooted in
the statist Marxism of the Second International.
Socialists such as De Leon, Hillquit, and Spargo saw the
socialist movement as mediating between the worker and
society, guiding her or him to a future, perhaps of his
own making, but not of his own design. In many ways,
these dominant segments of American Marxist thought were
tinged with bourgeois influences and predilictions. John
Spargo assumed stability and order to be of great
importance to the working class, and Morris Hillquit
relished the inevitable triumph of a benevolent legal
order in the form of the positive state. In this sense,
they bore a close affinity to the non-socialist Progres-
sives of their age who, in Hofstadter's words, "Represent-
ing as they did the spirit and desires of the middle
class, ... stood for a... program of economic remedies
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designed to minimize the dangers from the extreme
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right and left." As Roosevelt sought to restore power
to a "responsible middle class," so socialists championed
the intellectual leadership of enlightened (Marxist)
segments of the bourgeoisie. John Spargo, for one,
perceived the socialist movement as an explicit brake
on the more nihilistic impulses of the rabble.
To the middle-class socialist, socialism would
guarantee an equitable and uncapricious reward for hard
work and individual initiative, preserve the family and
the best of traditional sex roles, and tame an anarchic
economy which threatened personal security and stability.
Yet, the non-socialist connections of the working
class left were of an entirely different class nature.
The I.W.W. gave socialist substance to the skepticism
of the state which permeated the thinking of Gompers and
labor accommodationists . Debsian rhetoric made strong
contact with populist notions of societal renewal and
bore some similarity to the tone and passion of mid-
west revivalism. Even when working class radicals, such
as Louis Fraina, entered into more formalized Marxist
circles, they maintained a romantic vision which was of
obvious discomfort to the genteel reformers within the
movement. Where bourgeois socialist thought was elitist,
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working class socialism was often democratic to an
extreme. While the dominant strains of bourgeois
socialism viewed the state as either inherently pro-
gressive or easily adaptable to their ends, the working
class activist, from Gompers to Haywood to Debs, looked
upon the state with ambivalence, suspicion and disdain.
Yet, while the socialism of Debs and Haywood
was an outgrowth of American labor thinking, it had
little tolerance for what it had broken with and trans-
cended. While moderate socialists such as Hillquit and
Berger perceived Gompers and the AFL as having yet to
learn the truths of socialism, this was not the per-
ception of the working class left. To Debs and the
Wobbly, all workers had a basic potential for under-
standing the root evil of capitalism and an implicit
grasp of the socialist vision. Gompers and his cohorts
did not lack, in their estimation, the ability to
construct a socialist critique of society, but a belief
in the possibility and immediacy of workers achieving
power. Debs and the Wobblies viewed the Federation's
attachment to craft unionism as indicative more of
cowardice than anything else. The mainstream Marxist
of the Socialist Party optimistically waited for labor
to see the light; De Leon and the Socialist Labor Party
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attempted to aggressively show the working class that
light; the working class left, however, assumed the
leadership of organized labor had seen the light and
had rejected it in favor of an accommodationist stance.
As a result, large portions of the working
class never came in contact with a socialism adaptive
to their basic perspective. The socialism of Hillquit
appeared too statist and paternalistic, that of De Leon
too authoritarian. The inability of Gompers and the
working class left to develop a consistent working
relationship disrupted the development of an indigenous
proletarian socialist consciousness. Governmental
repression sealed the fate of the working class left.
One cannot therefore underestimate the importance
of repression. It could be argued rather forcefully
that socialism never took hold in this country because
it was not allowed to do so. It was defeated in the
United States just as it was defeated, more recently,
in Chile. That is not to say that a large segment of
the American working class was at any time socialist,
but that the working class of this country was not
allowed to become socialist as the most promising ten-
dencies of socialist thought were prevented from develop!
maturing, and continuing their dialogue with the American
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working class. The need for major surgery was mitigated
by selective doses of preventive repression.
However, had a Debsian or I.W.W. brand of
socialism taken root in the working class, it is still
difficult to say that it would have succeeded. What
is likely, however, is that the defeat of socialism,
were it to occur, would have been qualitatively different.
A more firmly implanted socialist movement might not
have been so easily expelled from American political life,
and its occurrence would be so much more obvious to
later generations. Repression would appear as less of
the anomaly that it now does and would not be so easily
written off by liberal apologists. What is even more
likely, is that a large, relatively entrenched, socialist
movement might have necessitated an American version of
the European compromise, in which the programmatic reality
of socialism is betrayed while an exaltation of the
socialist vision remains.
Historical Background
American socialist theory did not arise in a
vacuum. It was the product of America and the larger
world, and it thrived within a number of diverse
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organizational forms. Most prominent among them was
the Socialist Party of America. 28 The Socialist Party
was formed in July of 1901, when a dissident group of
the Socialist Labor Party merged with the Social
Democratic Party of Eugene Debs and Victor Berger. It
represented the synthesis of an East-coast Marxism,
heavily influenced by European Social Democracy, with
more native, though not necessarily unMarxist, brands
of socialism. Given the spirit of coalition that marked
its founding, it attracted other, more diverse, strains
of socialism as well. In the next twenty years, this
party mounted the most serious socialist challenge to
capitalism in American to date. Its legacy has both
2 9inspired and haunted the American left ever since. *
Formed in 1877, the Socialist Labor Party spent
the first decade and a half of its existence embroiled
in a series of confused internal battles between
Lassallians and Marxists over the respective merits of
political versus economic agitation. However, even
once the Marxists were to gain control of the Party,
the political tactic was to win out. In part, this
was a result of the brief surge of anarchism during the
1880' s which impressed the Lassallians with the need
for militancy but encouraged the Marxists to place a
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distance between themselves and those identified with
the "propaganda of the deed." For if the short lived,
yet surprising, successes of the anarchists had educated
the former in the benefits of trade union activity,
the adverse reaction of non-socialist America to the
anarchist tactic had convinced many Marxists of the
virtues of not straying too far from "respectable"
methods. When Daniel- De Leon joined the party in 1890,
both the political actionists and partisans of trade
union activity were prepared to put the feuds of the past
decades behind them. ^
De Leon was a prized acquisition for the SLP.
Although not quite a full-blooded Yankee, the West
Indies born, Dutch educated attorney and college lecturer
was, at least, more comfortable on the American scene
than the expatriate German socialists who had dominated
the party in its formative years. A newly converted
Marxist, whose prose never adapted itself to the Marxist
idiom, De Leon was bent on creating an active socialist
presence on both the economic and political field.
"The organization of the working class must be both
economic and political," he wrote. "The capitalist is
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organized on both lines. You must attack him on both."
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The times seemed right for socialism in the
trade unions. In 1888, a group of Jewish socialists,
Morris Hillquit among them, had been instrumental in
establishing the United Hebrew Trades, an organization
which was to lay the groundwork for the successful
needle trades unions that were to develop over the next
32three decades. The leadership of the Jewish socialists
were an interesting lot. Although alienated from the
mainstream of American Bourgeois life by their ethnicity
and immigrant status, many of them hailed from the
cosmopolitan urban centers of Russia and Eastern Europe
and were forced to return to a Yiddish idiom in order
to approach the Jewish proletariat. Their success was
noteworthy. Abraham Cahan's Yiddish daily Forward (which
was to break with the Socialists in support of FDR
during the Thirties) was the single greatest intellectual
influence on the consciousness of American Jews.
Hillquit' s socialism, with its accent on political
action and a labor militancy tempered by a willingness
to compromise has undoubtedly shaped the temper of New
York unionism to this day. In later years, social
democratic union leaders would emerge, not only in the
needle trades, but among teachers and municipal workers
as well. J
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In 1896, the SLP created the Socialist Trade
and Labor Alliance, ostensibly to organize the unorganized
However, when it appeared obvious that the new organiza-
tion was not adverse to recruiting from the ranks of
the AFL, the cry of "dual unionism" rose up from within
the older labor organization. Socialists such as Hillquit
with close ties to the established unions, balked as
well. As the ST and -LA floundered, the battle within the
SLP intensified, always compounded by De Leon's inability
to tolerate opposition to his autocratic rule. Finally,
after a series of often comical confrontations and court
suits, a large segment of the party, under the leader-
ship of Hillquit, withdrew in anticipation of uniting
with the Social Democratic Party.
The Social Democratic Party was itself an out-
growth of a feud that developed within the Social
Democracy of America between political actionists and
Utopians wishing to colonize a western state, and thereby
begin, state by state, the transformation of the United
States into a cooperative commonwealth. The lesson
that all later socialists would learn from this and all
other intentionalist experiments is that the old order
cannot be fled from; it must be either eradicated,
transcended, or incorporated into the new. Hillquit
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would observe, that "...the time of Robinson Crusoes,
individual or social, have passed." 34 Even at their
most conservative, later American socialists would seek
solutions that went beyond isolated experiments and
which sought to confront social evils rather than to
create a physical separation from them.
The leadership of the Social Democratic Party,
Berger and Debs, were an odd pair who would later
represent opposite poles of the Socialist Party. The
Austrian born and educated Berger emigrated to the U.S.
in 1878, and by 1893 had gone through the Socialist
Labor Party of Milwaukee and had formed his own Social
Democratic Society with close ties to the city's labor
unions. Berger was to become the major proponent of a
"step at a time" socialism which advocated reform
measures and municipal ownership as a means toward the
introduction of socialism. Debs, a founder and President
of the American Railway Union, proclaimed himself for
socialism following his imprisonment for defying a
government injunction during the Pullman strike of 1894.
He would consistently flirt with the more radical
variants of the socialist vision.
The Pullman strike, an early test of industrial
unionism, had two rather contradictory effects on the
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American labor movement. To a minority of labor
leaders, Debs amongst them, it pointed to the virtue
of industrial organization, the need for unity and
militancy, and the imperative to neutralize the state
in the battle between labor and capital. However, as
the labor historian Philip Foner points out, to Gompers
and the A. F . of L. leadership the events of 1894 had a
different significance entirely, proving to them the
following
:
the only type of unionism that would
be tolerated was a unionism which
did not seriously threaten the absolute
controls of the corporate monopolies
over the economic and political
machinery. To attempt to unite the
workers into powerful industrial
unions... was to court the destruction
of the existing labor organization
and to doom the trade unions to the
fate of the ARU.35
If to Debs, the strike proved the necessity of socialism,
to the leadership of the AFL, who also had no illusions
about the nature of capitalist rule, it proved the utter
impossibility of a working class assault on capitalism.
From the beginning, the Socialist Party was
composed of some rather odd bedfellows. One can divide
the party into a Right, Center and Left and say that a
Center-Left coalition dominated the party in its early
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years, and was opposed by a small right-wing centered
around Berger. After 1905, with the formation of the
I.W.W., the reappearance of the controversial questions
of dual unionism and extra-legal action inspired the
formation of a Center-Right coalition. The infighting
eventually led to the passing of a convention resolution
condemning direct action and sabotage, and the expulsion
of the Wobbly leader, William Haywood, from the Party's
National Executive Committee. ^6
However, although these categories reflect rather
accurately the shifting tactical alliances that developed
within the party during this period, it obscures the
various theoretical differences that existed, not only
between the various party factions, but within them as
well. No real continuum of thought existed within the
SP; persons and groups tactically close were often quite
distant in terms of theory.
The Center found its leader in Morris Hillquit,
a moderate yet doctrinaire Marxist, who would maintain
his prominence within party affairs for over three
decades. An able lawyer and tactician, Hillquit had a
knack for effecting compromises. John Spargo, perhaps
the most popular exponent of the Center brand of
American Marxism, combined his interpretation of Marx
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with a reverence for the liberal tradition. He would
play a leading role in many progressive movements of
the period and would leave the party to support the
American war effort during World War I. If any single
position was characteristic of the Center, it was an
unfailing belief in the unconscious economic forces
which make the advent of socialism all but inevitable.
Chapter II focuses on the paternalistic and deterministic
elements of Hillquit's and Spargo's Marxism as well as
their overly positive appraisal of the role of the modern
state
.
The party's Right was an odd amalgam of Christian
socialists, Utopians, thinly veiled populists, and
municipal reformers. It found its most able spokesman
in Berger who, while sharing the evolutionary hopes of
the Center, had not their unqualified faith in either
Marx or economic forces. The Milwaukee socialist had
much less trouble justifying the practical reforms that
all but the most extreme elements of the party's Left
tended to support, and at the same time, had the
gadfly's prerogative of embracing a more militant tactic
when the situation warranted it. As will be seen in
Chapter III, the positive aspects of Berger 's voluntarism
were unfortunately negated by his rather narrow perspective
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rooted as it was in middle class pretention and bigotries.
A radical working class left emerged as a reaction
to both an authoritarian leftism, exemplified in the
writings of Daniel De Leon, and the accommodationism of
AFL unionism. As Chapter IV points out, De Leon failed
to perceive the need for the self-education which must
complement the self-liberation of the working class,
while Gompers and the AFL asserted this need but rejected
the possibility of overcoming a repressive capitalist
order.
Debsian socialism was the most promising of
American socialist perspectives and, as argued in
Chapter V, balanced an appreciation of the potential
of democratic institutions with an understanding of the
need for militant struggle on all fronts. The radical
working class left was a major victim of Wilsonian
repression. Its demise, as argued, was a major setback,
both organizationally and theoretically, for American
socialism.
The Socialist Party Left further claimed romantic
men of letters such as Jack London aid John Reed,
scholarly Marxists such as Louis Boudin, and self-
educated revolutionaries such as Louis Fraina. After
the explusion of Haywood from the Party's NEC, Boudin
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and Fraina emerged as consistent spokesmen for the Left
and sought to infuse American Marxism with a new spirit
of militancy and voluntarism to counter the staid
determinism of socialist moderates. Their intellectual
travails are detailed in Chapter VI.
Fraina, imbued with the quasi-religious fervor
of the revolutionary romantic, waged a holy war against
party moderates in the name of direct action and immediate
revolution. Ironically, despite the radicalization of
the moderate position following American entry into the
war and the Russian Revolution, the intra-party struggle
intensified to the point of schism. However, the
Communist Party, which emerged from that chaotic period,
rather quickly came to reflect the authoritarian
sycophancy of Zinoviev's Third International and not the
left-socialism of Fraina.
Separated from its revolutionary elements, the
Socialist Party of the 1920' s sought relevancy in
coalition with populists and Progressives. However, such
coalitions fizzled, aided by intentional and unintentional
sabotage from both their right and left. By the end
of the decade, Norman Thomas emerged as the authoritative
voice of the non-Communist left. Thomas's ascension to
Socialist leadership signalled the further alienation
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of the movement from a working class base and the
assimilation of its thought into that of mainstream
reformism. Thomas's own class position aided in this
transition. Having grown up in the same small town
as Harding, studied under Wilson at Princeton, and being
accustomed to the deference and respect shown men of
the cloth, he had neither qualms nor difficulties in
negotiating with persons of authority. In his years as
a public spokesman for socialism, he made numerous calls
in support of his causes on men of power.
Albeit thoroughly reformist, Thomas's socialism,
analyzed in Chapter VII, brought a new spirit of
voluntarism to the American left. Also, as noted,
his pluralist theory of the state was an important advance.
At the same time, he subordinated the totality of the
socialist vision to support for individual causes and
positions. Within the Socialist Party, Thomas occupied a
position between a Marxist "old guard," led by Hillquit
until his death in 1933 and a vaguely Debsian left-wing,
in some ways the remnants of an earlier left, more
easily described as fellow travellers of the various dis-
affected Leninisms that dotted the political landscape
of the Thirties. Although tactically aligned with the
Party's left, Thomas shared neither their revolutionary
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ardor nor Marxist analysis. Indeed, as will be seen,
the consistency with which he embraced radical positions
obscured his conservative reasons for doing so.
Although the Thirties and Forties brought a
certain degree of organizational success to the left,
most notably the formation and growth of the CIO and
the growth of Communist influence, it did not bring
comparative developments in American socialist thinking.
The Communist movements, loyalists and pretenders
included, imported their thinking from abroad, and under
Thomas's leadership, Socialists were doers and partici-
pators, not thinkers. As the cold war and the revival
of state repression obliterated radical structures
and old political ties, socialist thinking was left in
decline and without roots. The student left which emerged
in the 1960 's was, in Daniel Bell's words, "...sons
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without fathers ... nihilists without memory."
Yet finally, despite its wishful teleology,
the writings of Michael Harrington introduce the basis
for a new socialist literature in America. His socialism
is worth considering for two reasons. First, in the
personality oriented milieu of American politics there
emerges in each generation a recognized spokesman for
American socialism. The process by which this occurs
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involves both internal selection by the left and media
anointment. For whatever reasons, not least of which
being his tireless service to the socialist cause and
his abilities as a prolific and informed writer,
Harrington has inherited a role previously played by
Thomas and Debs.
Second, Harrington represents both continuity
and change within the socialist tradition. In his
writings, we can see "Hillquit ' s moderating faith in the
historical process as well as Thomas's brand of reformism.
At the same time, he reintroduces lost categories and
approaches. While hardly a Debsian socialist, Harrington
does exhibit an ambivalence toward the state which has
been absent in social democratic circles for many years.
With integrity, and a refreshing degree of independence,
he confronts American problems within the context of a
sophisticated Marxist paradigm. Harrington presents to
the left a tactic, an agenda for the coming decades
which can be analyzed, critiqued, and transcended.
Therefore, the concluding chapter of this work is its
most essential; it presents American Socialist thought
not as it was, but as it is becoming, and offers tentative
suggestions for the development of an effective American
socialist praxis.
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CHAPTER II
HILLQUIT, SPARGO AND THE CONSERVATIVE USES OF MARX
Introduction
The mainstream American Marxist, mixing an odd
blend of Darwinian theory, ^ strict Marxist determinism,
and old-fashioned American optimism, developed a model
of social change in which history evolves through the
often unconscious and counter-conscious activity of
individuals and economic forces. The need for conscious
human activity was mitigated to the point where its
justification became arguable, and where the most active
agents of social change were the very institutions and
persons the socialists sought to replace. Socialism was
seen as merely the next change in a natural process of
change. It was legitimized by being portrayed as the
most natural and beneficial option for the future, in the
same way that capitalism was for its day. In this
model, Marxism was stripped of its teleological , not to
mention eschatological elements. Morris Hillquit would
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argue that, "It is improvement not perfection for
which we are striving, and our contemporary social
organization is capable of improvement just as all
societies of the past were." 2
Therefore, while Ira Kipnis is correct in assert-
ing that with few exceptions American socialists "gave
3lip service to the philosophy of Marx and Engels," he
could just as well have added that the writings of these
theorists were quite often used for some rather conserva-
tive purposes. Popularizers of American Marxism such
as Morris Hillquit, John Spargo, and W.J. Ghent used
Marxism to advocate an "evolutionary" rather than
"revolutionary" tactic, to warn against the premature
introduction of socialism, and to glorify and mythologize
the early stages of capitalism. Spargo, whose avowed aim
was to popularize the "evolutionary method of Marxian
socialism,"^ was even to assert that among the virtues
of the socialist movement was its capacity for saving
society from anarchism and the more nihilistic impulses
of the working class by civilizing and channeling under-
5
class consciousness for constructive purposes.
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History and Determinism
Even within the writings of a single American
Marxist the usage of the word 'socialism' tended to
change. For example, Hillquit's understanding of the
word when he spoke of the movement of history, or trends
in social development, is quite distinct from his under-
standing of the word in the context of Socialist Party
tactics. On the one hand, socialism was viewed as an
economic and social ordering of society, many of whose
elements were already to be found in capitalism. On
the other hand, socialism was an absolute ideal, the
conscious work of avowed socialists. Therefore, trusts
and government controlled enterprises were pointed to
as proof that "we are at least ankle-deep in Socialism
already," 6 while being perceived as "in no sense install-
ments of the socialist cooperative commonwealth." 7 Part
of this confusion resulted from a basic tension in the
mainstream American Marxist model, which failed to
adequately link the historical and technological factors
leading to socialism with conscious human activity. By
overexaggerating the former, the latter was made rela-
tively superfluous. For although insisting that their
version of economic determinism "does not involve belief
in man's helplessness to change conditions,"
8
and was
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in no sense "political Calvinism,
"
y these socialists did
indeed place an unusually heavy emphasis on the uncon-
scious factors of social change, and a gradualist and
progressive interpretation of history which severely
circumscribed the possibilities of human action.
To Spargo, for instance, history was nothing
short of the ever-progressive advancement of mankind,
with each historical epoch an unequivocal advance.
Therefore, as "cruel revolting and vile" as slavery might
appear, "it still was a step forward, a distinct advance
upon the older custom of cannibalism and wholesale
slaughter.""^ Capitalism was viewed as a similar improve-
ment, whose inevitable advent was understood in gradual
and consensual terms.
The triumph of the new system of
capitalist production with its far
greater efficiency arising from
associated production upon a plan
of specialized division of labor, was
therefore but a question of time. The
class of wage workers then gradually
increased in numbers, as men found
that they were unable to compete with
the new methods, they accepted the
inevitable and adopted themselves
for the new conditions.il
This contrasts, of course, with Marx's own
analysis in Part IV of the first volume of Capital .
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Marx, that which seems gradual over the course of decades
and centuries is marked by brutality and suffering in
the day-to-day lives of ordinary people.
The spoliation of the church's
property, the fraudulent adulation
of the state domains, the robbery
of the common lands, the usurpation
of feudal and clan property, and its
transformation into modern private
property under circumstances of
reckless terrorism, were just so
many idyllic methods of primitive
accumulation. 12
However, Marxists such as Hillquit and Spargo
would have been unable to acknowledge this aspect of
Marx's writing without modifying their notion that
"the present system of industry has not been consciously
13planned and devised by cunning capitalist minds."
For while Marx would agree that no single social architect
existed, it was clearly his understanding that the isolated
events which combined to create capitalism were the
conscious actions of men who understood well the need
for social controls over a propertyless underclass.
It is interesting to note that, to many conserva-
tive Marxists, what was progressive in the newly formed
capitalist order was the result of conscious human action
and the best of motives, even while its seamy side
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effects were seen as the result of unconscious social
and economic forces. Thus, to Hillquit, the liberal
state and its laissez-faire economic policies arose,
"as the expression of the revolt of the bourgeoisie
against the excessive centralization of the ancient
14
regime .
"
Hillquit was, of course, confusing the fact with
its later rationale. - If, in a more stable phase, capitalism
is indeed accompanied by a restricted public sphere, it
is only because, as Marx observed, "the dull compulsion
of economic relations" had replaced the overt use of
state power as an instrument of social control. In an
earlier period, when the underclasses had yet to accept
the mode of production of capitalism as "self-evident
laws of nature," the state was actively used "to keep the
laborer himself in the normal degree of dependence.""'""'
It could be said that mainstream American Marxists, by
choosing to ignore the role of the state in the period
of "primitive accumulation, 11 cultivated a similar mis-
understanding of the role of the state in capitalism's
advanced stages.
Hillquit maintained that the movement toward
Socialism takes place on different fronts, the participants
being either "conscious or unconscious of their activity.
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This understanding of economic determinism was amplified
by another American socialist, W.J. Ghent, in his popular
work, Mass and Class
. In it, the unconscious elements
far outweigh the conscious.
It is not contended that men were
always, or even generally, conscious
of the economic motives that impel
them. Far less is it to be contended
that they are aware of the influence
laid upon the exercise of that motive
by the prevailing economic environment.
The consciousness of their motives is
often but dim and vague, and that
motive which they believe dominant a
mere illusion.
I
7
Spargo understood change as the result of an
even more deterministic process in which "hopes for the
future rest, not upon the genius of some Utopia builder,"
but are realized only as a result of "economic necessity."
Man moves through the maze of history with all but one
path closed to him, the timing of his movement always
determined by economic stimuli.
It should be noted that Spargo used the epithet
"Utopian" more as a weapon to guard his left flank
than his right. The word was used to reject all
suggestions for change which conflicted with his evolu-
tionary consensual model: "communistic" forms of
organization, and social reforms which shocked his rather
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proper middle class sensibility. Hence, Marx "lapsed at
times into the Utopian habit of predicting the sudden
transformation of society/' 19 and the hostility of
certain socialists to the legal institution of marriage
is seen as a "remnant of the old Utopian spirit." 20 Not
unlike a Burke, Spargo had a natural repugnance for
change which was neither discernible in, nor made impera-
tive by, existing social relations .
The Positive Role of the State
Of all the unconscious human forces making for
socialism, the two most important to the mainstream
Marxist were the capitalist, and his creation, the modern
state. Indeed, elite behavior was seen as more counter-
conscious than unconscious. Measures used by the
capitalist and his political allies to maintain the
present economic order were themselves seen as moving
society deeper and deeper into socialism.
To Hillquit, there is a twofold irony in capitalist
development. First, in the name of individuality,
capitalism had created an economic order in which
individuality itself had become a "mark of economic
immaturity." 21 In the modern era, "the modern machine
is a social tool, the modern factory is a social workshop,
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the modern workingman is a social servant and the
modern products are social products." 22
Second, the capitalist class, in an effort to
control a growingly socialized working class, created
an instrument of coercion known as the state, and out
of fearof the working class transformed it into an agency
of social reform. Hillquit did not deny the class nature
of the state under capitalism. However his analysis
suggested a much shorter period in which the state is
actively used as a repressive tool, and pointed to a not
distant future in which the state would be a positive
instrument of human emancipation.
In his relatively consensual model, there is
little need for coercive power in the early periods of
capitalism. He held to a mythology which saw capitalism,
prior to its modern manifestations, as going hand in
hand with a non-interventionist state and an acquiescent
working class. Only in an advanced era must the
capitalist, previously the benefactor of society, main-
tain his privileged position through a combination of
repression and social reform. The introduction of
reforms signals the impending transformation of the state
to an organ for the social betterment of mankind.
Hillquit saw the state as a reflection of man's
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social development, the evolution of mankind "from an
aggregation of loosely connected social units to the
present state of society, in which the entire globe
is divided politically into a very small number of
governments compactly and closely organized." 23 If
the state and its citizenry had once been in conflict,
that day was surely about to pass. The state has evolved
into an indispensable tool for the attainment of human
needs. It stands as the guardian and preserver of all
past good, as well as the hope for the present and
future. "The state represents the collective mind and
attainment of all past generations, but also the collec-
tive intellect, will, and powers of its present living,
feeling and thinking members. "24
Social legislation, even when implemented to
defuse the revolt of the working class, was seen as a
clear indication that the gap between the state and
society was diminishing. Of importance was not the
conscious motives of those most active but the "sympto-
matic significance" of such legislation. It marks "a
growing change in the popular conception of the office
of legislation—the approach of a new legal system
• , .,25
expressive of a new social era.
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However, in saying this, Hillquit was clearly
modifying the accepted socialist disdain of the state.
To reconcile his analysis with accepted doctrine, he
asserted that while the traditional socialist view of
the state is "entirely correct in substance," it must
be understood that a gradual transition from one epoch
to another would be reflected in the gradual change in
the role of the state as well. 26 Originally, the state
was created, and its power extended, to maintain the
existing order. However, in response to the rise of the
political and economic organization of the working class,
the state had become, often for the most sinister of
reasons "an instrument of economic and social reform.
"
2 7
The introduction of reform is a clear signal that the
state has risen above the class struggle and is now a
"most potent instrument for the modification and ultimate
abolition of the capitalist class rule." 28 Each class or
group of citizens must now try to capture, or at least
29influence, the state machinery for its own purposes.
Eventually the state, rather than working to preserve
the status quo, assumes "the very important mission of
paving the way for the transition from present conditions
to socialism." 30 Hillquit sees the state as being
transformed from a negative instrument of class domination
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to a neutral mechanism loyal to those who assert the
greatest degree of influence and power to a positive
force for social change. This process takes place over
a rather short period of time.
If Hillquit, coming from a German socialist tra-
dition, heavily influenced by Hegel, saw the state as
man's means of social expression, Spargo, whose Marxism
was tempered by his admiration of the liberal tradition,
saw the state as the last protection of individual man
31in a collectivist age. For Hillquit, the state was
both natural and necessary; to many a more radical
socialist, the state was neither natural nor necessary,
but to the liberal Spargo, the state was unnatural yet
quite necessary.
It is the irony of liberalism that its under-
standing of the role of the state has its roots in that
most authoritarian of social theorists—Thomas Hobbes.
Within the Hobbesian framework, man, out of insecurity
and fear of death, is forced into society. Society is
never an end or good in itself; it is a means by which
man establishes a safe context in which to pursue his
desires and his own conceptions of the good life.
Since only the private sphere is in any way natural,
and all that is public is inherently and always artificial,
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the public sphere, once conceived as necessary, has no
logical limit. An encroachment into one area of an
individual's life is no different in any way from an
encroachment into another area. From a position which
posits an essentially private nature of man, Hobbes
arrives at a public order with no logical bounds. If
all is inherently private, then all is potentially public.
Yet, if the Leviathan is clearly authoritarian
in nature, the classical liberal state, whose rationale
evolved from Hobbes, was an order decidedly more
tolerant. As the coercive power of the state was replaced
by that of the market, social control became the function
of economic processes within the private sphere. To a
certain degree, never as great as its apologists would
have us believe, the liberal state recedes from the
social scene. Only in a period of advanced capitalism,
with a heightened confrontation between monopoly capital
and organized labor, does the need for a public effort
in support of the existing order arise. The Leviathan
is then once again resurrected.
Spargo's socialism is a mixture of Hobbesian
32
logic and his own understanding of Marx. To the
extent that he views man as a social creature, the
state, in his analysis, conforms to the role ascribed
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to it by socialists like Hillquit. Yet to the extent
that man is egoistic, the state comes to protect man's
pursuit of his private dreams and to end the chaos of
the class struggle which deflects human energy from
that pursuit.
To Spargo, "human nature is nothing more than
the fundamental instinct of self-preservation which man
33
enjoys in common with lower animals." However, the
possibility for the elimination of scarcity mitigates
this egoism and allows for cooperation, which is a
reflection of man's other, more social, side. "Life is
an oscillation between these two motives. "^ Only in
some distant epoch that might follow socialism would man
view much of his own self-interest and the common good
35
as synonymous
.
Spargo' s man, half social, half egoistic, is
thrust into a collectivized world. Two options are open
to him. One, the capitalist alternative, is geared to
enhance the individuality of the few at the expense of
the many. Spargo would reject this option, not only
out of fairness, but because of the class warfare,
social upheaval, and anarchy it would bring.
The second alternative, socialism, seeks to
meet man's social needs and preserve some security for
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for the private sphere through cooperation and mutually
agreed upon restrictions. "Liberty," wrote Spargo,
in words ripe with Hobbesian implications, "has
progressed rapidly where social supremacy has been most
firmly established." Under socialism, he asserted,
3one can envision a "wide extension of private property."
Spargo assured his readers that Marx and Engels "had
no desire to forbid private initiative or thrift, but
only a passionate desire to destroy class rule and
3 8privilege." In John Spargo we see a genteel middle
class strain of American socialism that has survived
well into the middle of this century. As will be seen,
it found a more popular and equally eloquent spokes-
person in Norman Thomas.
Whether as a manifestation of man's social
nature, as envisioned by Hillquit, or as a benevolent
Leviathan protecting the private sphere by restricting
it, as viewed by Spargo, the state was, however,
endowed by the mainstream American Marxist with a specia
virtue, its every move a step toward the creation of
the Cooperative Commonwealth. Furthermore, by holding
to a vision of a positive state, mainstream American
Marxists anticipated key elements of a later welfare
state liberalism even as they alienated themselves from
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large segments of the working class. For, as will be
seen, the antipathy toward the state of both labor
radicals and accommodationists was a common thread of
underclass thinking, an inclination which created a
real class division within reform ranks.
The Class Struggle
The notion of "class" is a most elusive concept
for socialists. Marx's third volume of Capital breaks
off just as his discussion of class begins. The few
paragraphs available to us offer little insight except
to say that an analysis of classes in a capitalist society
must go beyond the two categories of capitalists and
wage earners. Marx complained that in Britain, where
the economic structure is "most highly and classically
developed, middle and intermediate strata even here
3 9
obliterate lines of demarcation everywhere."
Needless to say, the problem of how to deal with
the "middle classes" has bewildered Marx's disciples
as well. In his popular exposition of socialist prin-
ciples, Socialism Summed Up , Hillquit begins his
discussion of class by stating:
It is not contended that the entire
population is definitely divided
into the two classes mentioned.
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There are, of course, the more
or less indefinite or undefinable
economic groups, generally designated
as the "middle class" with all
shades of special interest, but
the main factors
. . . are clearly
represented by the two most pro-
nounced type of classes, the
capitalist and the wage earners.^
As alluded to above, one major tact taken by
American Marxists was to place the middle classes
outside of the course of history. Of course, this was
difficult for some, given their own class background.
An alternative position was to somehow collapse these
classes into the two more predominant classes. Attorney
Hillquit described people in the professions as
"intellectual proletarians," 4 ''" and predicted that the
small businessman would have to either take his place
in the ranks of the working class or in the "service of
the trusts." 42
Great stress was placed on the contributions of
middle class persons to the socialist movement. There
were reminders that "the founders of theoretical
socialism . . . and the leaders of the socialist move-
ment in all countries recruit themselves principally
from among this class." 43 The professional classes,
although described as supplying capitalism with its
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"apologists," are further seen as:
. .
.
alert in perceiving every
coming social change and whenever
a new class enters upon a promising
campaign to displace the old order,
the professionals desert their
former patrons in large numbers
and place themselves at the head
of the new movement. 44
As will be seen in a later chapter, it is only
in the more working class variants of American socialism
that any sustained skepticism of the middle class
appears. Mainstream Marxists looked upon the middle
classes in a favorable light, and reserved their enmity
for the "slum proletarians" who could "only seldom be
relied on to rally to the virile battle of socialism.
"
4 ^
This exaltation of the middle classes is indica-
tive of the tremendous difficulty many American
socialists had in dealing with the whole notion of
the class struggle. Gronlund's Cooperative Commonwealth ,
one of the earliest and most popular American expositions
of socialism consistently based on Marx, curiously
ignored any sustained discussion of the class struggle.
Looking Backwards , the later and more popular work by
Edward Bellamy, explicitly rejects the class struggle
46
as merely an ugly by-product of capitalism's decay.
Hillquit handled this question by obscuring it. He
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viewed the class struggle as a broad and rather inclusive
phenomenon, "sometimes overt and violent, sometimes
concealed and even unconscious."^ At times, it
resembled rather closely Marx's notion of alienation,
a product of the capitalist contradiction in which
"Modern machinery, although inherently of untold blessing
to mankind operates as a curse upon the toiler under
48the prevailing system of individual ownership." The
struggle operates not only between classes, but within
them as well. "The active capitalist is driven by the
system more than he is driving it. He is the slave as
49
well as the master of his wealth."
By playing upon the all-inclusive nature of
capitalist exploitation, the class struggle was trans-
formed into an ugly symptom of the system, with those
who participate in it lacking a full understanding of
their roles. In Spargo's writings, it was ". . .a law
of social development. We only recognize the law and
are no more responsible for its existence than for the
law of gravitation." 50 Indeed, Spargo argued that the
active socialist, in recognizing the reality of the
class struggle, can act to mitigate its anti-social
implications
.
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Class consciousness is not some-
thing which Socialism has developed.
Before there was a socialist movement,
in the days of Luddite attacks upon
machinery, and Captain Swing's rick-
burners, there was class consciousness
expressed in the class revolt. Modern
Socialism simply takes the class con-
sciousness of the worker and educates
to see the futility of machine destroy-
ing, or other foolish and abortive
attacks upon capitalists and their
property, and organizes it into a
political movement for the peaceful
transformation of society. 51
It is apparent that there are many unconscious
actors in the drama of history, as seen by socialists
such as Spargo and Hillquit. The capitalist, himself
a victim of his own economic system, is the initiator
of actions the results of which are directly contrary
to their intent. The politician, by establishing a
vast state apparatus to insure the survival of
capitalism, creates the very means for the realization
of the new social order. Even the worker, whose
rejection of capitalism was viewed as merely instinctual,
when not reactionary, needs the guidance of the
Socialist Party and socialist theory to insure that his
actions correspond with his interests. Only the educated
socialist, by and large recruited from the ranks of the
middle classes and "the better situated, better trained
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and more intelligent workers," is in any way conscious
of his actions.
Yet, given their stress on the unconscious
factors in the movement toward socialism, American
socialists were often in need of finding a purpose for
their own actions. Many envisioned their role as
similar to that of a catalyst in a chemical reaction,
their influence being almost wholly on the means, while
not at all (for fear of being labelled "utopian") on
the ends. The socialist believed his actions would
not only bring on the coming cooperative commonwealth
sooner, but would bring it on in a more peaceful manner
than were it left to the mindlessness of the class
struggle alone. At the same time, there was an under-
standing by many socialists, often implicit but at times
explicit, that socialism was not as inevitable as some
would believe.
As previously mentioned, when Hillquit's dis-
cussion moved to the subjective, or conscious forces
making for socialism, his usage of the word 'socialism'
tended to change. Whereas it was previously defined
as the industrial epoch to follow capitalism, the
beginnings of which were already present, 'Socialism'
also denoted the conscious control and transformation
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of society by the working class and its allies. While
collectivism was seen as an inevitable fact already
present in modern society, the future nature of that
collectivism was not viewed as pre-determined.
W.J. Ghent described one possible future order
as a "Benevolent Feudalism," a non-democratic collectivist
order with some "commendable even . . . fascinating
features." Ghent was fearful that without a popular
majority movement willing and able to control the
inevitable collectivism of the future, social control
would be "comprehensive and exact" and "exercised in
a constantly widening scope and over a growing multi-
5 3plicity of details." Hillquit, although much less
fearful of such a possibility, did warn that a collec-
tivized economy directed from "one great national
center," might be " . . .an order of society even more
oppressive than our present regime." " A socialist
role in the transition to the new collectivism was
therefore seen as imperative to assure the proper
democratic character of the new order.
It seems only logical, given the preeminence of
the state in Hillquit 's socialism, that in considering
the role of socialists he would focus on the electoral
activity of the party rather than on the trade union
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activity of the workers. Hillquit viewed the aim of
Socialist political action as to "capture the powers
of government by the working class in order that it
might transform the state from an instrument of class
5 5exploitation into a cooperative commonwealth." This,
of course, begged the question of Socialist tactics.
Hillquit was well aware that the ballot was not the
only way of gaining state power. Yet, choosing to avoid
the entire debate, he asserted that the electoral
strategy of the Socialist Party was a reflection of
working class allegiance to democratic procedures: "the
socialists went into politics yielding to the instincts
of the masses, rather than following the reasoned
..56policies of their leaders."
It is clear, however, that Hillquit and Spargo
thoroughly subscribed to this "popular" viewpoint.
Spargo viewed aiding "the happy peaceful birth of the
new order" as one of the central roles of the Socialist
Party; Hillquit condoned extra-legal activity only under
autocratic regimes. In the western democracies "violence
is but an accident of the social revolution, it is by
no means its necessary accompaniment, and it has no
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place in the socialist program.'^ It is interesting on
this score that Hillquit perceived law in a democracy
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as representing "the will of the people," and even if
the majority of the people do not participate in the
democratic process directly, he understood their
acquiescence as a sign that they sanction such legis-
lation. 58
Spargo's rejection of all change that even implied
conflict, extended to his prescriptions for the transfer
of property from private to collective control after
socialists had seized control of the state. All acquisi-
tions must be "the will of a legal majority," "piecemeal
and gradual," and in a manner "determined by the people
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at the time." Whereas Hillquit, in advocating com-
pensation rather than confiscation, saw it as "basically
6 0
a question of social expediency .and class power,"
Spargo made a virtue of what, to others, was a necessity.
He stated that despite historical precedents to the
contrary, "there is no good reason why compensation
6
1
should not be paid."
There was a certain logic to the mainstream
Marxist's focus on electoral activity. In a western
democracy, politics was seen as giving the party a
platform for its views, a useful means for supplying a
periodic measure of socialist strength, and an oppor-
tunity to pass legislative measures of actual benefit
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to the working class. 63 All, including the last of
these justifications of political activity, reflected
the popular belief that the objective preconditions
for socialism existed, and only the subjective human
element, socialist consciousness, was missing. Their
support for electoral politics was complemented by
their approach to piecemeal reform.
The aim of all socialist reforms
. . . is to strengthen the working
class economically and politically,
and to pave the way for the intro-
duction of the socialist state. The
effect of every true socialist reform
must be to transfer some measure of
power from the employing classes.
A socialist reform must be in the
nature of a working class conquest. ^4
Yet, what appears to be rather stringent criteria
on Hillquit's part for acceptable reform vanishes with
an analysis of this statement in the light of Hillquit's
overall theory. The first purpose of reform stated—to
improve the condition of the working class—implied a
rather inclusive array of potential reforms. It was his
contention that "every material improvement of the
workers' lives tends to raise their intellectual level
and to raise their ability to organize and fight for
social ideals." 65 Reforms, such as workman's compensa-
tion, which improved working conditions and increased
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leisure time, were seen as bringing the worker closer
to a socialist consciousness by enhancing "his interest
in social affairs and in the progress and welfare of
his class." By this standard alone, almost any
reform could, and often was, justified.
In one sense, the second function of reform,
to "pave the way for the introduction of the socialist
state," placed "socialist reforms" on no higher a level
than the unconscious factors that played such an impor-
tant role in the American Marxist theory. They were
furthering the socialist cause just as was every social
welfare measure or increase in state power, regardless
of its initiator. As for such reforms being a "working
class conquest," the thrust of this statement weakens
when one considers Hillquit's general understanding of
power and its distribution in capitalist society. Power
was seen as being in no way indivisible. The class
struggle was an ongoing evolutionary process in which
the balance of power between the competing classes was
forever changing. Since no one group is in complete
control of the state, a conquest, to Hillquit, might
have been interpreted as any reform giving material
benefit to the working class, and/or increasing the
influence of socialists and their allies on government.
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It implied not a qualitative change in class relations
but a quantitative change in group influence. Even
reforms, which shift some responsibility for economic
decision-making to the public sector, would have been
acceptable to Hillquit. Regardless of who might
control the state apparatus, these reforms would be
welcomed for creating a public attitude conducive to
socialism. It is, therefore, hard to conceive of a
potential reform that would not have been thought of as
being "in the nature of a working class conquest."
Returning now to the question of electoral
activity, we see that Hillquit 1 s attachment to procedural
democracy might be linked, in part, to his belief in an
inevitable Socialist victory at the polls. Although
political parties were seen as representing economic
groups, these "economic mainsprings of politics are
... deeply hidden below the surface," since with the
exception of the working class, no class is large enough
to "conquer and hold the state by its own numbers."
Contending parties are, therefore, "instinctively led
to conceal rather than expose their class character . .
.
they tend to strive for the common welfare of the whole
population." 67 Socialists, by openly admitting their
class bias, and by uniting the working class under their
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banner, insure their victory at the polls. Rather than
an article of faith, the political and ideological
isolation of the party was viewed as a sound electoral
tactic.
Implicitly underpinning Hillquit's analysis
was the understanding that the educational activity of
the party was a main source of socialist consciousness,
that such consciousness must precede any action toward
socialism, and that an elected socialist put into office
with non-socialist votes, tacitly assumed undersirable
"moral obligations" towards those who voted for him.^
This last assumption reflected not only a fear of
the compromising potentials of parliamentary action,
but also a profound belief in popular government,
consistent with the will of the majority. Furthermore,
as asserted by Walter Thomas Mills, a popular socialist
of the day, the purpose of the party was "to make
easier the passage to a new and better system," an idea
echoed by Spargo, who felt it imperative that this
transition take place with "as little friction and pain
as possible.""^
All this was consistent with the orthodox Marxist
position of the period, as developed by Karl Kautsky.
The American Marxists created a conservative version of
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that theory, in much the same way that Lenin developed
its radical variant. Kautsky cautioned against the
view that socialist consciousness is a direct outgrowth
of economic developments and the class struggle. It
was his observation that "Socialism and the class
struggle arise side by side and not one out of the
other; each arising under different conditions." While
the class struggle may indeed be a product of the
working class experience, socialism is the creation of
certain segments of the "Bourgeois intelligentsia,"
who introduce it into the class struggle from without.
^
Lenin, applying this theory to an autocratic and backward
Russia, advocated the creation of a disciplined, rather
conspiratorial, elite "to divert the working class move-
ment from spontaneous trade unionist striving [s ]."
Yet, to the extent that they accepted Kautsky *s
argument, American Marxists used it to create a party
whose principle aim, rather than to divert the working
class from 'pure and simple' unionism, was to divert
it from anarchism and other anti-social outgrowths
of the class struggle. In Lenin's analysis, the party
creates an autonomous value structure for the working
class, independent of the dominant culture. The worker
is thereby able to stand in total revolutionary opposition
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to capitalist society. However, in the American model
now under consideration, the party helps achieve a
rapprochement (albeit on the workers' terms) with the
existing order. Keeping this in mind, one can better
understand the American Marxist's emphasis on the
positive achievements of capitalism and the contributions
of the middle class to socialism. In this analysis,
proper socialist consciousness is not to place oneself
in total opposition to capitalism; it is, in essence,
to rise above the instinctual and nihilistic working
class rejection of capitalism, and to transform society
through the "cooperative commonwealth."
It is interesting that both these left and
right variants of Second International Socialism had
similar inclinations. The understanding that socialist
consciousness comes to the working class from without
led to the tendency, each variant in its own way, of
transforming the creation of a socialist consciousness
from a prerequisite for socialist control of the state,
to a possible function of the socialist state, once it
was formed. In this sense, both the bureaucratic elitism
that plagues Western Social Democracy and the neo-
Stalinist state apparatus of the Soviet bloc are linked
to a single theoretical supposition.
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Hence, Hillquit, in his shorter, less theoretical,
later work, Socialism Summed Up
, modified his warning
regarding the solicitation of non-socialist votes. He
stated that although socialist control of government
is a precondition for socialism, and such control
requires a majority of the electorate, it does not
require "an absolute majority of trained socialist
thinkers and workers," but only, "a majority of persons
generally ready to cast their fortunes with the
7 2socialist movement." When the party is unable to win
minds, it can at least win elections.
Not only did Hillquit downplay the need for a
"socialist" electorate, but there is some indication
that he downplayed the need for socialist control of
the state as well. This was reflected in his approach
to government ownership. It was the contention of his
earlier work, Socialism in Theory and Practice , that
while government ownership is "in no sense an install-
ment of the Socialist Cooperative Republic," it is
nevertheless, "revolutionary or retrogressive according
7 3
to the source from which it emanates." The inference
was that state ownership by a non-socialist government
is not necessarily progressive. However, from his later
work, we learn that "what the socialist advocates is
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not government ownership under purely capitalist adminis-
tration, but collective ownership under a government
controlled, or at least strongly influenced by political
representatives of the working class." 74 (emphasis added.)
Whereas, in certain Neo-Leninist models, there
is an emphasis on the need for total socialist control
of the state apparatus, and a downplay of the possibility
of mass socialist consciousness, in the American Marxist
model, there was a need for only a watered down version
of each. Yet, if so, this compromised the need for
ideological consistency, an independent socialist party,
and perhaps even conscious socialist political activity
as well.
Even in his earlier work, Hillquit stated that
the isolation of the party and a rigid ideological
position are tactics which find their greatest justifi-
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cation in the early years of the movement. In the
final analysis, Hillquit could offer only the following
justification for the political activity of the party.
Without the unifying and propelling
force of political activity, the
socialist movement today might not
have advanced much beyond the stage
of the purely literary significance
of the early socialist schools or
beyond that of a number of incoherent
sects . 76
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Trade Unions; The Patient Wait
In light of the above analysis, one can under-
stand the attitude of these American socialists towards
the trade unions. This was a particularly vexing
problem since no Socialist Party had as poor a relation-
ship with its trade unions as the Americans. It was
Hillquit's firm belief that American Socialism would
succeed or fail depending on its handling of the trade
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union question. However, while clearly disturbed by
the apolitical, non-socialist orientation of the AFL,
the American Socialists were all too often willing to
accept the "pure and simple" form of trade unionism.
One can, of course, point to historical reasons
for this attitude. Hillquit, and many members of the
eastern wing of the Socialist Party, had his roots in
the Socialist Labor Party of the 1890' s. The party
split over a number of issues, the question of dual
unionism the most prominent. The embarrassing failures
of the SLP's progeny, the Socialist Trade and Labor
Alliance, were always fresh in the minds of Socialists
like Hillquit. Much of their reluctant acceptance of
the AFL was a reaction to the DeLeonite notion of a
revolutionary trade union movement subordinate to a
78
revolutionary party.
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At the same time, the laissez-faire attitude of
these socialists towards the unions was quite consistent
with their theoretical analysis. In April of 1901, the
International Socialist Review published an article by
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Kautsky entitled, "Trade Unionism and Socialism."
gEnlarging on the position of the Socialist International,
Kautsky asserted that with the growing concentration of
wealth in the hands of monopoly, the more the tendency
toward government involvement in the economy. It would,
therefore, be fatal for unions to remain aloof from
politics. Conversely, Socialists would need the active
support of labor. This analysis implied a strategy
whereby Socialists would cultivate goodwill in the unions
in anticipation of the day when economic and political
events would force the union into politics. The unions
would then, naturally, align themselves with the
Socialists
.
It was the position of Max Hayes, the labor
correspondent for the International Socialist Review ,
and a man inclined to keep a foot in both camps, that:
The federation and many national
unions would have declared in favor
of socialism some years ago if certain
fanatical leaders, so called, had
not kept up a running feud against
the trade unions and made loud boasts
and bluffs of disruption of the pure
and simple organizations. 81
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Hayes's arguments, which were basically accepted by
Hillquit, Spargo, and many others in the party, coupled
an indestructible optimism with the recognition of
quite contradictory facts.
Of course, the bitter attacks that
have been made upon the Socialist
Party by Gompers and his friends for
many years naturally led the unwary
to believe that the A. F. of L. is owned
by Gompers and is hostile to Socialism.
Outsiders- didn't seem to realize that
Socialism is making immense strides
in nearly all international unions,
despite the fact that in some of
those organizations the radical
element, among them many socialists,
have seceeded or were forced out and
established rival unions. 82
Hillquit' s own position in the trade unions was
characterized not only by a belief that the AFL's con-
version to an overtly socialist position was imminent,
but also that the position of the Federation (Gompers,
no less) was socialist in all but name.
While testifying before the Commission of
Industrial Relations, Hillquit had the opportunity to
cross-examine Gompers. He solicited the position that
the AFL works to "increase the share of the workers in
the product of their labor." 83 When Gompers, comparing
socialist goals with those of his organization, declared,
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"We go farther than you, you have an end, we have not,"
Hillquit took this as clear proof that "... the
close kinship of aims and interest between the socialist
and trade union movements was thus once more strikingly
84
established.
"
Within Hillquit' s and Spargo's analysis, no great
role was assigned to the unions in the development of
socialist consciousness. What consciousness is necessary
would be brought to the working class from without. In
time, the unions would be forced to cast their lot with
the socialists. However, until that time, they perform
the vital function of "fighting the special and economic
battles of the workingman," improving the workers 1 day
to day lives, and training them in self-rule and collec-
tive behavior. Since little faith was placed in the
political or economic potential of the unskilled, the
failure of the AFL to organize among this segment of
the labor force was not viewed with much alarm. From
the standpoint of many American Marxists, the unions
were making for socialists despite their lack of
socialist consciousness. An active socialist assault
on their leadership would only retard the progress of
socialism within the labor federation. Even if success-
ful, the tactic would have few advantages. The unions
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were already doing all they could be expected to do.
Socialist Society
American Socialists were reluctant to discuss
the nature of the socialist future for two reasons.
First, they were inclined to view such speculation as
Utopian. Second, there was enough division over issues
of the here and now so that no new divisive issues were
welcomed. Yet when speculation did occur, it is worth
noting that llillquit and Spargo, normally rather close
in terms of theory, were at times distant in terms of
their futurology. By and large, the more dialectically
oriented Hillquit perceived the dynamic changes in
social and interpersonal relations that the abolition
of capitalism might bring while Spargo tended to
superimpose a publicly controlled economy on the
existing bourgeois order.
Both writers, however, pointed to a view of
the future when "many features of the present individual-
istic order will long survive in a state substantially
o 5
and preponderately socialistic." Socialism was never
conceived of as "a state of absolute and universal
harmony." Antagonism and friction would always exist.
The difference would be that anti-social behavior would
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be the exception rather than the rule, in a society
where the exploitation of man by man is minimized. 86
Rejected also was the notion, popularized by
Engels, that the state would disappear in the socialist
future. Hillquit asserted that the socialist state,
although still a 'state,' would differ only in that its
function would be administrative rather than coercive. 87
Given the degree of procedural democracy that will
accompany socialism, the state need not be "a power
independent and opposed to the body of individuals
8 8
composing it." If the antagonism between private man
and public citizen remains, it is severely mitigated.
Yet, in Spargo's analysis, the democratically
controlled state was completely legitimized and stood
as a power above the ordinary individual. He rejected
worker control as a model for economic organization and
asserted that in regard to state run industries, ". . .
the state must be superior to the employee and the
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employee subordinate to the state."
Economically, socialism would mean an increase
in the role of the public sphere, although without a
complete abolition of the private sector. Hillquit
called for the nationalization of "the social instruments
of wealth," mainly the large corporations and the
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trusts. Those industries "dependent on purely per-
sonal skills/ 1 crafts, small farms, the arts, i.e.,
would remain under private control. A segment of the
economy would be controlled by worker cooperatives.
Control of the public sector would be distributed among
federal, state and local governments, the federal
structure of the U.S. offering "a very illuminating
analogy of such a scheme of organization." 9 ^"
In terms of prescriptions for the distribution
of wealth and labor, there was a clear difference of
opinion between Hillquit and Spargo. Hillquit asserted
that although Marx's labor theory of value did not apply
to a future socialist order, the socialist principle,
"from each according to his ability, to each according
to his needs," would be a fair approximation of the
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socialist goal. He further predicted a breakdown in
the division of labor, giving all an opportunity to
do some creative work. 93 The incentive for work, in
Hillquit' s analysis, would not be monetary, but rather
the "desire to excel and earn the recognition of their
fellow man." 9 Yet, as consistently radical as this
view of the future might have been, Hillquit viewed it
as " . . .a mere ideal, a hope to be realized in the
more or less distant future." 95
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On the other hand, Spargo held to a more con-
servative view of the future. He denied that socialism
"means equality of ownership or goes beyond equality
of opportunity." 96 Although he was confident that
"Men will choose the tasks for which their natural
talents and aptitudes best fit them," he was prepared
to supplement individual wishes with competitive test."
Spargo asserted that "there is no incentive
known to capitalist society, no force impelling men to
labor with diligence, of which the socialist state may
9 8
not avail itself." This position was necessitated
by his functionalist assumptions on the natural in-
9 9
equality of talent, and his refusal to compromise the
division of labor that socialism would inherit from
capitalism.
Democracy does not imply the equal
fitness of all men for all tasks.
Still less does it imply that men
of special talents and gifts must
devote their time, in whole or in
part to labor which other men, not
possessing those gifts, could do
equally well. 100
Therefore, while the incentive for genius would
be desiring to excel, aiding mankind, and "winning fame
and honor," 101 the incentive for those less gifted would
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be monetary and external to the work itself. "if any
man will not work neither shall he eat." 102
To Spargo, and to a lesser degree Hillquit,
most of the changes brought about by socialism were
seen as external to human consciousness. They are
necessitated by economic conditions and forces equally
external to human will, and are brought to fullest
realization by a party which acts with the acquiescence
(though not necessarily under the direction of) the
masses of the people. In many ways, the socialist epoch
they envision is just one more epoch in which men and
women are acted upon by external forces; it is an
extension of the determinism of the present age, some-
what equalized and made palatable.
Finally, the narrowness of the mainstream Marxist
vision is seen in their attitude toward the problems
of women. On this question, socialists such as Spargo
and Hillquit went only slightly beyond the biases of
their day. As a rule, all socialists supported the
enfranchisement of women as well as equal pay for those
women in the workforce. Yet despite a growing feminist
consciousness among women of the left, the existing
socialist patriarchy refused to consider the question
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except in its relationship to the labor question.
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Spargo was a partial exception, particularly anxious
to improve the status of women within the Socialist
Party. He chastised socialists for merely "tolerating
our women comrades," and asserted that "the soul of
Socialism is as much a living protest against social
distinctions based upon sex as against such distinctions
based upon property
.
11 104
However, since both Hillquit and Spargo saw the
• ins
role of women in the family structure as immutable,
their writings tended to relegate women to the margins
of public life. For example, Hillquit expressed severe
reservations about women's potential for social action.
The wants of the working women
are . . . comparatively small and
her power of resistance is weak.
Women rarely organize into compact
and permanent trade unions, they
seldom strike or revolt, and they
are for that reason better objects
of capitalist exploitation than
men. 10 6
Hillquit' s solution to the woman's question was to
"improve the lot of the adult male," so as to end the
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evil of "forced women labor."
The inexcusable nature of this position is best
illustrated by the fact that these words by Hillquit
were published in January of 1909, only nine months
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before (fifteen to twenty thousand) women on New York's
Lower East Side "rose up suddenly and spontaneously,"
and walked off their jobs in protest against their
10 8intolerable situation. As Irving Howe observed,
Nothing in the strike was as
remarkable as the girls themselves.
Some turned out to be natural
leaders, fighting with great bold-
ness, even ferocity. 'In the fore-
ground,' wrote an observer, 'comes
a figure of one girl after another
as her services are needed. With
extraordinary simplicity and eloquence,
she will tell before any kind of
audience, without any false shame
and without self-glorification, the
conditions of her work, her wages,
and the pinching poverty of her
home.
'
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This strike by women was a catalyst of the general strike
of garment workers which lasted through July and
August of 1910. Morris Hillquit was the attorney for
the striking workers.
Conclusion
Hillquit and Spargo represented the most popular
brand of evolutionary socialism within the Socialist
Party. From their base in New York, and through their
positions on the party's National Executive Committee,
,,110 _
they exerted a powerful "conservative force. At the
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same time, they helped to mediate between the party's
revolutionary left and the Victor Berger-led right
.
In many ways, they maintained this center position by
use of a Marxist idiom to rephrase reformist arguments.
On the question of immigration, for example, Hillquit
once offered a compromise resolution, "the first para-
graph
. . .
was one that might have been written by
an A. F. L. convention; the second paragraph might have
been written by an international congress of Marxists." 111
This is not to say that differences between the
center and the right did not exist. As will be seen,
while their tactical positions tended to complement one
another, their theoretical positions were often quite
far apart. Indeed, Berger's own position shared something
in common with the left perspectives of Debs and Haywood.
For example, while Berger is perhaps more evolutionary
in his approach to social change than the center
theorists, his position is somewhat less consensual.
Similar to his "impossibilist" opponents, he viewed
social relations as often being maintained by force;
an armed working class was seen as a strong guarantor
of a peaceful and "legal" transition to socialism.
Furthermore, to the extent that both the left and the
right deviated from the staid determinism of the center,
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they both tended to place a heavier emphasis on conscious
human action, though with rather different implications.
Furthermore, the socialism of Hillquit anticipates much
of the thinking of Michael Harrington just as the
socialism of Spargo anticipates the ideas of Norman
Thomas. Hillquit 's apologies for AFL policies, his
downplaying of socialist consciousness, and his less
than romantic vision are updated in Harrington's analysis
while Spargo 's functionalism and republican sensibility
are qualities of thought that would be encountered in
the writings of Norman Thomas. With each of the later
thinkers, innovation proceeds with a strong degree of
continuity
.
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CHAPTER HI
VICTOR BERGER AND AMERICAN REVISIONISM
The Revisionist Controversy
The early years of the Socialist Party of
America coincided with the great debate in European
socialist circles between "revisionist" and "orthodox"
Marxists. The latter group, most often identified
with the writings and leadership of Karl Kautsky,
defended a rather rigid and mechanistic interpretation
of Marx."^ While quite removed from the more Hegelianized
spirit of Marx's writings, these later Marxists retained,
in their fashion, some sense of the dialectic, and used
it to construct a conflict theory of history and class
struggle. Rosa Luxemburg, the militant theorist of
European Social Democracy's left wing, summed up the
orthodox view as follows
The fundamental idea consists of the
affirmation that capitalism, as a result
of its own inner contradictions moves
toward a point when it will be unbalanced,
when it will simply become impossible...
The Scientific basis of socialism rests,
as is well known, on three principle
results of capitalist development. First,
on the growing anarchy of capitalist
economy, leading inevitably to its ruin.
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Second, on the progressive socialization
of the process of production, which
creates the germ of the future social
order. And third, on the increased
organization and consciousness of the
proletarian class, which constitutes
the active factor in the coming revolution.
It was the understanding of the "orthodox" Marxist that
whereas socialized production under capitalism would
point out the possibility of a society based on cooperation,
the inability of capitalism to deal with its problems
would illustrate the necessity for such a change.
Eduard Bernstein, (1850-1930) , was first to offer
a systematic rebuttal to the orthodox position from within
the socialist movement, and is considered the founder of
Marxist revisionism. Although not a Kantian in any strict
3
sense of the term, Bernstein stated that:
Social Democracy requires a Kant who
should judge the received opinion and
examine it critically with deep acuteness,
who should show where its apparent
materialism is the highest—and therefore
the most easily misleading— ideology,
and warn it that the contempt of the
ideal, the magnifying of material factors
until they become omnipotent forces of
evolution, is a self-deception, which
has been and will be exposed as such at
every opportunity by the action of those
who proclaim it.^
Bernstein sought to substitute an ethical idealism as the
driving force of the socialist movement, to replace a
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materialist and deterministic conception of history,
which he found indefensible given a capitalist order
capable of adaptation and reform. Furthermore, in
rejecting the dialectical method altogether, Bernstein
gave a new meaning to the evolutionary understanding
of history, popularized by such orthodox Marxists as
Kautsky. To many Marxists, it was possible that history
would proceed on an evolutionary course to socialism.
However, by "evolutionary," they meant that the pace
of history would be gradual, that capitalism must be
allowed to develop and decay, that the class struggle
must be allowed to intensify. At some point, however,
a qualitative break with the past would occur. In
contrast, Bernstein's nondialectical notion of evolution
led him to perceive socialism as the natural outgrowth
of the processes of capitalist development. Socialism
was viewed as the "legitimate heir" of liberalism,
"not only in chronological sequence, but also in its
5
spiritual qualities." The clash of opposing economic
forces was minimized; violence was ruled out in favor of
parliamentary reform; and all consideration of the
dictatorship of the proletariat was "only to be looked
upon as a reversion, as political atavism." It was
Bernstein's faith in democratic institutions that lay at
the heart of his break with Marx. As George Lichtheim
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observed, "Bernstein's critique of Marx amounted to
saying that the freedom available to men under present
day conditions was already sufficient to enable them to
7decide their future."
The American "Bernstein"
Strictly speaking, America did not have any great
disciple of Bernstein. It did, however, have a great
revisionist in the person of Victor Berger, the Socialist
"boss" of Milwaukee. While often accused of being a
"Bernsteinian , " and while he himself proclaimed, "I am
n
rather proud of being called the American Bernstein,
"
u
Berger' s identification with his German counterpart was
9
similar to Bernstein's own identification with Kant.
The pragmatic, less than theoretical Berger was
attracted to Bernstein's willingness to open up the
movement to new ideas and ways of thinking.
1
"Our
Bernsteinism, " he wrote, "which by the way is not
'Bernsteinism' at all... means constant fight."
11
To
Berger, revisionism was "Marxism thawed out and set
running." 12 Unlike Bernstein, Berger made no great
fetish of liberal institutions. "Wicked opportunists
as we are—we are even willing to fight for it with
rifles if necessary—provided the time is opportune
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and we have the rifles. "LJ As will be seen from the
analysis below, while Berger was indeed the spokesman
for the Socialist "right," his writings did not fit
neatly into any pre-conceived theoretical categories.
Berger often adopted the more reformist arguments
of "centrists" such as Hillquit and Spargo, and carried
them to their most conservative conclusions. For example
in calling for a coalition among workers, the middle
classes, and farmers, Berger claimed it was "false
consciousness to ignore a very large class of people
who although 'property holders' are yet exploited and
14fighting a very desperate fight."
Such a coalition, he argued, would make for the
establishment of "a great deal of socialism in our time."
Basically, he believed that the organization of the trust
showed socialists "how they must do it." In the trust,
the capitalist class was viewed as "already expropriated"
to a great extent, since their owners have lost control
over the management of the productive process and are
merely "profit receivers." Yet Berger 's vision of a
socialist future was bogged down in what was, for
Hillquit, a transitional phase. "The Socialist
Commonwealth," he asserted, "will not do away with the
individual ownership of property but only with the
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individual ownership of capital." 17
However, Berger's understanding of the dynamics
of social change in America was hardly consensual. On
the one hand, an open electoral system in America
made the ballot "if used rightly,... a far more powerful
weapon in this country than in any other." On the other
hand, the lack of a feudal tradition in America facili-
tated the rise of a brutal economic order. "If anything,
capitalism here is more reckless of human life, and
1 p
more brutal than in most of the old countries."
Berger focused on the conflict between the
promise of participatory government as it exists in the
American political tradition, and the reality of
capitalist oppression, which manifested itself in the
experience of American labor during the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. While he advocated giving a
"full and fair trial" to the ballot as a means of
19implementing change, he nevertheless asserted that
the power of the ballot must be backed up by an equal
degree of force. "I would like to see a systematic way
of arming the people," he wrote, "not for the sake of
20
•revolution 1 but for the sake of peace and progress,"
This master of electoral politics, who built a political
machine that dominated Milwaukee politics for over a
110
quarter of a century, and who asserted that "it is
foolish to expect any results from riots and dynamite,
"
2
-
was, nevertheless, a vigorous advocate of an armed
proletariat. "If we want to save democracy", he argued,
"we must make it possible for democracy to defend
22itself . "^
In Berger's writing, voluntarism mixed freely
with determinism, and all roads led to an advocacy of
a step at a time, reformist socialism. Berger justified
reforms as "installments," "stepping stones," and
23
"indispensable transitions" to socialism. The change
would not come by itself but would have to be preceded
by the "revolutionizing of minds." The working class
must be prepared for socialism, and it was Berger's
estimation that no "civilized country" possessed a
24proletariat "ripe for socialism." The education of
the masses would be carried out by a "few people... who
care about the idea and who feel a resistless impulse
25
toward its propagation."
Yet, at the same time, Berger warned, men
cannot "make history," but must rather "put outselves
in line with the march of civilization." The genius
of those within the socialist movement is "that we have
realized that the economical development of the present
Ill
capitalist system leads toward socialist production."
Berger concluded that "that which comes by necessity
is for that very reason possible without further
2 6question." If voluntarism and idealism were invoked
to argue for a "working program" and a pragmatic,
reformist strategy, historical materialism was used
to dampen the militancy of the movement's left.
Socialist Functionalism: Socialist Bigotry
Berger 's analysis of class vacillated between
a three-fold classification and a two- fold one. In
both classifications, the dominant class is the same
—
the "plutocracy", composed of "people who are doing
27
nothing and inherited their wealth." When he speaks
within a two-fold classification, the plutocracy exists
in a polar relationship with the "have nothings," those
2 8
who do "useful work."
However, when he examined this latter class
more closely, Berger made a point of dividing it
between the middle classes, composed of "small manu-
facturers, merchants, farmers, and some professional
men," and the proletariat, composed of "wage workers,
ti
29
and some persons in the professional occupations."
Aligning large segments of the middle classes with the
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proletariat was, as we have seen, fairly common among
many within the socialist movement. However, unique
in Berger's analysis is that the middle classes are
given a productive and political purpose almost on a
par with the proletariat. Indeed, if at times he may
have been inclined to favor this class over other
subordinate classes, it is a result of his linkage of
class rule to notions of desert and merit.
In previous times, Berger asserted, "
, , . the
ruling class was made up of the most capable and
energetic part of the people." The masses were their
intellectual and physical inferiors; they (the ruling
class) were best "fitted for the conditions of the
time." However, under capitalism, "The proletariat
and the middle class not only do all the useful and
necessary work which is to be done under the present
civilization, but they also have to keep up that
. ... „30
civilization
.
In linking the genesis of class power with
merit, Berger was, of course, making a claim for the
overthrow of a parasitic capitalist class. At the same
time, he was laying the groundwork for the claims of
one segment of the subordinate classes for a preferred
position, either in the socialist movement, or in a
113
reconstructed socialist society of the future. If
power was— and presumably ought to be— linked with
skill and intellectual ability, the claim of the middle
classes, with their relative wealth of intellectual
and technical knowledge, for domination over their
"inferiors" within the proletariat, is given tacit
support
.
Of course, this meritocratic notion was
partially negated by Berger's belief that "public
3
1
education" would ultimately be the true leveler.
However, since he tended to view education in rather
formal and traditional terms, he did not even suspect
that an emphasis on education, complete with an
adherence to a body of classical knowledge which
internalizes class values and biases, would probably
legitimize a new form of class rule, even as it
32destroyed the old one.
Marx, in the Critique of the Gotha Program ,
approached this question in a discussion of distribution
in socialist and communist society. Marx asserted
33
that it is wrong to consider distribution as a problem
34
"independent of the mode of production." It was his
contention that only after there was a breakdown, among
other things, in the division of labor, including
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"the antithesis between mental and physical labor,"
and only after the appearance of the "all-round
development of the individual," could one speak of
equal distribution in the sense of, "from each
according to his ability to each according to his
35
need." Prior to that time, distribution would
naturally be unequal, based on a fairness principle
which takes into account the unequal contribution of
each to the productive process. Marx, however, did
not glorify this transitional phase.
But these defects are inevitable in the
first phase of communist society as it
is when it has just emerged after pro-
longed birth pangs from capitalist
society. Right can never be higher
than the economic structure of society
and the cultural development thereby
determined . 34
Yet Berger did not envision sweeping changes
in the organization of labor, as did Marx. Nor did
he see the motivation for work as being anything but
external to the work itself. In Berger' s analysis,
external motivations would be strengthened under
socialism, since all would not receive the full value
of their labor in return. Each worker would receive
the "equivalent" of his work. The type of work each
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would perform would depend "solely" on "ability, talent
and inclination," and schools would be open to "all
37competent persons." Under socialism, as opposed to
a totally collectivized society Berger calls "communism,"
"the collectivity .. .will closely follow along the lines
of what people have already long been doing, only they
3 8will do so from a socialist standpoint."
Though too good a Marxist to separate the
distribution of society's benefits from the mode of
production, Berger lacked the vision (or dialectical
skills) that enabled Marx to transcend key aspects of
the capitalist mode. Since his critique of capitalism
did not extend to the organization of work processes,
but only to the ownership of the means of production
and the control of capital, Berger 's "socialist man"
would be social only in part; production would be
socialized (in the sense that the economy would be
organized for the public good) but "the consumption
would remain individual." "A socialist commonwealth
will not do away with the individual ownership of
property, but only with the individual ownership of
i ..39capital
.
Implicit in Berger' s analysis was the under-
standing that if private capital investment had no
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justification in the meritocratic-functionalist society
he argued for, private property, based in part on
unequal renumeration for labor, did. Under such an
order, the parasitic plutocracy, whose wealth and
power were derived from capital investment, would
disappear. Class struggle would be eliminated, since
those groups remaining would be receiving just, although
unequal compensation for their labor. Marx summed up
the essence and limitation of a similar position as
follows
:
It recognizes no class differences because
everyone is only a worker like everyone
else; but it tacitly recognizes unequal
individual endowment and thus productive
capacity as natural privileges. It is
therefore a right of inequality in its
content . 40
Victor Berger was far too eclectic to distinguish
between persons and groups solely on the basis of
economic class; race and religion were also important.
As Sally M. Miller, in her study of Berger, observed,
He held the pyramidal view common to
most types of reformers in the Progressive
Era and, in his case, reflective of a
Milwaukee-style segregationist view;
that is, there were definite ethnic
lines dividing superior and inferior
people. Whites were at the top of the
color pyramid, yellow below, and black
at the bottom. 41
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Berger had an intense fear of Rome, and warned
of the desire of the Catholic Church to become the
state church in America. 42 Nor was he above using
anti-Semitism in his political dealings. 43 Furthermore,
Berger had little objection to imperialism, except
for the exploitation of colonies for private rather
44than public gain.
Yet, it was in Berger' s polemics against blacks
that he reached his nadir. He viewed them as the lowest
of all races, and wrote that "even the Mongolians have
the start on them in civilization by many thousand
years." "The many cases of rape which occur wherever
negroes are settled in large numbers prove," he
asserted, "that the free contact with the whites has
led to the further degeneration of the negroes, as of
45
all other inferior races .
"
However, the black man alone was not to be
blamed for his behavior; the capitalist system must
share part of the responsibility.
The man pronounced superfluous by capitalism
changes all too easily from an element of
civilization to an enemy of civilization...
In the case of the negro all the savage
instincts of his forefathers in Africa come
to the surface. It is mainly the "submerged
negro"
—
quite a numerous element—that
is a constant source of danger. 45
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Berger's position on blacks was not altogether
removed from that of many within the labor and socialist
movements. Most socialists viewed the question of blacks
as linked to the general condition of society under
capitalism, very often as "artificially introduced by
capitalists to divide the working class." 47 Eugene
Debs voiced the consensus of Party opinion when he
wrote:
I have said and say again that properly
speaking, there is no negro question
outside of the labor question—the
working class struggle. Our position
as socialists and as a party is perfectly
plain. We have simply to say: "The
class struggle is colorless." The
capitalists, white, black and other
shades, are on one side, and the workers,
white, black, and all colors, on the
other side. 48
At least in its formal position, the Socialist Party
tried to steer clear of racism. When Louisiana
Socialists adopted a plank in their platform calling
for the "separation of the black and white races into
separate communities, each race to have charge of its
own affairs," the National Executive Committee forced
49
them to rescind the statement.
Nevertheless, this position of the Louisiana
Socialists was reiterated periodically by the editors
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of The Appeal to Reason
, the most popular and widely
circulated socialist publication of its day, who
maintained that the Party advocated "economic equality,"
rather than "social" equality, and that "socialism
5 0will separate the races." Even Debs adhered to a
version of this distinction.
Socialism will give all men economic
freedom, equal opportunity to work, and
the full product of their labor. Their
"social" relations they will be free
to regulate to suit themselves. Like
religion this will be an individual
matter and our... negro hater can consider
himself just as "superior" as he chooses,
confine his social attentions exclusively
to white folks and enjoy his leisure
time in hunting down the black spectre
who is bent on asking his daughter's
hand in marriage. 51
All in all, the historian Shannon is correct in his
observation that "they [blacks] were not important
in the party, the party made no special effort to
attract Negro members, and the party was generally
disinterested in, if not actively hostile to, the
efforts of Negroes to improve their position in
52
American capitalist society."
(Of course, this failing was not particular
to American Socialists. The Marxism of the 2nd
International tended to an understanding of class
120
that rejected any consideration of social divisions
other than one linked to a group's position in the
productive process. The indifference of the American
movement to the plight of blacks is paralleled by
the disregard many European Socialist Parties, the
Russian Party in particular, had for the "Jewish
Question". Indeed, the American Party was atypical
in that it tolerated both the independent bigotries
of men such as Berger and separate national affiliate
organizations
.
While it is true that such questions of racism
and anti-Semitism cannot be considered independent
of the economic structure and the social relationships
which feed on them and perpetuate them, it is equally
true that these atavistic forces retain a somewhat
independent existence even after the conditions which
5
gave birth to and nurtured them have been eliminated.
Some modern regimes with socialist pretensions have
found the residues of hate and misunderstanding quite
useful for diverting attention from their own failings
The official use of anti-Semitism in Poland and the
U.S.S.R., and the overtly sexist campaign against the
widow of Mao by the rulers of China are recent cases
in point.)
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For its part, the AFL sanctioned segregated
locals and admitted restricted unions into its fold.
The attitude of the Federation was neither extra-
ordinarily progressive, nor tremendously backward for
its time. Gompers and his associates feigned sympathy
for blacks but felt that the movement could ill afford
to stick its neck out on such a controversial issue. 54
In later years, the use of blacks as strikebreakers
"was exaggerated by the AFL leaders as an excuse for
their own failure to organize the negro workers." 55
It should be noted that the shaky relationship
between the white working class and blacks did not
originate with the policies and practices of Gompers.
As early as the days of Andrew Jackson, the industrial
working class alligned itself politically with the
Democratic Party and those groups hurt most by the
encroachments of capitalism and the business community
While this coalition included the small farmer, the
shopkeeper, and various types of reformers, it also
included the southern plantation owner and other foes
of blacks.
Furthermore, the attitude of the white worker
toward the blacks was clouded by the resentment borne
against someone whose oppression was recognized, by
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someone whose oppression was not. As the early labor
agitator, Orestes Browning observed: "It is because
they feel that they themselves are virtually slaves,
while marked with the name of freeman, and that the
movement in behalf of freedom should be directed
toward their emancipation."^ 6 Even today, many of
the indignities suffered by blacks in America are
suffered by working people in more subtle and less
recognizable ways.
An additional antagonism was caused by an
exaggerated focus on the attitude of some blacks,
Booker T. Washington and his school of thought in
particular, who believed black people must seek
accommodation with white society at the point of
least resistance. This point of least resistance
was often the northern capitalist who viewed the
black man's labor as a commodity whose color was of
little or no importance. Although, with the founding
of the NAACP in 1909, this position found less and
less support among blacks, the Negro scab had already
established himself as a heinous character in the
folklore of the white working class and served as
a ready rationale for the tepid labor response to
58
racism.
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As if often the case with complex problems,
many sought solutions (or justification for their
position) in the simplistic racism of men such as
Berger. Berger's success could often be traced to
his adaptability to circumstances, his ability to
offer common sense solutions, and the fact that his
views and rhetoric were never too far removed from
conventional folk wisdom. Yet, this virtue was also
his major fault; Berger's popular wisdom too often
degenerated into the worst bigotries and hates.
The Revolutionary Nightmare
Berger's love of humanity was, as indicated
by the passages above, hardly universal. Likewise,
his optimism was tarnished by his lack of faith in
human nature. In many ways, Berger's polemics were
a call to the middle classes and the proletariat to
save civilization from the rule of the plutocrats,
on the one hand, and the savagery of a violent revolution
on the other.
He perceived the formation of two nations , one
composed of the "hungry millions," the other of the
"overfed few." Unless rectified through socialist
reform, this polarization of humanity would lead to
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a revolution complete with "fearful retribution."
"Such a revolution", Berger warned, "will retrograde
all civilization—it might throw back the white race
to Barbarism." The evolution of society had left two
courses open to man: socialism or revolutionary
"barbarism." Socialism was hardly perceived as
inevitable: "While it is true that socialism will
be the outcome of economic conditions, if civilization
is to survive, we must see to it that civilization
59does survive."
Berger viewed himself, and socialists like him,
as modern Daniels, calling on all elements of society
to see the writing on the wall, "to heed the warning
of history," and to initiate reform before it is too
, . 60late
.
Bloody revolutions will not hasten,
they may even retard the coming of the
socialist republic. And whether such
eruptions are to take place at all,
will depend as much upon the policy
of the capitalist class as upon the
leadership of the proletariat . 61
Yet, Berger was most pessimistic on the
possibility of avoiding revolution and effecting a
peaceful transition to socialism. Such a transition
was at once the most desirable, yet least likely of
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possibilities. Both human nature and the dynamics
of capitalism worked against it. On both the left
and the right he saw class antagonisms subverting
peaceful reform. "The producers cannot reasonably
expect anything but exploitation from the exploiters
as a class," he wrote in 1898. Seven years later
he coupled his pessimistic appraisal of the dominant
class with an equally damning appraisal of certain
segments of the subordinate ones:
I do not say nor even think, that the
social question will be solved in this
manner. [peacefully through reform]
Our people are neither wise nor peaceful
enough to do it. And some of our
socialists are just about as lunatic
in that respect as some capitalists. J
If to the more optimistic Hillquit and Spargo the course
of civilization made revolution unnecessary and unlikely,
to the pessimistic Berger, the advance of history
merely unearthed a dark seamy side of man, making
reform as impossible as it was imperative.
Like others from the socialist center and
right, Berger saw a socialist party as mediating between
the oppressed masses and society.
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The Social Democratic Party wishes above
all things to represent the wage working
class in the political field. It is our
duty to take care that all people who
perform the useful and necessary labor
shall be economically, morally, and
physically strengthened, reserved from
extreme poverty, and made capable of
resistance in body and spirit, 64
The party educates the worker in the need for socialism,
and compels the government (either through direct
control or political pressure) to institute reforms,
on a national and municipal level, which would have
both immediate and long range benefits and consequences.
The party is interested in solving "those problems
which socialists must solve within the present society.
The worker plays the subordinate role of backing up the
party with his vote and, if necessary, force.
To Berger, the agent of reform is unimportant,
"If a new Prometheus should steal the lightening of
the 'Socialist Gods' to give it to men and thus build
a higher civilization, the writer, like an old heretic
6 6
would be most exceedingly rejoiced." Socialist
consciousness, perceived by others as a function of
struggle, is, in Berger *s analysis, a result of the
educational work of the party and one specific reform;
an improved educational system.
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Unless plutocracy can persuade the
majority of the people to close up
all the public schools and make
illiterates of the next generation,
and unless it can also persuade
them to give up the electoral franchise,
plutocracy is doomed. 67
Berger often defended the AFL within the
socialist movement, and he was a champion of socialism
within the AFL. His view of the relationship between
the socialist movement and the trade unions could be
summed up as follows:
...we must have a two-armed labor
movement with a political arm and
with an economic arm. Each arm has
its own work to do, and one arm ought
not to interfere with the other,
although they are parts of the same
body . 6 °
Like others, it was Berger 's estimation that "pure and
simple" unionism was quickly disappearing throughout
the world. The American working classes, like their
comrades in Europe, were learning the necessity of a
"political class movement." At the same time, Socialists
were abandoning their attempts to dominate the labor
movements. Berger warned against any breakdown in this
clear division of labor. Special criticism was reserved
for the organizers of the Industrial Workers of the
World, the advocates of "industrialism," who sought to
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"inject trade unionism into socialist politics and
to solve political questions by the trade union." 69
In light of the above exposition of Berger'
s
views, his antipathy toward the I.W.W. should be quite
70
understandable. While he himself accepted violence
as a possible strategy, a tactical alternative not to
be ruled out, he found objectionable the Wobbly 's
willingness to win gains through the exercise of force
and their apocalyptic attitudes toward social change
which substituted the union for the party as the agent
of change, and the workplace for the ballot box as
the field of battle. Furthermore, Berger was ill-
disposed toward the Wobblies' emphasis on organizing
among the unskilled; their distaste for hierarchy,
and their willingness to work among Slavs, Italians,
and blacks.
Berger was quite comfortable with the AFL's
policy of focusing its organizing efforts on American
workers, skilled Northern European immigrants, and
the best situated, best educated elements of the
proletariat. These groups were most willing to accept
the arguments of gradualism, most likely to appreciate
the virtues of ballot box socialism, and most inclined
toward a political coalition with other "productive"
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elements in society—the small shopkeeper and business-
man, the farmer, and the professional.
Conclusion
While one is inclined to reject the whole of
Berger 1 s thinking as a transition from socialism to
reform, there is one aspect of it that should not be
ignored. In rebelling against the overly determin-
istic Marxism of his day, Berger strove to re-introduce
a moral imperative into the socialist appeal which
would give purpose to human endeavor. Socialists like
Berger looked at Capital as a moral document, whose
purpose was not only to educate the world in the laws
of capitalist development, but to inform the under-
classes of the injustices committed and the possibility
that they might be rectified. Berger understood that
however inevitable, likely, or "scientifically" proven
the coming of socialism might be, the cause would gain
adherents only when people understood that it ought to
be
.
Yet, Berger 's socialism was more similar to
that of a Durkheim than to the socialism of a Marx.
He despaired over social conflict and anarchy, the
passing of traditions, and the illegitimacy of capitalist
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power. He yearned for organization, rational hierarchy,
and order. His concerns were greater for civilization
than they were for man, and his fears of deeprooted
radical change at times exceeded his abhorence of
capitalism. Whatever tactical advantages his approach
might have offered were dissipated by his lack of a
vision transcending a variation of the status quo.
However, Berger's ambivalence to democratic
norms, which combined wishful approval with skepticism,
parallels the thinking of more radical socialists.
As will be seen, it is a recurring task of the left
to balance an appreciation of liberal institutions
with the truths of a conflict theory of history.
Berger anticipated elements of this dilemma in
pondering the promises of the democratic ballot
and the reality of capitalist rule.
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CHAPTER IV
DE LEON AND LABOR ACCOMMODATIONISM
:
TWO POLES OF THE WORKING CLASS MOVEMENT.
Introduction
In June of 1905, an odd collection of working
class trade unionists and social activists assembled
in Chicago to lay the groundwork for the formation of
the Industrial Workers of the World. United in their
disapproval of the policies of Gompers and the A.F. of
L.
,
those present differed on numerous other issues,
from the role of the political party and the industrial
union to the nature and purpose of political action.
Present was Daniel De Leon, the guiding force of the
Socialist Labor Party, which was eager to establish a
political labor organization to carry on the work of
its own unsuccessful Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance;
western labor leader William Haywood, quite wary of
"ballot box socialism"; and Eugene Debs, prepared to
follow almost any tactic in pursuit of the Cooperative
Commonwealth as long as it was militant, class conscious
and effective.
Within two years, De Leon would return to
isolation within the Socialist Labor Party and his own
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(Detroit) I.W.W.; Debs would dissolve his ties with
the Wobblies while continuing to agitate for any and
all labor socialist struggles; and Haywood would find
himself defending militant working class socialism
against both his conservative comrades within the
Socialist Party and the "syndicalist" oriented, anti-
politics crowd within the I.W.W. That these three
strains of left socialist thought in America would
have found it difficult to remain under one organi-
zational roof is understandable, given the philosophical
differences that existed between them. As shall be
seen, De Leon's notion of a trade union movement
dominated by a theoretically conscious political
party clashed with Haywood's firm emphasis on the
development of consciousness through struggle. For
his part, Debs rejected the constrictions that accept-
ance of one tactic over the other implied. While
agreeing with De Leon on the nobility of political
action and the futility of acts of sabotage, he
also maintained a strong faith in the working class'
capacity for effecting its own liberation through
constant struggle in all fields.
In considering the ideas of De Leon, Debs, and
representative writers of the I.W.W. , we must also
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consider the thinking of mainstream organized labor.
While clearly positioned outside of the socialist
camp, the ideas of those who dominated the American
Federation of Labor serve as an essential reference
point for understanding the working class and the
socialist left. Although De Leon and Samuel Gompers
were worlds apart, theoretically, as well as tactically,
the thinking of Gompers, those active in the I.W.W.,
and at times, Debs, shared a great deal in common.
To both the working class radical and the accommo-
dationist AFL chieftain, the proletariat was not solely
a universal class of world historical significance,
but a collection of concrete, living (and dying)
individuals. Its immediate situation was a concern
as important as the eventual restructuring of society.
Where they differed was not so much in their under-
standing of how the worker suffers, but rather in
their appraisals of what can be done, given the reality
of capitalist rule. By contrasting the socialism
of Daniel De Leon with a working class accommodationist
attitude close to that of Gompers, we see both the
basis of the antagonism that divided many working class
radicals from dominant modes of middle class socialist
thought, and the dialectical tension that gave rise to
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the working class socialisms of Eugene Debs and the
Wobblies
.
Daniel De Leon
In a sense, De Leon's life work was an attempt
to achieve a rapprochement (though not a synthesis)
between radical thought and action. Socialism was to
be brought to fruition by the working class, and the
working class would be guided by a conscious under-
standing of why this must be so and just how this
transition to socialism must be achieved. Yet those
persons in possession of the requisite theoretical
knowhow did not constitute the whole of the proletariat.
The overwhelming majority of workers were seen as
existing in constant need of direction and guidance.
Though the working class might willingly make its
revolution, the truths of that revolution would be
brought to it from without.
In De Leon's analysis a stratified social order
is the given in the human equation, its functionality
its only necessary defense. What is peculiar to human
society, he observed, is the presence of a "Central
Directing Authority," originally devised to "share in
by directing Authority."
1 Like Berger, De Leon saw
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an historical epoch at its zenith when positions of
authority are occupied by persons suited to the task.
Under capitalism, De Leon observed, the role
of the Central Directing Authority has undergone a
marked change, "its pristine functions of aiding in,
by directing, production have been supplanted by the
function of holding down the dependent, the slave, the
ruled, i.e., the working class." Having translated
obligations and functions into privilege, the ruling
class under capitalism performs no useful task. 3
Socialism, unlike anarchism, comes not to destroy
authority, but to destroy the authority of the capitalist
class. It would create a new Central Directing Authority
of a more legitimate nature.
De Leon asserted that the socialist movement
cannot ignore the need for authority. Like music,
harmony demands orchestration and direction. "Socialism. .
.
implies organization, organization implies directing
4
authority." The revolutionary must be prepared "to
work in organization with all that implies." He must
be willing to submit to the will of the majority,
5
"obedience" being "the badge of the civilized man."
One can, of course, discern classical philosophical
themes and images within De Leon's writings. Invoking
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the spirit of the Platonic tradition, he perceived
true consciousness as central to the salvation of
an ignorant humanity.
It does not follow that if, the very
few are gathered on one side, and the
very many lumped on the other, the
latter will necessarily swamp the
former. They will do so only when
they shall understand their own
revolutionary mission and organize
accordingly .
°
And like Plato, De Leon laments the fact that these
truths are beyond the immediate comprehension of a
sheep-like proletariat whose minds "...are scribbled
7
over by every charlatan who has let himself loose."
Furthermore, in language reminiscent of
Rousseau, De Leon asserts that freedom is a rather
illusionary goal in modern society. "Today the
highest individual freedom must go hand in hand with
collective freedom." The true revolutionary recog-
nizes the necessity of submitting to discipline: he
"knows full well that man is not superior to principle,
that principle is superior to man.
Both Rousseau and De Leon understood freedom
in collectivist terms, with subjugation to principle
being the highest form of freedom. Here the similarity
ends. To Rousseau, man is torn between a desire for
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freedom and an inability to live outside of society.
Unable and unwilling to return to a period of pre-
social bliss, man seeks to reconcile the two.
Rousseau's emphasis on the need for full participation
in the formulation of collectively defined principles
is an attempt at this end. Implicit in De Leon,
however, is the notion that freedom does not necessari
predate society, but is representative of a specific,
almost anomalous, epoch in the history of society,
the period of early capitalist development. His
desired goal is not freedom, but workable and
functional organization. If a notion of individual
liberty was once compatible with a successful form
of organization, that time has passed. Present day
society demands a more collectivist order, and the
principles to which the masses should adhere must
be formulated independent of their thoughts and
actions. While De Leon maintained a participatory
ideal in his emphasis on universal consciousness
and mass political action, this was done not in the
name of freedom, but as a means of insuring the
permanance of the revolution. It was an affirmation
of the notion that meaningful social change must
permeate the minds of men and women.
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The Political Party; Guardian of the Revolution
De Leon viewed the political party, the
guardian of correct principles, as preparing the
working class to usher in the new socialist order.
Rather than being an instrument of proletarian
will, the party actively shapes working class conscious-
ness and molds the working class into a class capable
of its own liberation. As Rousseau posited a lawgiver
who "frames the laws," but "ought not to have a legis-
lative right, " De Leon viewed the political party
as effecting the popularization of socialist principles
yet yielding to the working class and the industrial
unions in the administration of the new society.
However, prior to the institution of the new order,
the central role of the political party is never under-
played; as long as it exists, its role remains a
dominant one. Even though De Leon left open the
possibility that the working class might have to
seize power through force and open insurrection, he
perceived the party as both precipitating the final
confrontation and preparing the proletariat for their
role in that confrontation. Furthermore, the party,
hardly coextensive with the working class, is composed
of a dedicated and zealous elite. It is set apart by
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its knowledge and determination.
In all revolutionary movements, as in
the storming of fortresses, the thing
depends upon the head of the column
—
upon that minority that is so intense
in its convictions; so soundly based
on its principles; so determined in
its actions, that it carries the masses
with it, storms the breastwork and
captures the fort. Such a head of the
column must be our socialist organization
to the whole column of the American
proletariat . 12
Since, in De Leon's thinking, a mass working
class consciousness was essential to social change,
and the party existed as the guardian of those correct
principles so necessary for the development of that
consciousness, it stood to reason that the party could
not allow theoretical wavering within its ranks. The
party, "...must be one thing only to all men, one
thing in all latitudes and longitudes of the land
—
13
no perfidy to principle under the guise of autonomy."
While welcoming middle class elements into the
party, De Leon warned that no hope could be placed in
that class as a class. Their position in the social
structure inhibited their collective ability to grasp
the truths found within the party's perspective. "(T)he
middle classes will have to be sold at auction by the
Sheriff", he wrote. "That alone will enlighten it as
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a class. When it has lost its property..." 14
While not denying the possibility that members
of the middle class could be good socialists, De Leon
ruled out the possibility of a socialist party cooperating
with middle class reformers who did not accept the
party's philosophy and discipline. Such cooperation
would force the party to compromise its theoretical
position and would also compromise the moral validity
of the socialist cause. Only a movement firmly rooted
in the working class and independent or organized
bourgeois groups could attack capitalism and the
institutions of private property freely and with
consistency
.
De Leon believed that the United States was
"preeminently ripe for socialism." 16 Hence, efforts
at reform were both unnecessary and counterproductive.
Like other American Marxists, De Leon viewed the
objective conditions for socialism as already present;
only the subjective element, a socialist working class
consciousness, was absent.
The moment feudalism is swept aside,
and capitalism wields the sceptor
untrammelled, as here in America,
—
from that moment the ground is ready
for revolution to step in; from that
moment reform becomes a snare and a
delusion. 17
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Any compromise with capitalism, every coalition with
groups stemming from the middle classes, all advocacy
of step-at-a-time reforms, was viewed as inevitably
confusing the working class and impeding their education.
However, at the same time, De Leon was forced
to admit that, "the conquest of the public powers by
the Socialist Labor Party was an impossiblity over-
night." In 1900, he estimated it as at least four
and as much as ten to twenty years away. (It would
be four years before the next Presidential election,
but it would take a decade or two, in De Leon's
estimation, to improve on the backwardness of working
class thinking.) In the interim, he saw the trade
unions offering what "palliatives" that might be
18
necessary to give temporary relief to the workers.
De Leon did not believe socialists should
involve themselves in the debate over the value of
trade unions, but should accept their existence and
aim for their improvement by "equipping [them] . . .with
the proper knowledge."
19 He viewed the formation of
the trade union as a "natural and instinctive move" on
the part of the worker, a result of the small amount
of class consciousness that exists within the
proletariat. 20 Like Kautsky, Lenin, and other Second
International socialists, De Leon viewed the economic
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organizations of labor as acting as little more than
"a brake in the decline" of the working class under
21
capitalism. What lasting good the unions could
perform would come only when they had recognized the
class struggle and acted accordingly. 22
However, De Leon did view the industrial
organizations of the working class as the administrators
of the coming socialist order. Once socialists
achieved a political victory, once control of government
and the state powers was secure in the hands of the
party, the socialist party would 11 ... forthwith-
dissolve, the political state would be ipso-facto
abolished; the industrially and integrally organized
proletariat will without hinderance assume the
23
administration of the productive powers of the land."
Yet, as long as the party exists its leadership in the
revolutionary struggle should not be challenged; only
after the revolution would the truths of the party
be internalized by the masses so that the many could
participate in the running of the new order.
De Leon's understanding of the relationship
between the party and the trade unions reflected both
his belief in political action and his lack of faith
in a working class struggle unmediated by correct
principles. Similar to the Lassalleans of a generation
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earlier, De Leon was unimpressed with the union as a
weapon in the fight against capitalism. Unlike the
Lassalleans, however, he realized that the unions had
the allegiance of large portions of the working class.
Therefore, rather than seeking to shift the struggle
entirely from the industrial to the political plane,
De Leon sought to politicize the unions, positing their
struggle as absolutely necessary if subordinate.
. . .we see that the head of the lance
of the Socialist movement is worthless
without the shaft. We see that they
are not even parallel but closely
connected affairs; we see that the one
needs the other, that while the head
—
the political movement— is essential
in its way, the shaft of the lance
—
the industrial movement— is requisite
to give it steadiness. The Labor
Movement that has not a well-pointed
political lance-head can never rise
above the babe conditions in which
the union is originally born; on the
other hand, unhappy the political
movement of labor that has not the
shaft of the trade union organization
to steady it. It will inevitably
become a freak affair. The head of
the lance may "get there", but unless
it drags in its wake the strong shaft
of the trade union it will have "got
there" to no purpose. 24
As we have seen, moderate socialists were ambivalent
with regard to the role unions could play in promoting
socialism. They were, for the most part, content to
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allow them to pursue their "pure and simple" strategy.
De Leon, architectonic thinker that he was, could not
allow the unions the luxury of superfluousness . He
therefore argued for subjugating the industrial
organizations of the proletariat to the discipline
of the party and correct theory.
The Radical Justification of Political Action
De Leon's belief in political action and his
understanding that control of the state and the political
apparatus was essential for "the permanent improvement
25
of the working class, let alone their emancipation"
lay at the heart of his thinking. It separated his
thinking from that of both accommodationist and
revolutionary labor leaders, whose strategies were
largely industrial, and from that of moderate socialists
who, as we have seen, were hard pressed to give
definitive purpose to political and electoral action.
De Leon was most successful in integrating a political-
electoral tactic into his thinking without ignoring
either the repressive nature of the capitalist state
or worshiping unduly at the shrine of parliamentary
reform.
As we have seen, De Leon believed that only the
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theoretically attuned political party could bring about
socialist awareness in the proletariat. In addition,
like all political socialists of his day, he argued
that the forces of labor must organize themselves in
those areas of political and economic life where the
forces of capital are organized. If the capitalists
are organized politically and economically, the forces
of labor must also be so organized. While De Leon
believed political power to be derived from economic
power, he also understood that political power could
be used to reinforce and protect economic power. In
the battle between labor and capital, control of the
state was seen as essential. In more optimistic moments
De Leon believed that the electoral conquest of the
state could be substituted for more militant struggle.
Control of industry could be legislated into the hands
of the workers. In more somber moods, he believed that
a socialist government could neutralize the armed power
of the state in the event of an armed confrontation
between labor and the defenders of capitalism.
De Leon believed that the use of the ballot
brings legitimacy to the workers cause. Although he
viewed it as a "jewel" which is "encrusted with slime",
he felt that the idea of settling disputes peaceably
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was the great and everlasting contribution of the
capitalist era to political life. 27
The ballot is a weapon of civilization;
the ballot is a weapon that no revolutionary
movement of our times may ignore except
at its own peril; the socialist ballot
is the emblem of RIGHT. 28
To reject the ballot, to organize "for force only/'
would read the revolutionary "out of the pale of
•
. • 29
civilization." The working class militant who
rejects political action places himself on the
"barbarian plane," he "thereby would give the capitalist
class a welcome pretext to drop all regard to decency
and resort to the terrorism that would suit it."
For those who believed that either economic
conditions or militant struggle educate the working
class in the logic of the revolution, repression could
be a sufferable turn of events. However, to a revolu-
tionary such as De Leon, who envisioned a close,
pedagogical relationship between an enlightened
party and an ignorant proletariat, capitalist repression
would be disastrous. The movement would be forced
to become conspiratorial, theory and party would be
alienated from the masses, the development of conscious-
ness would be severely inhibited, and that social
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change which "must be done by the million masses"
would be an impossibility.
The rose upon the stalk of "political
action" is the posture it enables a
man to hold by which he can preach
revolution without having to do so
underground; in other words, by which
he can teach the economics and sociology
of the social revolution in the open,
where the masses can hear, and not in
dark where the few can meet. 32
Given De Leon's theory, which postulated the development
of consciousness as preceding in a definite fashion
a move by the working class toward societal control,
political action becomes the absolute first step. A
premature move toward violence and extra-legal action
could only result in the undermining of the entire
process
.
De Leon does not rule out the ultimate use
of force on the part of the revolutionary. "The
civilized man answers force with force," he asserted,
33 ...
"the barbarian begins with force." He admits it is
perhaps too optimistic to hope for a socialist victory
at the polls followed by a peaceful transition to the
new order. De Leon sees the interplay of capitalist
provocation, working class resistance, and state
repression, leading to an armed struggle whose outcome
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will be determined by the vitality of working class
organization and consciousness. in such a situation,
the industrial union takes on an active role. However,
whether the union is up to the task which it is called
upon to play is dependent upon the success of the
party's political agitation prior to the crisis. 34
The S.L.P. knows that the political
state is worthless, and cannot legislate
the socialist Republic into life. The
S.L.P. man clings to political action
because it is an absolute necessity
for the formation of that organization...
which is both the embryo of the Workers'
Republic and the physical force that the
proletariat may, and in all likelihood
will, need to come to its own. 35
In De Leon's defense of political action we
see neither a defense of liberal democracy nor even
of popular government. Popular decision making was an
ideal for a post-revolutionary era and majority rule
was as likely as oligarchy to lead to the denial of
correct principles. In championing political action,
De Leon was arguing for the maintenance of that state
of affairs most conducive to the education of the
proletariat. He saw the need for order, structured
collective activity, and representative organs of
decision making. Given the underdeveloped thinking
of the masses, both full participatory democracy and
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overt, violent class struggle were undesirable. The
latter would terminate the education of the proletariat;
the former presupposed a form of consciousness that
De Leon felt was not as yet present. It was, therefore,
the very weaknesses of the Western liberal polity that
appealed to De Leon, for they prevented the working
class from doing harm to itself during its formative
36years
.
De Leon perceived the hierarchical structure
of capitalist society as illegitimate, tyrannical,
and inappropriate. Power relations were maintained,
in his analysis, not so much by force or chicanery,
but rather by the ignorance of the masses, who understood
neither what true conditions were, nor what alternatives
37to them existed. He believed that a class aware of
the truth would be prepared to support that political
organization capable of using the existing process to
secure for the proletariat the power of the state.
The political party would help to develop that economic
organization (the socialist industrial union) able
to defend, through the overt use of force, those gains
won politically. The latter organization, having
internalized the truths of socialism, would be capable
of carrying on production once societal power was secured.
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To De Leon the requisite consciousness is a
function not of struggle, or economic conditions, but
of education. He believed that the working class must
be educated by those, who like Marx and his disciples,
have perceived the truths of history. The political
activity of the party is the medium through which this
education takes place. One might compare De Leon's
conception of the relationship of the party to the
worker under capitalism to the role of the parent
vis a vis the child during childhood. There is a pro-
longed period during which the party prepares the
working class for self-management and during which
there is a one-directional flow of knowledge. Only
once the working class has internalized the party's
message, and only once it has confirmed the correctness
of the party's theoretical teachings by voting en masse
for the party at the polls, is the proletariat free
to control its own destiny.
This systematic focus on the need for consciousness
was an important advance in American socialist thinking,
and had great implications in terms of socialist tactics.
It reaffirmed the notion that a socialist movement must
be aggressive rather than complacent, popular rather
than conspiratorial and would have to be furthered by
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sustained efforts rather than isolated acts. However,
in the final analysis, his insights were undermined
by his inability to adequately uncover the source
of a socialist consciousness. Unlike the parent,
however, the party theoretician cannot point to
biology to legitimize his role, and unlike the child,
the working class is not born into the care of the
party. In separating the source of correct theory
from struggle, De Leon can neither explain consciousness
nor the lack of it. Furthermore, Marx's gnawing and
challenging statement criticizing the materialist
Feuerbach can be levelled at the rather idealistic
De Leon, who likewise forgets that "the educator
3 8himself needs educating."
Toward the end of his life, following the
Socialist Labor Party's return to isolation in the
wake of the split in the I.W.W., De Leon modified
his views on the necessity of ideological purity. In
a 1908 speech, born perhaps as much of tactical failure
as of theoretical insight, De Leon called for the
formation of a movement uniting the "most rudimentary"
up to "the most clearly and soundly revolutionary"
elements, the only criteria being that they all "aim
remotely or approximately, mediatedly or immediately,
at the overthrow of the capitalist system."
Whether De Leon, unable to solve the mystery of
consciousness, was, therefore, led to accept the
relative states of underclass consciousness as is
(and focus on the practice of struggle) or whether
he was tacitly acknowledging the need for struggle
as a determinant of consciousness, is open to
question
.
Samuel Gompers
Daniel De Leon and his adherents in the
Socialist Labor Party comprised one important and
influential faction at the founding convention of
the Industrial Workers of the World. Other strains
of opinion present included those of the Socialist
Party's left wing, represented in the person of
Eugene Debs, and the voices of militant unionism
represented by men such as Vincent St. John and
William Haywood. If De Leon and the S.L.P. delegates
were bent on creating a powerful economic arm for
the socialist movement, Haywood and St. John were
out to create a radical working class movement which
could offer a militant yet practical alternative to
the "pure and simple" unionism of the AFL , a revolu-
tionary organization of the working class independent
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of forces outside of the proletariat. 40 As will be
seen, their distaste for political action was based
on their understanding that the state could never ser
the interests of the working class and that electoral
activity is an inappropriate strategy for a class
whose lives are wholly industrial in nature. These
views were but a radical rephrasing of traditional
American trade union thinking. As Melvyn Dubofsky
has observed,
By their refusing to endorse political
parties the I.W.W. did not, as Philip
Foner asserts , divorce itself from the
mainstream of the American labor movement.
Quite the contrary. The I.W.W. '
s
political position brought the organi-
zation closer to the masses to whom it
appealed and more in harmony with the
attitude of AFL members—those to whom
the political party and the state always
remained a distant and fearful enemy. 41
To the extent that working class socialist
thought shared common elements with the thinking of
mainstream segments of organized labor, that is the
extent to which a workable coalition with the political
socialists of the S.P. and S.L.P. was difficult and
impossible. An understanding of working class accom-
modationism is, therefore, the point of departure for
analyzing the revolutionary working class mind. It is
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often in the sharpest disagreements between Samuel
Gompers and the political left that we see the affinity
of the former's thinking to that of working class
socialists
.
The traditional view of Samuel Gompers, as
transcribed in the folklore of high school history
books and popular writing, is that of a moderate and
temperate individual, in tune with the uniquely
consensual American environment. He is portrayed
as a man who taught American labor to exercise their
42power in a "natural, normal, manner," who sought
"To work along the lines of least resistance; to
accomplish the best results in improving the conditions
43
of the working people..." This is the Gompers who
shied away from organizing the unskilled, who was
successively aloof from, and later hostile to, socialism,
and who cooperated with the barons of industry in the
National Civic Federation and with Mr. Wilson's govern-
ment during the First World War. To many, including
his radical contemporaries, Gompers's every deed was as
supportive of the existing order as it was antagonistic
toward socialism and basic social change.
However, histories often focus on the "what"
and the "when" at the expense of the "why"; this
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portrait of Gompers is in part misleading. Without
aligning oneself with those socialists who are ever
willing to justify every misdeed of Gompers and the
AFL, it is, nevertheless, possible to understand
Gompers's thinking in a different light. 44 For if
he was in tune with the American environment, that
environment was in no way consensual. It was Gompers's
earliest understanding that an American labor movement
must seek not to antagonize and not to offend existing
opinion for fear of bringing on the reprisals of the
public powers. "Professions of radicalism and sen-
sationalism", he observed, "concentrated all the
forces of organized society against a labor movement
. . 45
and nullify in advance normal necessary activity."
It could be argued that if Gompers's thinking was accom-
modationist, it was not always out of love of things
as they are, but out of fear of how much worse things
might become given the inevitable continuance of
14-- 46existing power relations.
Gompers' s career as a labor leader spanned over
forty years. In that time, he was involved in almost
every major dispute involving American labor, took a
position on an indeterminate number of issues, and
reversed his stand more than occasionally. His avowed
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philosophical perspective shifted over the course of a
lifetime from a variation of Marxism, to pure and simple,
albeit class conscious, trade unionism, to a working
class variation of old fashioned American individualism
mixed with a call for industrial democracy.
Perhaps no one philosophical stance informed
his behavior at any given time. The labor movement of
his day was composed of men and women whose ideas spanned
a whole range of theoretical positions. At times,
Gompers was capable of working closely with all of
them. Pragmatic activist that he was, Gompers was
capable of cooperating with the mainstream socialists
who organized the garment industry in New York, with
radical syndicalists in the steel industry, and with
a host of pure and simple trade unionists, some of
whom were motivated by the highest ideals of the move-
ment, some of whom were corrupt and self-serving. It
is not unlikely that in the thoughts and deeds of
Gompers we see something of all of them.
What follows is an exposition of a militant
working class accommodationist perspective based almost
exclusively on various writings and statements of
Samuel Gompers. That his words can be used for this
purpose is testimony to the perspective's firm roots in
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American labor circles. It should be emphasized,
however, that Gompers's own beliefs were neither so
systematic nor consistently militant.
As will be seen, working class accommodationism
reflected a rather consistent line of thinking based
on a number of clearly defined assumptions. Firstly,
it had a deep rooted distaste for capitalism and the
resulting evils; secondly, it championed the self-
liberation of the working class; and thirdly, it believed
that the power to change society did not reside with
the proletariat and hence revolutionary rhetoric and
action was foolish and irresponsible. It betrayed a
fatalism which sought compromise with the existing
order, not out of a total and willing acceptance of
capitalism, or even an inability to perceive alter-
natives, but out of a recognition of its powers.
The Nature of Working Class Accommodationism
The working class accommodationist believed that
"The workers of the United States do not receive the
full product of their labor," and therefore the labor
movement must work to "secure a larger and constantly
47
increasing share of what they produce." Primary
concern was for the class to be represented, and not
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for society as a whole. Willing to leave social
architecture the the philosophers, mainstream
politicians and socialists, they were concerned
with the betterment of workers within the confines
of the existing order.
Hillquit was said to have described Gompers
as the most class conscious man he ever knew. 48 and
Gompers himself never denied the existence of class
antagonisms
.
From my earliest understanding of the
conditions that prevail in the industrial
world, I have asserted that the economic
interests of the employing class and those
of the working class are not harmonious...
There are times when for temporary purposes
interests are reconcilable; but these are
temporary only. 49
To the working class accommodationist , the proletariat
stood alone, not only vis a vis the capitalists, but
in regard to all other persons and groups outside of
its ranks. If the worker was advised to be on guard
against the forces of capital, he was also to beware of
misguided friends. "It is a movement of wage earners
for wage earners," Gompers observed, "and it may not
be amiss to warn even the well intentioned, the 'so
called intellectuals 1 ... that they had better watch
4. ,.50out. "
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What underlay their mistrust of intellectuals
and radicals was the altruistic stance of these
reformers. The underclasses were much accustomed
to being utilized and acted upon in "their own
interest," either by a paternalistic church, bene-
volent statesmen and employers, or by "professional
friends of labor." Even when such action was taken
with the best of motives in mind, working class
militants viewed its effects as no less pernicious.
To the working class accommodationist , the suffering
of the proletariat was a function of its dependency
on others, and its alleviation depended on the enhance-
ment of the workers' ability to control the content
of their lives.
Doing for people what they can and ought
to do for themselves is a dangerous
experiment. In the last analysis, the
welfare of the worker depends upon their
own initiative. Whatever is done under
the guise of philanthrophy or social
morality which in any way lessens
initiative is the greatest crime that
can be committed against toilers. 51
It was their belief that the labor movement must be
allowed to proceed at its own pace, choosing its own
goals and tactics, free of outside meddling. Eventually,
many believed, the AFL would organize the unskilled,
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eventually, the movement would set for itself more
radical goals. As the lot of the worker improved,
they envisioned a qualitative and quantitative
increase in their demands. This, however, was
dependent on a real increase in working class power.
"For the present," Gompers wrote, "it is our purpose
to secure better conditions and instill a larger
amount of manhood and independence in the hearts
5 2
and minds of the workers..."
Gompers 1 s well known and much celebrated
philosophy of "voluntarism" and his antipathy toward
the state and political action can now be better
understood. Working class activists firmly believed
that the state "has always been the representative
53
of the wealth possessors," and that the political
power of the economically privileged is a function of
their economic power. "Whosoever or whatever controls
economic power," Gompers wrote, "directs and shapes
54development for the group or nation." To look to
the state for aid, assistance, or salvation was seen
as inviting the further subjugation of the proletariat.
It would allow the opponents of labor to exert directly
that political power they now exerted indirectly.
State intervention in industrial matters would mean
that owner, manager, and legal enforcer would be
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consolidated in one body. Commenting on government
ownership in France Gompers wrote:
The government as employer brooks no
opposition from its employees. It
can and does wipe out their organi-
zation... It can and does control the
political activities of the employees.
It can and does hire and discharge
not only by merit but by systems of
expulsion bearing upon the political
principles of applicants for or holders
of positions. 55
Gompers's reliance on, and advocacy of, voluntary
associations was, in part, linked to two interrelated
notions. Firstly, any systematic organization of
society based upon a principle of compulsion would
inevitably serve the interests of those in possession
of economic power. Secondly, if labor is to gain a
share of power, economic and eventually political,
it must be confident, self reliant, and fully aware
of its abilities and powers. Gains must be won, not
received from above as benevolent gifts. The state,
as an instrument for the possible solution of labor's
problems, could offer only resistance or paternalism.
It could not, or would not, mandate that which labor
needed
—
power and self-determination.
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The Working Class Dilemma
Daniel De Leon and Samuel Gompers represented
opposite poles in the struggle for the emancipation
of the working class. The principled, scholarly,
dogmatic De Leon, was driven by a vision which called
for the complete restructuring of society and saw
in the proletariat the instrument for the performance
of such an awesome task. By emancipating itself, the
working class would save society as well, De Leonite
socialism is political socialism par excellence. It
returns to a classical notion of politics which conceives
of man as inextricably and primarily involved in the
salvation of all humanity through the just reordering
of public life. The committed socialist goes beyond
his or her own needs and self-interest and, guided by
correct principles, works tirelessly for the collective
good. The lot of the individual worker is of secondary
importance to the welfare of the proletariat and to that
of society as a whole.
On an opposite pole stood the working class
militants. Pragmatic and tactically—rather than
theoretically—oriented, their allegiance was to the
working class, defined in terms of the concrete and
particular individuals which comprised its ranks.
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Placing the salvation of the working class and the
restructuring of society on the back burner, they
sought to better the workers' existence within the
context of an existing social order. Theirs was a
praxis of immediate concern, striving to work on the
level of concrete human suffering and need. "To
experiment with the labor movement/' Gompers wrote,
"was to experiment with human life."
The dilemma is one faced by all activists
unhappy with conditions as they are. It finds
substance in the debates over immediate and long
range goals, reform versus revolution, accommodationism
versus re jectionism. Both Gompers and De Leon were
cognizant of these dual imperatives which all must
agonize over. Gompers's heralded goal of "more and
more" is a nod toward the political while advocating
59
a strategy of compromise. In De Leon's analysis,
party generals lead the foot soldiers of the working
class into battle for the salvation of all humanity;
yet the implied sacrifice on the level of the individual
is mitigated by the consolation that the battle may
only be fought with ballots rather than bullets.
Furthermore, like Lenin, whom he resembles so strongly
in many ways, De Leon had a firm belief in the
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immediacy of the revolution and in the vanguard
role of the party. Reform was viewed as unnecessary,
even counter-productive, and it was inconceivable
to both the Russian and the American socialist that
a theoretically correct party might lead the working
class into a revolutionary adventure that would not
succeed.
It is with this dilemma in mind that we approach
the socialism of Eugene Debs and the militants of the
I.W.W. Despite the frequent simplicity and roughness
of their prose, and despite their occasional incon-
sistencies in logic, the activists of the working class
left sought solutions which often bridged the gap
between pragmatism and principle, between the need
for immediate reform and the search for the revolutionary
future
.
Marx's formula was to wait for the revolution
until that moment when human suffering had reached
the crisis point, when a solution on the level of
individual self-interest was only possible through
a political solution, when to save himself the individual
must save his class and humanity as well. As will be
seen, the working class militant of an I.W.W. and
Debsian persuasion, whose approach to socialism is
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discussed in the next chapter, viewed the underclasses
as already suffering on that lowest level. They argued
that workers were already being shot, children were
already starving, and as citizens, the proletariat
was already disenfranchised. To them, it was the
party functionaries who betrayed their cause by sacri-
ficing the current generation of workers for the sake
of some future electoral victory.
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CHAPTER V
SOCIALISM IN THE WORKING CLASS:
DEBS AND THE WOBBLY
It has been argued that there was little
originality in the thought of either the Wobblies or
Debs. The historian Melvyn Dubofsky observed that,
It [the I.W.W.] offered no genuinely
original ideas, no sweeping explana-
tion of social change, no fundamental
theories of revolution. Wobblies
instead took their basic concepts from
others; from Marx the concepts of labor
value, commodity value, surplus value,
and class struggle, from Darwin the
idea of organic evolution and the
struggle for survival as a paradigm
for social evolution and the survival
of the fittest class; from Bakunin
and the Anarchists the 'propaganda of
the deed' and the idea of 'direct
action; 1 and from Sorel the notion of
the 'militant minority. 1 Hence I.W.W.
beliefs became a peculiar amalgam of
Marxism and Darwinism, anarchism and
syndicalism—all overlaid with a
singularly American patina.
1
However, what can be emphasized is that while
the individual ideas may have been culled from others,
the uniqueness of their thought lay in the manner in
which these ideas were used and combined. This "peculiar
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amalgam" was militantly socialist while escaping the
European dogmatisms that burdened the writings of
Hillquit, "singularly American" without falling prey to
either contrivance or the bourgeois bigotries that
colored the writings of Berger. Furthermore, what is of
special significance is the dynamic process by which their
thinking was formed. As Dubofsky further notes, "they
read to understand better what they already knew from
life. For above all else, Wobblies derived their belief
2from their own experience in America."
The Development of Consciousness: A Working Class Approach
The working class socialist began his analysis
with an understanding of the pathetic condition of the
working class under capitalism. American workers were
portrayed in Wobbly writing as the most productive yet
impoverished proletariat in history, enslaved and exploited
by a capitalist elite composed of the wealthiest yet
most idle men in history. 3 Their world was one in which
the "doors of opportunity are closed" to the workers'
children, 4 and in which the brutal facts of life under
wage-slavery had obliterated racial lines and sex
discrimination. "There is no chivalry in the work shop,"
William D. Haywood exclaimed, "Capitalism compels sex
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equality." Haywood saw himself and others on the
working class left as speaking for the "masses," that
stateless, propertyless underclass that existed apart
from both the propertied classes and the skilled
proletariat. His protagonists were not the noble
craftsmen, proficient at their trade, nor even the
robust laborers who suffer with dignity and suppressed
anger the oppressive conditions under which they work
and live. Working class socialists viewed the bulk of
the American work force as all too often existing on t:
border of total despair. "Life for them has lost all
light and beauty and hence all desire for more of its
7
good things." They spoke to and for an American prol
tariat composed of individual tragedies and sought to
nurture a sense of collective viability.
Hope was seen in working class organizations,
the militant union and, properly structured, the
socialist political party. Their value was not as an
instrument for the emancipation of the working class,
but rather, to "show the working class how to save
itself." 8 The Wobbly viewed the organizations of the
working class, either political or economic, as the
schools in which the proletariat would carry on the
self-education necessary for the development of a
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socialist consciousness, and in no way as the "instructor
of the working class.
Shortly after the formation of the Socialist
Party, Eugene V. Debs wrote: "Oh that all the working
class could and would use their eyes and see, their
ears and hear, their brains and think. How soon the
earth could be transformed and by the alchemy of social
9
order made to blossom with beauty and joy."
As with De Leon and to some extent Hillquit and
Spargo, the working class radical of a Debsian or I.W.W.
persuasion viewed consciousness as the key to social
change. The eclectic tactician Debs never denied that
the state might institute socialism; conversely, he did
not rule out a more syndicalist road to power as en-
. .
10
visioned by the I.W.W. However, what Debs emphatically
asserted was that only an educated socialist electorate
could elect and sustain such a state, and that only a
union movement imbued with a socialist vision might be
able to move from isolated militant activity to organize<
revolution.
While resembling De Leon in his emphasis on
consciousness, Debs 1 s notion of how socialist conscious-
ness develops is at odds with the thinking of the SLP
leader. On this point, he was at one with the
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understandings of the I.W.W. radicals and, characteristic
of an American working class radical, it reflected Debs's
own experiences on the road to socialism. In an essay,
"How I Became a Socialist," Debs presented himself as
a proletarian everyman who embodies in his personal
history and thinking the experience and potential of
the working class as a whole.'1"'1"
As a young railway worker, Debs joined the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen. It was, he reflected,
a not unusual course of action. Any worker would be
naturally impressed with the righteousness of the union's
cause, by the challenge of the struggle, and by the
sincerity of the organization's leadership. As a young
unionist, Debs began to appreciate the lot of the working
class as a whole, as he understood the plight of his
fellow railway workers in particular. He became interested
in working people as a "class."
A concern for the welfare of his class led Debs
to question the nature of trade union organization.
Again, characteristic of the working class left, he
viewed organizational structure as a decisive factor in
the development of consciousness. He concluded that
organizing along craft lines implied a denial of the
ccWionality of interests which potentially united the
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proletariat; industrial organization, on the other hand,
reinforced the solidarity of the worker with his class.
The fruit of this line of thinking was the formation
of the American Railway Union (A.R.U.) in 1893. Debs
was its first president. The union's first year saw a
phenomenal growth in membership and a string of impressive
victories. With a membership of 150,000 it was the
largest single union in the United States, and a strike
against the Great Northern Railroad, in the Spring of
1894, won an impressive aggregate wage increase. 12
In May of 1894, 4,000 A.R.U. members, employees
of the Pullman Company, walked off their jobs in protest
against the paternalism and arrogance of the company,
which had refused to roll back rents in company-owned
houses, restore wage cuts, or even negotiate in good
faith with its workers. (This action on the part of
the Pullman workers was taken against the advice of
Debs and the union leadership.) As Debs observed, the
strike was to trigger a series of events during which
he was "to be baptised in socialism in the roar of
conflict. 1,13
What began as a grass roots walk-out by Pullman
workers, led to an A.R.U. boycott of Pullman cars.
The entire national railway system was paralyzed.
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However, a federally-backed court injunction against
the strikers led to, and insured, their defeat. That
the injunction was based on the supposedly progressive
Sherman Anti-Trust Act, and that the troops were dis-
patched illegally by the president against the wishes
of the governor of Illinois, were key factors in the
education of Eugene Debs. Throughout the remainder of
his life, Debs insisted upon, as an obvious fact, the
collusion of government and corporate interests, and
the class nature of the modern state. When the dust had
settled, the A.R.U. was all but destroyed; its leader-
ship was in prison, its membership confused and
demoralized; Gompers and the leadership of the AFL were
firmly convinced of the logic and wisdom of accommoda-
tionism; Debs was well on his way to being a socialist.
"In the gleam of every bayonet and the flash of every
14
rifle," he wrote, "the class struggle was revealed."
In Debs ' s analysis, struggle and conflict breed
not only a militant trade-union outlook, but the germ
of revolutionary socialist consciousness. Through
further struggle and intellectual study this conscious-
ness crystallizes and grows. While in prison, Debs
followed the classical theoretical road, from the
Utopian essays of Bellamy and Grunlund, to the "clear
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and conclusive" contemporary arguments of Kautsky. He
finally found his way to Marx's Capital
.
15
If, in Debs's thinking, a socialist conscious-
ness is developed by the worker in the course of
struggle, the role of theory is, nevertheless, not
discounted. Theory acts to nurture, reinforce, and
articulate those truths of the class struggle which the
worker comes to understand in the course of his day
to day confrontation with capitalism. Both Debs and the
Wobblies believed the intellectual road to socialist
thinking was an easy one for members of the subordinate
classes. The proletarian veteran of the class struggle
would embrace socialism willingly; the logic of its
theory would be grasped by his intellect and affirmed
by his life experiences.
Neither Debs nor the Wobblies viewed the working
class as slavishly following the dictates of philosophers
or parties. Although they agreed with De Leon on the
supreme importance of a socialist consciousness and the
need for truly revolutionary working class organizations,
they rejected the notion that crisp theoretical thinking
was the monopoly of an enlightened few. The worker,
they asserted, must "cultivate the habit of doing his
own thinking." 16 It was an unchallengeable tenet of
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radical working class thinking that only the proletariat
could grasp the complete essence of capitalism's
destructive nature, and, therefore, that only the
working class could conceive of the proper solution. 17
With words that echoed both Marx and Gompers, Debs wrote:
"The greatest discovery the modern slaves have made is
that they themselves their freedom must achieve." 18
Shop Organization and Struggle
In Debs 1 s writing and thinking, we see a dia-
lectical interplay between struggle, the level of
consciousness and the level of organization. As workers
engage in struggle, they see the logic of a class analysi
of society and the need for industrial organization.
Once organized along industrial lines, workers begin
to perceive and experience their common interest with
other workers, who do similar yet not identical work.
Eventually, the interdependence of all industry (and
hence the logic of socialism) , becomes apparent to the
worker as the concept of 'class' is further crystallized
in his mind. "With each new battle," Debs asserted,
"the trend has been steadily toward a more perfect
organization and a more comprehensive grasp of its [the
19
working class'] mighty mission."
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To the organizers of the I.W.W., organizational
factors were of such supreme importance that the
success of the working class struggle was dependent
upon them. In their analysis, struggle, however intense,
carried on within a non-revolutionary craft union could
never lead to a socialist consciousness; the structure
and tactics of such organizations were a direct contra-
diction of everything socialist. Conversely, a militant
labor organization, organized along industrial lines,
and unwilling to sanctify through a time contract the
'rights' of the employer, embodied in its structure and
tactics both the reality and the goals of the class
struggle
.
The Wobbly viewed the class struggle as an
objective fact
—
given the zero-sum nature of a capitalist
system in which "the less one gets the more there is
20for the other." A class union, defined as a union
which "attempts to unite all workers against all
capitalists," 21 was most suited to carry on the struggle,
since it refrains from pitting worker against worker
within a single industry. The craft union, by not caring
for the interests of all workers within an industry,
obfuscates the reality of the class struggle and prevents
the worker from perceiving what should be self-evident
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and obvious: the all-consuming struggle between labor
and capital.
Furthermore, Wobblies believed craft unions
committed grievous errors in signing contracts. This act
relinquished their right to withhold their collective
labor, either in support of workers in other shops,
trades, or industries, or to further their own personal
goals. The time contract neutralized, in I.W.W. reason-
ing, the only weapon or source of power open to the
proletariat (the strike) , while not encroaching in any
way on the source of the capitalists' power—their wealth
and their freedom to utilize their capital as they saw
fit. A contract does not prevent "the capitalist from
shutting up his shop and turning the worker into the
22
streets whenever he pleases." The impoverishment of
the proletariat was not viewed by the Wobbly as the
core problem of labor, but rather a symptom of labor's
basic problem— its powerlessness . Craft unions, by
narrowly focusing their demands on the fruits of labor
(and not on control of the work process) reinforced,
through their acceptance of time contracts, the power-
lessness of the worker, and undermined the only means
capable of rectifying the situation—class unity and
the industry-wide strike.
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An agreement between the capitalist
class and the working class is an
unholy alliance, and when entered
into by any body of working men, it
removes them from their class and
the class struggle and makes them
auxiliaries of the enemies of labor.
To many Wobblies, however, the most pernicious
aspect of the time contract was neither its tendency to
legitimize property rights nor its divisive effects on
the forces of labor. Signing contracts, they feared,
would undermine the class struggle by reinforcing in the
minds of workers a belief in legality and consensus,
rather than conflict and coercion, as the cement which
binds human relationships under capitalism. As Vincent
St. John, the enigmatic spokesman of anti-politics
sentiment within the I.W.W. asserted:
The Industrial Workers of the World
maintain that nothing will be con-
sidered by the employers except that
which we have the power to take and
hold by the strength of our organization.
Given the bias of the state (the final interpreter
of legal documents) , the contract was seen as a false
assurance to the weaker labor organization and a
superfluous one to the stronger union. As shop militancy
and the strike educated the worker in the truths of the
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class struggle, the signing of contracts was seen as a
similar lesson in class collaboration which would retard
the development of a militant class consciousness.
Wobblies hypothesized that a union organized
2 5along industrial lines would give workers the power
of the general strike in any given industry:
It would prevent the capitalists
from disenfranchising the workers
in the shops ... It makes them
[the workers] eligible to legislate
for themselves where they are most
interested in changing conditions,
namely in the place where they work.
A worker organized within an industrial union was held
to be naturally educated in self-management, potentially
imbued with a militant and socialist class consciousness,
and capable of changing many of the conditions responsible
for his misery.
Through shop militancy and the proper structural
organization of the proletariat, the Wobbly further
sought to resolve, in his way, the dilemma between
immediate imperatives and long range goals. The militant
working class radical did not reject reforms instituted
within the framework of the capitalist order but insisted,
as did Gompers, that such reforms be at the workers'
initiative and the direct result of working class struggle.
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Wobblies were ever active in pressuring for an eight
hour work day, and Haywood observed that were such a
reform brought about through direct struggle rather
than government legislation, it "would be a mightier
law in the interest of working class than all the laws
ever passed by Congress and the State legislatures." 27
Although Wobbly rhetoric often spoke of an imminent
final showdown with the forces of capital, there was
little objection to 1 step-at-a-time ' socialism, provided
that the final goal not be lost sight of and that the
steps be taken by the workers themselves in the course
of struggle.
A somewhat different approach to the dilemma was
taken by Debs. The son of a French immigrant, Debs was,
in some ways, as much an heir to the romantic humanist
tradition as he was a convert to Marxism. In his writings
and speeches, the spiritual rewards of struggle were
often alluded to; every lost battle was viewed as a
victory on the road to consciousness and socialism. Hence,
"no strike has ever been lost, and there can be no defeat
for the labor movement." 28 On the level of the individual
worker, martyrdom is mitigated by the satisfaction of
knowing just why and by whom one is being destroyed;
the process of struggle carries its own rewards and is
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liberating, regardless of the outcome. Of course, to
many in the I.W.W., such martyrdom was neither noble
nor admirable; abuse and death were the standard 'rewards'
for their element of the proletariat. Revolutionary
militancy was, to the Wobbly, a pragmatic, and not a
romantic, response to an intolerable situation.
In both the language and content of the I.W.W.'s
defense of industrial unionism, we see both their link
with Gornpers and their desire to transcend the AFL brand
of unionism. The Wobbly rejected Gompers's accommodationist
notions of "more and more" because it lacked an ultimate
end and was doomed to failure as long as workers were
antagonistically organized along craft lines. It was
the belief of the Wobbly that industrial unionism,
coupled with a socialist vision, would ease the tension
between immediate and long range goals, and offer a
tactic that would meet the immediate needs of the worker
and point, at the same time, to a radical transformation
of society. However, the I.W.W. shared Gompers's distaste
for the political socialists who tended to post-date
meliorative reforms in some future revolutionary epoch.
The similarities and contrasts with Gornpers can be seen
in the following quote from a Wobbly pamphlet, attributed
to William E. Trautman:
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The industrial unionists propose to
organize the workers for militant
action within present day society,
so that with every advance gained,
the workers will gain an appetite
for more and for all, and will find
the means to get it. 29
In industrial organization, the working class
socialist saw both the proper structural form of the day
to day struggle and a form of organization structurally
compatible with all types of demands, up to and including
the demand for the complete restructuring of society.
When the workers organize industrial
unions, copied from the institutions
in which they are employed, they will
be able to stand together as powerful
industrial combinations in their
skirmishes for better working conditions
in any one industry. Not separated by
craft divisions, or trade union con-
tracts with the exploiters, they will
not only be able to curtail production
on a small scale, and thus also the
profits of the employers of labor,
but they will abruptly stop production
altogether, if necessary in any one
industry, or in all industries of a
locality, or they can when they are
powerful enough, shut the factories
against the present employers and
commence production for use. 30
Structural forms had more than tactical significance to
the Wobbly. Whereas De Leon accepted much of the I.W.W.
focus on industrial organization, the reasoning behind
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his position deviated from that of the Wobblies. In
De Leon's thinking, industrial organization was the
proper tactical response to modern day capitalism and
served the long range purpose of educating the working
class in self-management. Yet he firmly asserted that
consciousness must precede such organization, and that
education (with the clear implication of outside media-
tion) must precede consciousness. On the other hand,
it was the contention of the Wobblies that given the
proper structural forms, education, consciousness, and
improved organization occur simultaneously within a
single praxis of militant struggle. As Haywood asserted
in his autobiography, "only through the actual struggle
can the working class get its education for the seizure
of power." "De Leon," he further observed, "would have
been politically sound if he had not been economically
hollow. "^l in other words, Haywood subscribed to De
Leon's focus on consciousness yet believed that his
ignorance of its source, in the day to day struggle, was
his undoing.
In keeping with his tactical eclecticism, Debs '
s
attitude toward union organizing was both supportive
of I.W.W. thinking yet more respectful toward the AFL.
It was, however, distinct from that of De Leon. What he
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advanced was his own version of the "two-armed" theory
of the labor movement, variations of which were common
among many socialists of his day. Moderate and conserva-
tive socialists such as Hillquit and Berger consistently
advocated a live-and-let-live relationship between the
socialist political party and the trade unions. In their
formulation, the political arm of the labor movement
(the political party) should take no direct stand on the
policies of the economic arm (the trade unions, or more
specifically, Gompers and the AFL)
. Although as individual
members of AFL unions, moderate socialists (including
Berger) often opposed the policies of the Federation's
leadership from within, they tended to support AFL
policies within the Socialist Party caucuses. In short,
they were loyal to the Party within the Federation, and
loyal to the Federation within the Party. This was, in
many ways, a reaction to the policies of De Leon—his
heavy handed approach to the labor question and his
premature venture into dual unionism with the Socialist
Trade and Labor Alliance. While De Leon advocated a
labor movement subordinate to party policy, the coalition
that founded the Socialist Party in 1900 was content to
remain aloof from the question of socialism in the
established unions in the hope of "re"-gaining the good
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will of the AFL leadership.
For his part, Debs recognized the right of each
"arm" to act and think independently of the other, yet
maintained that both the party and the unions should
reserve the right to criticize the other for deviations
from sound principles. The obligation of giving support,
in his mind, did not negate the obligation to criticize.
Criticism, however, should be offered carefully, so as
not to give the impression that the party was attempting
32to dictate union policy or vice versa. As late as
1904, a year before the founding of the I.W.W., Debs
wrote emphatically of maintaining a distance between the
political and economic organizations of the labor move-
ment. It was his belief that the difference in function
between the two types of organizations negated the
possibility that either could ever successfully dominate
the other for any useful purposes.
The trade union is not and cannot
become a political machine, nor can
it be used for political purposes.
They who insist upon working class
political action not only have no
intention to convert the trade union
into a political party but they would
oppose such attempt on the part of
others . 33
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To be sure, Debs was not defending the policies
of Gompers and the AFL, but rather the principles of
organizational autonomy in regard to a socialist party
and socialist unions. Debs' s own objections to Gomperism
were as strong as his distaste for De Leonite prescriptions.
The trade union was, to Debs, an ever dynamic force
continually reacting to the "increasing economic dependence
34
of the workers." Its organization was to be determined
by the nature of the industry, the level of technology
in that industry, and the workers relationship to his
fellow worker. The modern industrial union was, there-
fore, the outgrowth of the same logic which once dictated
the form of the craft unions. To the extent that
different workers possessed a different experience of
capitalism, Debs believed they should be organized
differently. Conversely, to the extent that their experi-
ences are similar, a common organization was viewed as
essential. As opposed to the old Knights of Labor who
sought to unite all workers under one organizational
roof, the industrial unionists under question attempted
to balance in their organizational structure a recognition
of both the real divisions within the proletariat and,
at the same time, the interdependence and commonality of
interests that united workers. Debs viewed the AFL as
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bent on preserving craft autonomy "while the lines which
once separated them are being obliterated." 35 To Debs,
"the old unions were built on tools that have been
discarded and upon trades that have ceased to exist." 36
The Debsian critique of the AFL points to a
major difference between the working class American
radical and many of his socialist brethren. To the
latter, the "pure and simple" beliefs of Gompers were
a result of his ideological backwardness. Economic
conditions would sooner or later bring him to his senses.
Since the leaders of the Federation were perceived as
potential socialists the organizational autonomy of the
AFL was consistently championed by men such as Hillquit
and Berger. Debs, however, often asserted that the
organizational nature of craft unions made such a con-
version to socialism improbable. Economic conditions
had already signalled the need for a new form of union
structure, yet that message went unheeded by the leader-
ship of the Federation, What Debs and the Wobblies
perceived was a clear correlation between structure and
the potential for ideological development which necessi-
tated the formation of a new labor organization based on
sound organizational and ideological principles. The
goals of this new labor organization would be naturally
socialist.
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Greatly as the industrial union
differs from the trade union struc-
turally, the differences in their
tendencies and ultimate objects is
still more radical and far reaching.
Whereas the trade union occupied itself
mainly with establishing and maintain-
ing satisfactory wage scales, hours of
labor and working class conditions,
industrial unionism is based upon the
natural economic interests of all
workers and the solidarity arising
therefrom aims not only at the ameliora-
tion of the industrial conditions of
workers, but at the ultimate abolition
of the existing productive system and
the total extinction of wage servitude.
^
If to socialists such as Hillquit, socialist consciousness
was ultimately the function of the unconscious forces
which moved the economy, to Debs and the Wobblies, that
reactive tendency would be mitigated by archaic organiza-
tional structures which blind large elements of the
working class to the realities involved in the collec-
tivization of the productive process. Knowledge of
economic conditions (gained always through confrontation
and struggle) might eventually awaken in the proletariat
the need for a better form of working class organization;
it could not, given the obfuscating effects of craft
union structure, educate the working class in socialism.
The message of the industrial unionists was clear.
Before workers could begin to understand the why and how
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of reorganizing society they must first reorganize
themselves .
^
(A contrary position was taken by the disillusioned
Wobbly and later Communist Party leader, William Z.
Foster. After spending time in Europe in 1911, in which
he observed trade union practices in both France and
Germany, Foster rejected the notion of a radical labor
movement independent of the AFL and advocated a return
to the policy of "boring from within." Foster observed
that in France, where no dual unions existed, radicals
were firmly entrenched in the mainstream of the labor
movement, whereas in Germany, where separate radical
unions existed, the working class left was weak and isolated
To Foster, at the time an avowed syndicalist, militant
struggle was the sole source of consciousness, regardless
of the organizational structures in which such struggle
took place. Advocates of dual unionism, in his estimation,
expended too much sincere energy fighting the conserva-
tive leaders of the AFL rather than the barons of
industry and the structure of capitalism. "By its
incessant preaching that the trade unions were hopeless,
and that nothing could be done with them," Foster
observed, "dualism discouraged even those militants who
did stay within the unions and prevented them from
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developing an organized opposition to the bureaucrats."
Eventually, of course, Foster, who became a loyal
Communist, came to believe that struggle alone was
hardly sufficient and preached the necessity of mediation
by a vanguard party.)
The Wobbly emphasis on organizational structure
was further informed and complemented by a focus on the
need for workers to control that which most directly
affected their lives--the organization of the workshop
and the factory. It was central to their thinking that
as long as workers were unable to control the organiza-
tion of work they would be enslaved. It should be noted,
that the main objection of the V7obbly to the workers'
inability to control the productive process was the
powerlessness implicit in the situation. Happiness was
dependent on the workers' ability to define for them-
selves the content of that happiness. If workers were
oppressed, if their lot was not an admirable one, it
was a result of their powerlessness. The language of
the working class left seldom concerned itself, as
Hillquit and Berger did, with what would constitute
•public property' and what would constitute 'private
property' in some future order. The concept and the
desire for property were the products of a bourgeois
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world which the Wobbly could not have been more alienated
from. Though they spoke of collective ownership, they
always linked it with collective control; the clear
implication was that power and control was what mattered.
The world is ruled by force. The
foundation of that force is control
over a large number of people. The
capitalists rule the world today
because they have organized the workers
in the shops and control them. They
own and direct the industries . ^0
If workers were unhappy with their jobs, if they did not
own the tools and the machinery they worked with, it was
only symptomatic of the larger problem
—
powerlessness
.
Workers were powerless to effect change, they were
continually being acted upon rather than realizing their
potential to dictate the terms of their existence. The
uprooted middle-class intellectuals turned socialists
might yearn for a return to a propertied state (albeit
collectivized) and a more well fed, better skilled worker
might desire to more fully enjoy his work. Yet, to the
Wobbly, the negation of their powerlessness, beginning
with control over the conditions of their labor, was the
content of their dream.
This focus led Wobblies to some rather precocious
insights. In April and May of 1911, the I.W.W. journal
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Solidarity ran two articles warning workers of the
writings of Frederick Winslow Turner. The articles
asserted that scientific management was one more attempt
by the forces of capital to dehumanize and enslave the
worker by confiscating from him knowledge of his job.
This warning, of course, went unheeded by both mainstream
socialists and the mainstream forces of organized labor
who, each in their own way, focused on attaining for
the worker the fruits of power, rather than power itself. 4 "
The Political Wobbly
The attitude of the Wobblies and the working
class left toward the socialist parties and political
action in general is often misconstrued or oversimplified.
Certainly, the thrust of their organization was toward
struggle centered on the economic field, and there is
little argument that mutual mistrust and animosity created
a wedge between them and many within both the Socialist
Party and the Socialist Labor Party. Undoubtedly, by
the time William Haywood was recalled from the Executive
Committee of the Socialist Party in 1912, the schism was
deep and permanent, and over the next seven to eight
years (the period which marked the I.W.W.'s last serious
impact on the labor scene) the I.W.W. was dominated by
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forces openly hostile to political action. However,
Haywood did not end his formal ties with the Socialist
Party until seven years after the formation of the
I.W.W., and that, at least during this period, the
attitude of many Wobblies toward political action was
far from antagonistic. As should become evident from
the analysis below, the term "syndicalist" cannot, there-
fore, be applied uncritically to all segments of the
I.W.W., as much of Wobbly thinking was clearly within
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a socialist tradition akin to that of Eugene Debs.
If a proper description of anti-politics
Wobblies could be made, it is one which describes them
as radical extensions of Gompers's brand of trade,
unionists
—
pure, simple, and militant, mixed with a firm
belief in industrial, rather than craft, organization.
Frank Bohn, collaborator with William Haywood on the
widely distributed pamphlet, Industrial Socialism ,
noted that the greatest opposition to cooperation with
socialists on the political field came, not from confirmed
anarchists who "having a point of view and a philosophy
they can be reasoned with," but from "those who make
anti-politics a fetish," and who look upon the political
socialists, rather than the forces of capitalism, as the
true enemy. 43 These Wobblies viewed the political
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socialists, their parties, and the electoral campaigns,
as important parts of the capitalist machinery which
oppressed the workers. Furthermore, like Gompers, they
viewed even the most well-intentioned of the political
socialists as trying to do for the workers what the
workers must do for themselves.
The anti-politics Wobblies were struggling for
"more and for all" by attacking what they believed to be
the heart of the beast— the structure of the productive
order. "We are interested in an industrial change,"
they wrote, "and therefore we use only industrial methods.
If, they argued, the I.W.W. was to focus on political
organization and the capture of the state, it would lead
to the perpetuation of a situation in which the workers
were either organized antagonistically along craft lines
or not organized at all. This would leave the proper
organization of the worker for some future socialist
order, an unenviable prospect for working class socialists
bent on the self-organization and liberation of the
proletariat. Furthermore, however undesirable the
Wobbly considered a political solution to labor's problem,
he viewed its likelihood as even more improbable.
Vincent St. John, the most prominent of the anti-politics
Wobblies, observed:
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It is impossible for anyone to be
a part of the capitalist state and
to use that machinery of the state
in the interests of the workers. All
they can do is to make the attempt,
and to be impeached--as they will
be—and furnish object lessons to the
workers of the class character of
the state. 4 5
To many a Wobbly, political relationships were but the
"effect" of economic relationships; to change an effect
4 6does not change the "cause." To tamper with an effect
(the state) was further viewed as an act of futility
and naivete which would, at best, invite the retaliation
of the economic powers.
This total rejection of political action was
not shared by others in the I.W.W., including William
Haywood, and was clearly rejected by Debs. In contrast
to St. John, the political Wobbly simply de-emphasized
political action and focused on the subordinate, rather
than dysfunctional, role to be played by the political
party. "The great mission of our socialist city office
holders," Frank Bohn observed, "is to go in, do the best
they can and then come out on the city hall steps and
47
tell the working class what they cannot do and why."
It was the assertion of these Wobblies that the struggle
for socialism "will be won by the revolutionary class
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with the help of the party; not by the party with the
help of the union." 48 it is interesting, that in their
pamphlet, Industrial Socialism
,
Haywood and Bohn describe
their approach as "Marxian," meaning that it is emphatically
non-reformist and based on the self-liberation of the
49
working class.
The history of political struggle within the
I.W.W. is further illuminating. At the founding con-
vention of the I.W.W. , the forces supporting political
action were at their strongest, as was the influence of
Daniel De Leon. The language and tone of the original
I.W.W. preamble was clearly influenced by the S.L.P.
leader, although probably written by one T.J. Hagerty,
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a rebel Catholic priest and union militant. The
historian Paul Brissenden credits De Leon with influencing
the founders of the I.W.W. to reject "boring from within"
as a strategy for the working class left, and for the
51insertion of a political clause in the preamble. At
least during the early formative years of the organization
a tactical and theoretical consensus seemed to hold
within the I.W.W.
In its first year of existence, no strong opposi-
tion to political action surfaced within the I.W.W.,
and indeed, at the 1906 convention of the organization,
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the De Leonite faction united with the St. John faction
to depose what they mutually viewed as a corrupt and
5 2ineffectual leadership. By 1908, however, the issue
of political action versus direct action did make its
appearance at the organization's annual convention.
Outnumbered by their opponents, the advocates of political
action withdrew, under the leadership of De Leon, and
established their own rival organization—the so-called
"Detroit I.W.W." The victors, often identified as the
anti-politics forces, revised the preamble and distanced
themselves from political action. Yet one gathers from
accounts of the schism that the expulsion of the De Leon
forces from the I.W.W. was done more out of fear of an
S.L.P. takeover of the organization than out of opposition
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to the notion of political action. As mentioned pre-
viously, William Haywood remained on the Socialist Party
executive committee until his recall in 1912. If the
actions of the I.W.W. were exclusively industrial from
1908 forward (as they were prior to 1908 as well), it
was more a matter of tactics and disposition rather than
theoretical judgment.
Of course, politically oriented Wobblies such
as Haywood did not mourn the loss of the De Leonites.
Though De Leon and his adherents did not reject the notior
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that the worker, through his union, would be the prime
initiator of socialism, they did insist that only
through the party and the mediation of correct theory
could the worker gain the requisite consciousness to carry
out his mission. Political action in the De Leonite
sense implied the complete subordination of the worker
to the party, an idea naturally repugnant to men like
Haywood who placed such great emphasis on the self-
education of the proletariat. In his autobiography
Haywood bitterly asserted that "De Leon's only contact
with the workers was through the ideas with which he
wished to 'indoctrinate' them." Frank Bohn, himself
a former S.L.P. member, summed up the political working
class militant's objection to De Leon when he observed
that workers demand "... decent treatment from their
teachers while they are learning." J
To the politically oriented Wobbly, the struggle
for socialism was centered in the day to day struggle
of the worker. While the party might play a conservative
role in elucidating the finer points of socialist
theory, once socialism has imbedded itself in the unions
the party becomes " . . .a mere phase of the labor
movement.
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The union and the party together make
war upon the enemy, the capitalist
class. The fight is, first of all, a
shop fight. It takes place at the
point of production where the workers
are at present enslaved. Until this
is understood there can be no real un-
derstanding of socialism. To under-
stand the world and the world's strug-
gle we must understand it through shop
windows . ^
'
If an independent role was ascribed to the
political party, it was in the neutralization of the
capitalist state "to seize the powers of government
and thus prevent them from being used by the capitalist
..58
against the worker. However, while control of the
state was viewed as "absolutely necessary" to insure
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a proletarian victory, the power of the state, once
in the hands of the working class, was seen as being
of little use to the workers in the positive construc-
tion of the socialist society.
There is this justification for political
action and that is to control the forces
of the capitalists that they use against
us; to be in position to control the power
of government so as to totally abolish
the secret service and the force of de-
tectives. That is the reason that you
want the power of government. That is
the reason that you should fully under-
stand the power of the ballot. 60
Evidently, among Wobblies who did not rule out
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the necessity of political action any role for the
political party beyond the neutralization of the po-
litical state was unthinkable. The positive aspects
of socialism were to be constructed and instituted by
the workers, in the shops, and through their unions.
The Eastern I.W.W. paper, Solidarity
, which did not
reject political action (and was even accused by a
reader from Spokane of "flirting with a fake political
party") offered the following admonition:
We find many working men and women,
members and supporters of the Socialist
Party, who are obsessed with the idea
that the working class can vote its
way into the cooperative commonwealth.
To our minds that is an insidious and
dangerous illusion. It tends to de-
velop in them a fatal "waiting habit"
by which they come to look for salva-
tion "from on high" via the politician,
rather than from below through working
class activity and organization on the
economic field. 61
Eugene Debs was a different matter. Whether in
the Socialist Party, or in the I.W.W. , Debs had a con-
spicuous aversion to intra-organizational squabbles,
and was often absent from conventions and meetings at
which divisive ideological and organizational issues
were debated. On the issue of political action, Debs
held a positive attitude toward its role, and was
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clearly at odds with the dominant elements within the
I.W.W. Indeed, his disassociation from the I.W.W.
was in part due to its refusal to explicitly endorse
working class action in the political field and he was
on record as endorsing the position of the Detroit
(De Leonite) I.W.W. on this question. Yet it is al-
together likely that his support for the De Leonites
was given without great thought toward the organiza-
tional and personal issues which surrounded the schism.
Given Debs 1 s understanding of struggle, and its role
in the development of consciousness, it is doubtful
that he would endorse anything but the broadest ut-
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terances of De Leon on political action. Clearly,
the notion of a theoretically dictatorial political
party was repugnant to him.
Debs' s support for political action was based
on his belief in the potential of American democracy,
and in the power of the ballot as a weapon in the hands
of a united and resolute working class. While Debs
viewed real freedom as being quite absent in an America
dominated by the forces and institutions of wage slavery
he believed that the American political tradition was
such that citizens could still "indulge in the exhorta-
tion of liberty." Furthermore, as he was fond of
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asserting, "Labor has the ballot. It has redeeming
power. Debs asserted explicitly that the poten-
tial of the ballot and political action went beyond
the neutralization of the police powers of the state-
it was perceived as a weapon "strong enough not only
to disarm the enemy, but to drive that enemy entirely
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from the field." To the anti-politics Wobbly,
politics was a snare and a dillusion which could be
safely ignored in favor of militant struggle on the
shop level. The state, perceived as the police arm
of capitalism, would diminish in size and power as
the powers of the economic institutions of capitalism
were captured or transformed by the workers. William
Haywood agreed with these Wobblies on the functions
of the state yet understood that the powers of the
state often existed independent of their economic
source. When dealing with social structures and
relationships, an effect is not always altered by a
change in its cause: the more politically oriented
Wobbly understood the necessity of mounting an inde-
pendent attack on the state. Debs went beyond this
formulation and asserted that a proletariat capable
of capturing the state was also capable of transform-
ing it and using it toward its own ends; the possibility
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of legislating the control of industry into the hands
of the working class was not inconceivable.
In speaking of the possibility of legislating
socialism, Debs elevated the party to a role on a par
with that of the radical industrial union. The polit-
ical struggle, like the economic struggle, offered
lessons of its own to the proletariat. Yet, the
ideal Debsian party, while potentially an active agent
in the liberation of the working class, was not akin
to the party of De Leon. In Debs's mind, a socialist
party could never substitute itself for the working
class, but could merely inspire it, aid it, and speak
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for its interests. Furthermore, Debs's attitude
toward leadership contrasted sharply with De Leon's
belief in the iron rule of correct principles. "If
I have the slightest capacity for leadership," Debs
said, "I can only give evidence of it by leading you
67
to rely upon yourselves."
While Debs's ideal party was not, strictly
speaking, conceived of as purely of the working class,
membership was to be recruited largely from the pro-
letarian ranks. Although he had no pathological fear
of intellectuals, he did assert that "the intellectuals
in [party] office should be the exception as they are
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in the rank and file." 68 To Debs, economic and
political truths were easily perceived by the strug-
gling masses, and organizational structures could be
transformed, adapted, and controlled by resolute men
and women willing to do so. If there was danger in
political organization, it was the danger brought
about through the delegation of responsibility to
a small number of people. This, he believed, im-
periled popular control.
I believe too in rotation in office.
I confess to a prejudice against of-
ficialism and a dread of bureaucracy.
I am a thorough believer in the rank
and file, and in ruling from the bot-
tom up instead of being ruled from
the top down. The natural tendencies
of officials is to become bosses.
They come to imagine that they are
indispensable and unconsciously shape
their acts to keep themselves in office.
Law, the State, and the Socialist Future
The working class radical of a Debsian or VJobbly
persuasion viewed political government as that set of
relationships whose purpose it was to protect private
property. Government, in their minds, presupposed
class rule. Without class rule, there would be
"industrial government," whose function it was to
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"
.
. .
manage production and to establish and conduct
the great social institutions required by civilized
humanity." Industrial government was never conceived
of as the class rule of the proletariat; their use of
the term implied the total absence of power relation-
ships between groups. No transitional phase is foreseen,
in their formula; while many of those institutions
which existed under capitalism might exist under so-
cialism, they would be qualitatively transformed, no
longer being "prostituted for the protection of
70
capitalist interests."
Not suprisingly, law and legal institutions
were singled out as the most pernicious and effective
weapons at the disposal of the capitalists. Even Debs,
who held a positive belief in the ballot and political
action, as we have seen, had little but contempt for
the judiciary. As opposed to the more representative
branches of government, which he viewed as having a
potential for progressive and democratic use, Debs
viewed the courts as the unswerving foe of the work-
ing class, having martyred the Haymarket eight, de-
stroyed the American Railway Union and, through the
use of the injunction, continuing to be "deadly to
trade unions . . . operating noiselessly and with
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unerring precision." Haywood aptly described the
7 2Supreme Court as the "Gibraltar of Capitalism," and
viewed law in general as the legitimation of capitalist
privilege and working class oppression.
In North America, the workers behold
a great mass of laws, old and new,
which they have been carefully
taught to respect and obey. These
laws were made by the political and
legal servants of the masters. They
were created for the purpose of pro-
tecting property which existed long
before the law gave the owners a
"right" to it. Yet all the rights
which the capitalists claim are
based on these laws. As soon as
the workers determine to abolish
them, or ignore them, the capital-
ists' right to what the workers
have produced will cease to exist."
Yet citing his belief in organization, Haywood
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refused to describe himself as an anarchist. His
vision of the socialist future, while clearly influ-
enced by syndicalist models, was in line with tradi-
tional socialist thinking of the period. He conceived
of government under socialism as ceasing its function
of being a coercive institution, concerning itself
instead with the management of industry, education
"and with other public activities which are of benefit
7 5
to the workers." Furthermore, the idea of functional
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representation appealed strongly to the Wobblies.
They envisioned legislative bodies composed of "men
and women representing the different branches of in-
dustry and their work would be directed to improving
the conditions of labor, to minimize the expenditure
7 6
of labor power, and to increase production."
In a society based upon the "freedom of the
77individual to develop his powers," the Wobbly en-
visioned little difficulty in creating proper in-
centives for labor. Workers would naturally gravi-
tate toward that work which they would do best and
each worker would be most "fit in doing what he would
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want to do." Yet like other socialists of his day,
left or right, the Wobbly accepted functional job
categories, and though he was apt to speak of fully
developing the individual's powers, he offered no
plan for the reorganization of the division of labor
beyond the dissolution or democratization of managerial
functions
.
Neither Debs, nor the Wobblies viewed state
ownership as being, in any form, a transition to
socialism. It was in Haywood and Bonn's words,
79
"administration from the top." A popular I.W.W.
pamphlet observed that were a socialist government
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to come into possession of the nation's industry it
would be faced with two undesirable alternatives:
either organizing the shops for the workers, or main-
taining existing economic structures. In neither
case would the workers gain a recognition of their
8 0powers or accrue any training in self-management
.
Likewise, when asked by a Congressional committee
what legislation might be looked on favorably by his
organization, Haywood replied that no part of the
8
1
I.W.W. program could ever be legislated by Congress.
In a stinging rebuke of reformist socialists, another
Wobbly pamphlet put forward an appraisal of government
ownership noteworthly not only for its affinity to the
AFL position but for its remarkable anticipation of
critiques of post-revolutionary Russian economic
development
:
We conclude that government ownership
is but a phase, a capitalist develop-
ment identical in essence with that
of private monoply or trustification
of industry. The training of the wage
slaves is essentially the same in either
instance, and the same necessity of
those slaves organizing as a class
against their employers would exist
under complete government ownership
as it does under partial government
ownership and under privately owned
• 9,7industries.
°
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The working class radical was ever aware of efforts to
rephrase socialist thinking in order to make it com-
patible with reformist and middle class norms and
proposals. That future oppressors of their class
might call themselves socialists was hardly unthink-
able. In response to these fears, the radical work-
ing class left held to an unbending vision of a future
egalitarian order which was both the conscious creation
of the working class and the complete negation of
capitalist society. Debs exemplified this tradition
when he asserted that even if a democratically
elected socialist administration were in power, there
would be "no material change in the conditions of the
people until we have a new social system based upon
the mutual economic interests of the whole people;
until you and I and all of us collectively own those
8 3
things that we collectively need and use."
Where Debs and the Wobblies differed was in
their respective appraisals of the political party as
a truly working class organization and in their under-
standing of politics as an arena for working class
action. Haywood and other Wobblies were skeptical
of the proletariat's ability to compete effectively
in the political arena given the large number of
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those electorally disenfranchised within their ranks,
the desperation of their suffering, and the understand-
ing that politics was an alien terrain to the workers
whose lives were, in Haywood's words, "altogether
84industrial." Working class action must proceed
from the workshops, the factories, and the mines,
those arenas whose rules, social relations, and
hellish conditions were known and understood best, and
so well, by the workers. To the extent that they en-
dorsed political action, it was both an act of necessity
and a gamble. It took little insight to conclude that
so repressive a force as the state could not be ignored,
and they gambled that a working class socialist party
might have a limited role to play. Yet, at the same
time, all aspects of the bourgeois world, including
persons and organizations appearing sympathetic to
the worker's cause, were viewed with suspicion. Laws,
institutional structures, and dominant cultural pat-
terns were perceived as sinister traps whose dangers,
while not always apparent, were present and real none
the less. To the Wobbly, the working class stood alone,
alone in its ability to perceive reality and its own
potential, along in its mission of liberating itself
and humanity. As one Wobbly pamphlet explained:
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The workers of the world...will
learn to avoid the mistakes they
would make should they depend on
forces other than their own for the
solution of the world's problems.
Agencies and institutions deriving
their lease of existence from the
industrial masters of today cannot
be looked to for support. They may
feign being in favor of radical
changes in the effects—they will,
however, strenuously and violently
oppose any attempt at destroying the
base of the cause. 85
Debs ' s attitude toward his environment was clearly
more ambiguous. Workers, like the America they lived
in, were full of unfulfilled promise. Debs never doubted
their capacity for self-development. A determined,
democratically organized working class imbued with a
socialist vision of society could succeed in giving new
life to a fallen political order. Debs was apt to play
down the realities of American political life in favor
of the possibilities. He saw promise in class-biased
structures and institutions (always with the exception
of the courts) , and attempted to make the American myth
work for, rather than against, the underclasses. The
substance of the differences that separated Debs from
the Wobblies can be seen further in their respective
positions on the issues of violence and direct action.
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Violence
,
Sabotage and Direct Action
To the Wobbly, the primary task of the militant
worker and his organization was the continuation and
intensification of struggle. Struggle was viewed as
both the source of a radical working class consciousness
and the means by which the workers would improve their
lot under the existing capitalist order. "The prosperity
of a labor organization," Haywood asserted, "is measured
by its activity. "^
Action against exploitation requires
agitation, publicity, strikes, boy-
cotts, political force, all the
elements and expressions of dis-
content. Discontent is life. It
impels to action. Contentment means
stagnation and death. 87
To Haywood, and even more so to the Wobbly who ruled
out political action of any sort, sabotage and violence
were among the valid means of continuing the struggle;
"Its necessity," Elizabeth Gurley Flynn wrote, "is its
excuse for existence." 88
There were times, Vincent St. John testified
before the Industrial Relations Commission, that a strike
would be inopportune if conditions were not favorable or
the desired results of the strike could not be hoped for.
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Under such conditions, he asserted, the I.W.W. would
advocate slow-ups, turning out of inferior work, and
other acts of sabotage so as to "destroy the possible
chance for revenue or profit accruing to the owners." 89
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn described such behavior as being
"to the class struggle what guerrilla warfare is to the
90battle."
There are great difficulties in determining what
the Wobbly actually advocated when he or she spoke of
sabotage. Haywood, perhaps taunting his congressional
inquisitors, asserted that sabotage was little more
than the worker's refusal to aid his boss in robbing
the public. In respect to violence, he further argued,
"there is nothing more violent that you can do to the
capitalist than to drain his pocketbook. " On the
other hand, St. John, who often expressed the more
arrogant and alienated boldness of the I.W.W. f s anti-
politics wing, wrote rather frankly that the I.W.W. aimed
to use tactics "that will get the results sought with
9 2
the least expenditure of time and energy," and that
93
he himself would countenance violence against persons.
It might be observed that violence was often
the norm in American labor struggles and that the unique-
ness of the I.W.W. was that they were prepared to openly
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acknowledge the rules by which industrial oligarchs and
their political allies chose to play. The Industrial
Worker of Spokane, Washington, which tended to reflect
the most militant Wobbly perspectives, issued a clarifi-
cation on the question of violence and sabotage in
which it maintained that "sabotage does not seek nor
desire to take human life," and that as a revolutionary
tactic, it is a poor alternative to "Solidarie action"
which is "mightier than the courageous acts of a few."^'
Indeed, even St. John's further reflections on the
question had a decidedly moderate tone, and could have
been uttered by Gompers or other accommodationist labor
leaders of the day.
. . .
not that the Industrial Workers
of the World are advocating the
destruction of life to gain any
particular point. . .because the
destruction of life is not going to
gain any point, and if life happens
to be lost in strikes that we are
implicated in, the blame is generally,
and has been up to date, on the other
side. But we are not going to tell
our membership to allow themselves
to be shot down and beat up like
cattle. Regardless of the fact that
they are members of the working class,
they still have a duty which they owe
to themselves and their class of
defending themselves whenever they
are attacked and their life is
threatened. Violence is not always
the choosing of the working class;
as a general rule it is forced on
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them as a simple act of self defense.
They have to strike back when they
are struck at and that is the idea
the organization is trying to educate
the workers into. 95
The I.W.W. accepted violence and sabotage as it
accepted the class struggle and an overall conflict theory
of society. It was seen as an essential reality of
industrial life—not to be ignored, but to be incorporated
into the general approach to the problem. Many Wobblies
—
the songwriter and agitator Joe Hill comes to mind-
indulged rather foolishly in the celebration of such
violence. However, at no time did Wobblies perceive
violence as serving any end other than expediency. To
the Wobbly, sabotage played no great educational function
in the manner that the "propaganda of the deed" did for
some anarchists. It was, as the Industrial Worker observed,
"a means that under certain conditions might be done away
96
with and the ends still be gained." Debs, however,
could not accept even this utilitarian acceptance of the
tactic.
Eugene Debs lacked any and all notions of a sub-
proletariat or a criminal class independent of the working
class. He viewed lawbreakers as but the most unfortunate
and desperate elements of the proletariat; their crimes
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were direct results of the debasement of the worker under
capitalism, acts of defiance against the system, on the
level of the individual. "Having still a spark of pride
and self-respect,
" he observed, "they steal and are
. . 97
sent to
-jail." Yet Eugene Debs rejected sabotage as
a tactic of the working class movement. Whereas moderate
socialists such as Spargo and Berger eschewed such acts
for their impropriety and illegality, Debs rejected such
tactics because of the harm they would do to the develop-
ing working class movement.
As a revolutionist, I can have no
respect for capitalist property laws,
nor the least scruple about violating
them. I hold all such laws to have been
enacted through chicanery, fraud, and
corruption, with the sole end in view of
dispossessing, robbing, and enslaving
the working class. But this does not
imply that I intend making an individual
lawbreaker of myself and butting my
head against the stone wall of existing
property laws. That might be called
force, but it would not be that. It
would be mere weakness and folly. 98
As we have seen, Debs shared with the Wobblies
a profound belief in the development through struggle
of a mass radical working class consciousness as a pre-
requisite for the destruction of capitalism. Such a
development presupposed a movement as collectivist in its
tactics as in its ideology. Wobblies, as we have seen,
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tacitly agreed to this point in their understanding that
individual acts of violence and sabotage were not to be
preferred to "solidarie action," and were, at best,
matters of expediency. However, they articulated no
strong objections to such actions. Perhaps because such
objections might either be misconstrued as a capitulation
to a set of dominant ethics which they abhorred, or might
obfuscate the retaliatory nature of such behavior, (the
real issue, in their minds, being capitalist and state
violence)
,
they were often loud in their acceptance of
such means of struggle. Furthermore, in an organization
based on a philosophy of constant and militant struggle,
despair and perplexity over the uneven development of
working class consciousness often led to an arrogant
elitism which contradicted sharply with the I.W.W.'s own
democratic pretensions. "Our task," the Industrial Worker
asserted, "is to develop the conscious intelligent minority
to the point where they will be capable of carrying out
the imperfectly expressed desires of the toiling millions
9 9
... hopelessly stupid and stupidly hopeless."
Debs could accept no such theoretical wavering.
Sabotage and direct action were the "tactics of anarchist
individualists and not of Socialist collectivists .
"
In his opinion, such acts of individual resistance do
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"violence to the class psychology of the workers and
cannot be successfully inculcated as mass doctrine."
The liberation of the working class would come from the
"power inherent in themselves as a class;" realization
of that power could not be brought about through acts
which reinforced notions of individual salvation. 100
This clear and emphatic rejection of direct
action was, in many ways, a departure by Debs from his
eclecticism in the matter of tactics, a tolerance of
differences which allowed him to speak for diverse
segments of the movement simultaneously. But then, the
question of violence and sabotage was not a purely
tactical matter to Debs. It involved a theoretical question
which reflected on the essence of his understanding of
what a socialist movement stood for. Socialism was, for
Debs, a popular and democratic collectivism in a collec-
tivist age. It rejected and transcended the archaic
individualism inherent in populism and certain types of
anarchism, and sought to embody the struggle of a class
consciously moving toward a new and better future of its
own making. What motivated Debs on this issue was not
an unqualified belief in existing 'democratic 1 institutions
nor a rejection of a conflict theory of social change.
Rather, he held to a firm understanding of the importance
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of consciousness in the socialist equation, and collective
struggle and education as the source of that conscious-
ness. In line with this thinking, the strike, the
electoral battle, and even the future possibility of open
mass insurrection, were accepted by Debs as viable tactical
options for the working class. Yet he looked upon sabotage
and direct action, "tactics which appeal to stealth
and suspicion," as unacceptable because they "cannot
make for solidarity." 101
Conclusion
The expulsion of Bill Haywood from the National
Executive Committee of the Socialist Party in 1912
signalled the withdrawal of one segment of the militant
working class left from the socialist scene. For the
remainder of the decade, the Wobblies would content
themselves with the industrial struggle. During the years
of Wilsonian repression, they were a major target of the
forces of reaction. The state they ignored was the
instrument of their destruction. Debs too was a victim
of the President's vindictiveness and intolerance.
The fate of these working class radicals is unique
among American socialists. While others, from Victor
Berger to the Communists, were persecuted by the political
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center and right, their subsequent disappearance from
the political scene can be linked to their internal
shortcomings and failures. Whereas the reformist Marxists
merged, both in theory and practice, with the mainstream
of progressive liberalism, American Communists had an
almost pathological tendency to discredit themselves
through blind obedience to the Stalinist line and a
contempt for the ever-developing sensibility of its rank
and file.
However, the radical variants of working class
socialism were clearly expelled from American society in
the most nakedly shameful fashion. Their defeat came at
a time when they had neither lost their vitality nor
compromised their integrity. As the most promising of
socialist variants they offered an outlook on both revolu-
tion and reform which could have served a growing movement
well. Their surgical removal from the American polity
is the single satisfying explanation of their failure.
To be sure, one can voice intellectual misgivings
in regard to this tradition, and within the more formalized
Marxist circles of left-wing socialism a perspective
arose which facilitated the subjugation of radical
socialism to Stalinism and failure. In its earlier forms,
as found in the writings of Louis Boudin, it appeared as
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an intellectual complement to the more emotive insights
of Debs. m the writings of Louis Fraina, however, it
took complicating turns which had tragic implications.
It is to their theoretical endeavors that we now turn.
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CHAPTER VI
THE EMERGENCE AND SUBJUGATION OF THE SOCIALIST LEFT
Louis Boudin and the Centrality of Theory
American Socialism had a first rate critic of
revisionism and defender of a dynamic yet orthodox
Marxism in Louis Boudin. A noted constitutional lawyer
and mainstay of the Socialist Party's left-wing, Boudin
was perhaps the most serious student of Marxist theory
within the movement. His work, The Theoretical System
of Karl Marx in the Light of Recent Criticism , defended
the Marxist system in an impressive and original manner
So novel was his explanation of historical materialism,
that it drew the condemnation of a more dogmatic and
deterministic comrade for not asserting that "individua
actions can be and must be, explained by historical
2
materialism in the same way as mass actions." In many
ways anticipatory of a later generation of Marxist
scholarship, Boudin was emphatic in ascribing to ideas
a central role in historical development. Perhaps not
coincidentally , he was one of the few American Marxists
of his day to assert the importance of the Hegelian
system, proclaiming it "a great step forward in the
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development of philosophy." 3 He bemoaned the fact
that "for years the study of all serious subjects,
historical, political, and economic, has been sadly
neglected, in fact discouraged, in our movement." 4
Boudin's initial explanation of the materialist
conception of history is a model of orthodox Marxist
clarity
:
The development of society including
men's ideas of human society and
institutions are the result of the
development of the material conditions
under which men live; that these
conditions are the only ones which
have an independent existence and
development; that the changes of the
material conditions cause the instit-
ution of human society to be changed
to suit them; and that the ideas on
all subjects relating to man in society,
including those of right and wrong
between man and man, and even man and
his god, are changed by man in accord-
ance with and because of those changed
material conditions of his existence.
5
Yet, while rejecting the theories of those whom he
termed "idealists" and who would explain all change
"by the inherent development of ideas," Boudin
sought to elucidate a materialist conception of
history which—while emphasizing the irresistible
influence of material conditions—would allow for
the conscious role of human action and thought.
Ideas, although viewed as exerting a "powerful
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influence," were nevertheless seen as the outgrowth of
changes in the economic order. Conflicting ideas were
to be explained by the conflicting economic interests
of opposing classes whose "needs, desires, or aspir-
ations" they respectively serve. 6 Politics itself is
but the reflection of the economic base. "When a new
tool makes its appearance, a new political force is
7born into society."
However, ideas were not viewed as totally passive
variables in the materialist equation. Whatever their
source, their survival is dependent only in part on
material conditions. They could become powerful weapons
in defense of those sets of economic relationships
which help create them and, especially in the hands of
"new economic forces," can play a central role in the
drama of social change.
The new ideas formulate slowly and make
converts even more so. But when the time
has come when society has become revolution-
ized economically, these ideas become a
revolutionary factor in themselves and
help destroy the old order of things.
Not only is the class whose interests
lie in the economic changes which gave
birth to these ideas fired by these ideas,
to such an extent that it often forgets
those economic interests themselves and
is carried away by the new ideas alone,
but neutral classes of society and even
people whose interests lie in the opposite
direction are carried away by the new ideas Q
and enter the list for the new order of things.
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Boudin, more than most American Marxists of
his day, recognized the creative revolutionary potential
of the human mind and imagination. Unlike others, who
posited economic conditions as constantly molding and
channeling the course and content of human history,
Boudin perceived ideas as dynamically interacting with
material factors in the shaping of events. Occasioned
by changes in the productive order, ideas take on a
life of their own, mediating between human consciousness
and concrete reality, and help to elucidate, anticipate
and shape events. He had little patience for those
who would wait for the full decay of capitalism before
instituting socialism. Revolutionary change becomes
viable, not when existing structures become untenable,
but when they cease to be a positive and dynamic force.
Marx, he asserted, "says that the revolution occurs
when the superstructure of laws, etc., turns from a
means of helping production into fetters of production."
The radical who recognizes the importance of theoret-
ical considerations in the revolutionary process under-
stands that conditions need not be ripe for basic
change before acting, but need only show the potential
for ripeness. In Boudin 's writings, the conscious
role of the active participants in the revolutionary
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equation— the proletariat and the socialist— is given
purpose beyond the superfluous. 10
But ideas do not develop in a vacuum. They
"have their source in the social milieu of ... society ," 1
and are nurtured by struggle, social conflict, and
changes in the productive order. Gradually, the
dialectical interplay of struggle and ideas leads
the proletariat, the "active" factor in the revolution,
to develop its own systematic ideology— "collectivism."
In forming his ideology, he [the worker]
is aided by the very form of his struggle
against the old order, which is the
collective mass struggle, and the
benefits derived therefrom which can
only be enjoyed while acting collectively
and when organized in accordance with
collective principles, and the well
organized and developed democratic forms
of government and activity; and on the
other hand, by the dissolution of the
old ideology in general, and in particular
by its abandonment by the middle class,
the class with whom the working class
comes in closest contact. 12
In Boudin's analysis, the overthrow of the
existing order is preceded by the development of
working class consciousness. Consciousness does not
come to the proletariat from without; it is dependent
on the quality of working class thought and action.
The centrality of theory in Boudin's equation is quite
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evident. Ideas help shape the form of struggle, play
a valuable role in helping archaic notions reach their
final resting place, and are potent weapons in wooing
the middle classes, and other neutral elements, over
to the socialist cause.
It is illuminating that while Boudin took an
active role in Socialist Party politics, siding
consistently with the Party's left, his theoretical
work does not overly concern itself with the relative
importance of the party versus the union, or direct
action versus electoral participation. What was
essential was that struggle ensue, that it be organized
collectively and democratically, and that it afford an
opportunity for the working class to use their heads
along with their brawn. Boudin would find the vision
of Lenin's obedient cadres, performing revolutionary
heroics in accordance to the will of a central committee,
as unappealing as the image of the Social Democratic
13
voter dutifully pulling the party lever. A class
actively seeking its own liberation on many fronts
cannot be led blindly to theoretical truth. It finds
it in due course.
Early Utopian socialists rooted their socialism
in the hope that the new order would come into being
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through the voluntary actions of elites. To this, Marx
posed the objection that elites, as a class, will never
relinquish their privilege; that ideas, the essence of
voluntarism, always exist within the framework of real
human conditions and social relationships. The ideas
which would dominate the thinking of elites would
complement their privilege, not condemn it. Hence,
Marx postulated that those ideas necessary to transform
social relations could never come from above, but must
crop up from within, or from those very close to, the
oppressed classes. In his writings on the subject,
Boudin is rather close to Marx. He fully realizes
that the bulk of the ideology capable of dislodging
the old order must be rooted in that class which has
a thorough-going understanding, nurtured by experience,
of the evils of capitalism. The component parts of
the new ideology might lie below the level of conscious-
ness, but would be liberated in times of intense struggle.
Yet, Social Democrats such as Kautsky and
Hillquit emphasized the theoretical backwardness of
the masses, and argued the need for the imposition of
consciousness from without, either through the mysterious
guidance of economic developments, or through the
party and the leadership of those who have solved the
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puzzle of history. Lenin, working under the rule of
the most autocratic of regimes, added to this approach
an emphasis on the role of the state as a totally
repressive force acting from above, which can only
be eliminated by an equally repressive force from
below. What the Social Democrat and the Bolshevik
shared was a lack of faith in the working class, a
profound belief that the masses could never do it
alone, and the conviction that revolution, entered
into for the sake of the working class, need not, and
often could not, be carried out by the working class
alone
.
Boudin played down the importance of outside
mediation. As his analysis below of imperialism
reveals, he saw only temporary roadblocks, which
altered only the pace, though not the direction,
of social change. Boudin believed that, "...capitalism
cannot open a new market without making the new
territory part of its own system of production."
"The mere extension of that system to new fields,"
he asserted, "cannot save it, for the system would
then carry with it its fatal malady to these new
fields." 14 No state could be so resourceful as to
eliminate struggle in its entirety, and no working
class could be so fixated in its thinking as to be
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incapable of liberating itself through the dialectical
interplay of struggle and theory.
Perhaps prone to an optimistic temper, he
characterized the possible as inevitable, and the
inevitable as imminent. He hesitated to admit that
struggle might not always be as intense, overt, and
enduring as his analysis implied. Periods of struggle
and working class ascendency might be followed by
periods of capitalist entrenchment in which revolutionary
consciousness decreases. He did not anticipate
that in these periods of less intense struggle popular
struggles might re-emerge only to wither away for lack
of the theoretical tools to expand and develop them.
Yet that message, implicit in the events of
this past half-century , is implicit in the writings
of Boudin. Electoral victories, political coups,
strikes, and violent confrontations do not make in
themselves for real and meaningful social change. The
new order need not occupy only the physical space
abandoned through the decade of the old, but must
actively dislodge capitalism from the minds of women
and men. While other socialists, Daniel De Leon
among them, recognized the importance of consciousness,
they failed to grasp one essential point: human minds,
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unlike fortresses, must be convinced, not conquered.
A Socialist Analysis of War
Until April of 1917, the outside world was a
theoretical abstraction to American socialists. To
be sure, the machinations and adventures of their
foreign brethren provided ample filler for American
socialist periodicals, and undoubtedly, talk of
imperialism and the need for worldwide proletarian
solidarity was increasingly heard. Yet a geographical
and psychological distance separated the American radi-
cal from events on the other side of the Atlantic.
American debates over preparedness and foreign aid
were hardly as real as the continental debates over
the role of a class and its party in time of actual
war. The consensus of American socialists, from right
to left, was that internal strategies, deeds, and events
would seal the fate of the American movement.
Nor did Hillquit or Debs express the same
sense of betrayal, attributed to Lenin, on hearing
of the virtually unanimous support given the war effort
by the German Social Democrats. Despite expressions
of dismay, Hillquit tended to be forgiving of socialist
pro-war sentiments, on both sides of the European
dispute, asserting that the movement had not suffered
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"spiritually or morally" from the negation of long
standing socialist principles. 15 Eugene Debs, while
critical of militarism and war in general, was silent
on specifics. As Ray Ginger comments on his behavior
in the crucial year before American entry into the
war
:
The conscription act, the Liberty Loan
drives, the mounting subsidies to
England and France, had all been
inaugurated without opposition from
Eugene Debs. He was trying to escape
the results of war without attacking
the measures that made possible the
continuation of the war itself. 16
With some exceptions, a similar vagueness on the war
issue characterized the anti-war position of most
American socialists.
One exception was Louis Boudin. In the early
months of 1917, when American entry into the war
appeared more and more certain, the leadership of
the party called an emergency convention to deal with
the issue. The convention was convened on April 7,
shortly after Congress' declaration of war. Over-
whelmingly it endorsed a statement, drafted by
Hillquit, which condemned the war as a "mad orgy of
death," and placed responsibility for the carnage on
the capitalist class in general, and the "predatory
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capitalists" of the munitions industry in particular. 17
Of the 176 votes cast, only five supported a pro-war
resolution drafted by John Spargo. 18
The victorious resolution represented a
cooption of the Socialist Party's left by its center.
Louis Boudin, ever the principled theorist, and ever
the suspicious rival of Hillquit, found the statement
"utterly worthless as a definitive statement of position"
and, as editor of the newly formed left-wing journal
The Class Struggle
,
harped on the theoretical vagueness
and oversimplified response to difficult issues which
19the resolution implied.
Boudin had published Socialism and War a year
before, seeking a Marxist explanation of the questions
posed by the international rivalries which culminated
20in the Great War. He began by refuting a series of
prominent theories on the origin of the war. No one
nation, Boudin argued, could have brought about so
massive a confrontation. Even were that the case, it
would explain nothing, since the motives and actions
of those persons or entities would then have to be
accounted for. To focus on the Kaiser, the Czar, or
any other single individual, would be to deal in
personalities and not proper social analysis. Nor
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could one blame autocracy for the calamity, for then
one must ascertain which side is "autocratic." As
to the commonly held radical theory that the war was
a planned maneuver of the ruling classes to avert an
immanent revolution, Boudin observed that the destruction
of the left may be a by-product of the war but there
is little evidence of it being a motivating factor.
In any event, he argued, there was "no rising tide"
of revolution that called for such drastic means of
21
suppression
.
Having refuted devil theories and populist
myths of autocratic conspiracies, Boudin asserted that
the causes of such a war must be found elsewhere, in
the nature and development of the economic system of
capitalism. He then sketched a theory of imperialism
and war which anticipated many of the insights being
formulated at the same time by Lenin. Boudin, of course,
did not have the luxury of exile in which to write, as
Lenin did, a scholarly, fairly inclusive, theoretical
work. Instead, Socialism and War was a rather political
study, aimed at aiding an active socialist movement
wrestle with a specific war. His analysis of imperialism
as a manifestation of late capitalism was a theoretical
construct used to explain an immediate nightmare, and
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not capitalism as a world system. Consequently, the
work lacks the depth and inclusivity of Lenin's. Lenin,
laboring with "an eye to the tsarist censorship,"
subordinated his strong political and polemical
inclinations and produced an impressive theoretical
study. Boudin, instinctively a theorist, chose the
same topic on which to write his rather polemical
22treatise. His theory might be loosely summarized
as follows:
Capitalism, as an historical epoch, is marked
by three stages of development, two of them warlike,
one peaceful. In its earliest period, a developing
capitalism ambitiously begins the process of creating
a world in its own image; force and state power are
handmaidens to the process. In its prime when its hold
on the economic structures of society and the ideology
of the age has solidified and has yet to overgrow its
national borders, capitalism can afford to be pacific.
Indeed, Boudin observed, in this middle period of
capitalism's prime, the naked exploitation of colonies
and the phenomenon of imperialist rivalry have little
justification or purpose. Adam Smith's notion of free
trade precludes special relationships between mother
country and colony; imperialism offers but an admini-
strative burden to a capitalist nation during this period.
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However, as capitalism matures and ages, as
it enters into a new period of development, new markets
become a necessity. These markets must be created in
the underdeveloped world. Noncapitalist societies must
be made capitalist. As a matter of course, these
developing capitalist nations (or colonies) seek to
produce a share of their own consumer goods. This goal
calls for the importation of the means of production
from an advanced capitalist power. Yet modernization
is a massive and risky venture: an individual firm
cannot participate in the process without insurance
against failure or, at the very least, government
contracts that guarantee monopolistic control of the
market. Modern capitalist states are therefore
compelled to step in and secure a safe market for
their firms by dominating the political and social
life of an underdeveloped nation. If the competition
between firms involves contracts, mergers, and bank-
ruptcies, the new competition between nations is
marked by international alliances, political domination,
and war
.
In a word: the disposal of the surplus-
product of the modern industrial nations
has ceased to be a matter of trade carried
on by the individual and has become a
matter of armed force, actual or potential,
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used by large groups called nations.
Hence, the phenomenon which we call
modern Imperialism. 23
Of course, if the seeds of modern war are to be
found in the very nature of modern capitalism, Boudin
could have logically advocated the abolition of
capitalism as the solution to war. Like Lenin, he
could have called for transforming international wars
into civil wars, or revolutions. However, 1916 was not
a year for preaching the final confrontation; left wing
anti-war socialists throughout the world were attempting
to lay the groundwork for new beginnings and not
24playing out old endings. Boudin 's analysis, while
not rejecting socialist support for revolution, were
it to occur, assumed a more modest situation.
Particularly as a participant in the American
movement, Boudin was aware that socialists could not
assume total control over all human circumstances.
While they may desire an end to armed confrontation,
their ability to effect such a result is limited.
Implicit in Boudin' s analysis of war was the under-
standing that a pacific stance or an advocacy of full
scale revolution is, under certain circumstances, an
outsider's admission of powerlessness . A more complex
strategy was in order for those who, while not lacking
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in power, are nevertheless unable to dictate the
outcome of events.
Barring revolution, Boudin argued, socialists
must take a position based on the specifics of the
war itself. It is, he asserted, a long-standing
socialist principle to favor "those wars whose net
results would be a strengthening of the forces making
for progress, and therefore in the interests of the
25
working class." A year later, even while counselling
total opposition to a war which he believed met no
socialist criteria for involvement, he argued that a
socialist response can never be one of indifference.
Rather, it must consider revolutionary aims and
strategies. As the socialist anti-war campaign
increasingly allied itself with pacifist principles
2 6
and personages, Boudin reminded his readers that
the socialist concern was not for the war, but for
the nature of the world in the peace which would
follow. The socialist "may deem it his duty to take
a hand in the struggle in order to secure a lasting
27
and just peace for all concerned." Of particular
interest to Boudin was the freedom from foreign
domination of all nations. The radical, he argued,
can never be the strict partisan, even when supporting
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one side over the other; the total crushing of one
nation by another is unacceptable. 28 There is a need,
he wrote in November of 1915, for a special kind of
peace
:
a peace that would not be within
itself the seeds of future wars,
or of strife between different
nationalities in times of peace
which would necessarily becloud
the class struggle and retard the
great emancipatory movement of the
working class. 29
Yet there is a quixotic flavor to Boudin's
writing on the war. In terms of the development of
American socialist thought, the war, and the issues
which arose from it, were obfuscating factors within
the radical movement. The brave, admirable and near
unanimous response of American socialists to the war
brought a semblance of unity to the movement, which
had been lacking ever since William Haywood's recall
from the National Executive Committee of the Socialist
Party and the divisive debates over sabotage and
direct action. As long as the war remained the issue,
debate of topics of internal domestic concern was
obscured; wars bring unity not only to their patriotic
supporters but to their opponents as well. The strong
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anti-war stand taken by Hillquit and the Party's
center, and Berger and the Party's right, minimized
differences with the Party's left. Boudin's attempts
to construct a left response to the war, independent
of the center and right, was, in the end, unproductive.
Although philosophically clarifying, his differences
with Hillquit and Berger were, for the most part,
abstract and theoretical; there was little he might
propose, short of all-out revolution, that the others
had not already advocated. Even, if at times, the
Hillquit-Berger forces seemed to waver on the war
issue, Wilsonian persecution of all nominally anti-war
groups made martyrs out of the most vacillating of
30
comrades
.
What Boudin's work on the subject did signify
was the continued effort of the American Socialist
left to construct a dynamic and creative theoretical
alternative to the staid Marxism that dominated the
party. It was their belief that a movement of the
working class, while never operating under circumstances
of its own choosing, must nevertheless strive to
initiate ideas and events rather than be passively
defined by them. However, in creating a semi-autonomous
role for theory within the movement, they fell victim
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to an opposite error. If the revisionists of the
right focused on the movement at the expense of its
vision, elements of the American left have tended to
insist on a theoretical purity even when policy
differences with their antagonists were minimal. In
Boudin we see the beginnings of a left-wing intransi-
gence which, in the writings and person of Louis
Fraina, comes into its own.
Louis Fraina and the Proto-Communist Left
On the eve of the First World War, the American
socialist left had a considerable history and numerous
god-parents from which to draw ideas and inspiration.
From Daniel De Leon they inherited a concern for the
development of consciousness, as well as a sectarian
inability to cooperate with those with whom they
disagreed. From Louis Boudin they perceived the
possibilities of an independent and creative Marxism
which alternatively shapes people and forces and is
shaped by them. From Debs and the working class
radicals, they learned the need to wed theory and
strategy to the underclasses; to have faith in the
potential, if not the reality, of the oppressed. And
from the I.W.W., they borrowed the language and spirit
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of "mass action," that nebulous concept which implied
both continuous struggle and a qualified rejection of
parliamentary activities.
Louis Fraina was the personified embodiment of
that tradition. An Italian immigrant, raised on
Manhattan's Lower East Side, Fraina was a De Leonite
and Socialist Labor Party activist at 15, an I.W.W.
member at 18, and, with Max Eastman, W.E.B. DuBois and
Walter Lippman, among others, an editor and active
contributor to the left socialist journal, New Review
,
31
at the age of 20. In following developments in his
thought, we can see the flowering of left socialist
thought, as well as the beginnings of its later subju-
gation to the logic and prerogatives of the Communist
Third International. Despite what will appear to be
a seeming irony, there is a deeper consistency in the
latter development.
An early contribution by Fraina to New Review ,
in July 1914, evaluated De Leon's socialism. It
credited the SLP leader with emphasizing class struggle
and revolutionary unionism and understanding the need
to Americanize the movement. In De Leon, Fraina saw
the five basic tenets of revolutionary action which would
dominate the thinking of the left over the next half
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decade: 1) there is a need for revolutionary industrial
unionism; 2) all meliorative reforms are to be accomp-
lished solely through union activity; 3) reforms through
political action are purposeless and counter-productive;
4) political action has an educational purpose only;
and 5) the socialist goal involves the overthrow of
political government.
At the same time, Fraina criticized the arrogance
and sectarianism of the SLP, the "Caesarian spirit of
preferring to be first in a small alpine village to
second in Rome." Astutely, he focused on De Leon's
emphasis upon the need for revolutionary working class
consciousness while ignoring the dynamic processes which
create such consciousness.
The S.L.P. ignored the psychology of
struggling workers; its propaganda was
couched in abstract formulas; just as
its sectarian spirit developed a sort
of subconscious idea that revolutionarv
activity consisted in enunciating formulas.
This sectarian spirit produced dogmas,
intemperate assertions, and a general
tendency toward caricature-ideas and
caricature-action; and discouraged men
of ability from joining the S.L.P.^2
Fraina' s socialism stressed the need to create
a dynamic, independent socialism, one that unified
ideas and deeds, a socialism purged both of scholasticism
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and opportunism. As a prerequisite, Fraina urged
socialists to look inward and reaffirm the socialist
belief in the power of people to shape and control
their own destinies. Furthermore, there was a
conscious effort by Fraina to revitalize the dominant
Marxism of the movement, which was becoming as much
an excuse for fatalism and complacency as for action.
Our own actions are the determining
factor in the future of Socialism.
We must become more fearless in action
and in thought
—
particularly in self-
directed thought. We must use socialist
theory to analyse our own actions as
well as those of our foes. The socialist
movement must become humanized, concern
itself more with human emotions and the
spiritual reality of life. 33
We can see in the above an element of left socialist
thought which clearly separated it from reformist
thinking. As long as socialism spoke to classes, as
long as it spoke the language of epochs, and history,
the movement would make only the most superficial
contact with working people. Socialism would be one
more "Pie in the sky when you die," as the Wobblies
would say. However, by linking socialism with psychology
and matters spiritual, the revolution might gain an
immediacy in the minds of underclass individuals that
argued against reformism by its very necessity. By
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permeating the concrete reality of working class life,
socialism would offer the promise of salvation in
this world, a realistic grace made meaningful by its
synthesis of both the worldly and spiritual.
"Economics," he wrote, "has given us a vision
of a new society; psychology will give us a vision of
a new humanity.
A reevaluation of the Marxism of the period was
therefore in order. Fraina charged that, "On the basis
of Marx, socialist propaganda has erected an unreal
metaphysical structure of theory and tactics which
must be destroyed." "It matters not," he added,
"whether the structure is 'revolutionary' or 'revisionist.'"
Marxism, to Fraina, had ceased to be a living theory, a
set of "general principles to be used intelligently,
progressively . lOJ Instead, it had degenerated into a
conservative dogma of "State Socialism" which sought
to dominate individuals by its abstractions and heavy
emphasis on economic determinants.
The brilliant concept of the materialist
conception of history with its full-orbed
recognition of the non-economic factors
involved in the social process, has in
some quarters been distorted into a
rigid and preposterous "economic
determinism. "36
The corruption of Marxism at the hands of those who
dominated the movement, and the need to construct a ne<
paradigm, were often repeated themes of the socialist
left. Tactically, it led to the belief that reformist
Marxism had to be defeated as a prerequisite to the
overthrow of capitalism. This position had an immense
significance for the American movement in the wake of
the Russian Revolution.
The Russian Revolution
The unity which characterized the movement on
the issue of the war continued in the response to the
Russian Revolution. As Hillquit would observe over
a decade later: "The sentiment in favor of the
revolutionary government of the workers and peasants
37
was practically unanimous in all party ranks." At
that time, Hillquit viewed the event as turning
"a new page in history"; Abraham Cahan, the rather
moderate and pragmatic editor of the Jewish daily,
Forwards, compared the revolution with "the coming of
the messiah"; the Reverend Norman Thomas described it
as the beginning of "the most significant social
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experiment since the French Revolution." Yet
socialist sentiment is best reflected in the remarks
of the usually Slavophobic Victor Berger on the first
anniversary of the November Revolution:
Solomon said: "There is nothing new
under the sun." Solomon did not live
to see an industrial democracy. The
Soviet government is something really
new under the sun. For the first time
in the history of this poor old world
the working people took the reigns in
their hands. The new Russian government
is the first real democracy. 39
However, there was an important difference
between the position of the left and that of other
socialists on the question of the Russian Revolution.
To the moderates, events in Russia represented a
foreign, if glorious, occurrence which had symbolic
and inspirational significance for the American
movement. To the left, however, they were a model
for, and justification of, its own revolutionary
designs
.
In 1921, after the dust of fratricidal con-
flict had settled and the movement had split into
rival Socialist and Communist wings, Morris Hillquit
presented a more sober and traditional Marxist
critique of the Russian Revolution in his work,
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From Marx to Lenin
. That this critique was aimed at
American left-wingers, as well as the Bolsheviks, is
suggested by his comment that it was based on a
"Marxian theory of social growth," which he described
as "essentially economic and evolutionary."
The Russian Revolution, Hillquit asserted,
was carried out in a land totally unprepared for
socialism, and was precipitated by a monstrous war
which stimulated revolutionary forces long before
their proper time. The Russian experiment, as the
creation of well-meaning revolutionaries, could
hardly be disavowed, but to the extent that it was
utterly un-Marxian, Hillquit saw few positive lessons
4
1
to be learned from it. Thus, he attempted to
disassociate both Marxist theory and the future
socialism of other lands from the Russian experience.
As Hillquit perceived it (rather correctly
on this point) the Marxian concept of the dictatorship
of the proletariat was the advocacy of an essentially
42
democratic form of rule in the interests of a class.
The Bolsheviks, he asserted, created not the dictator-
ship of a class, but the dictatorship of a party. This
was necessitated by the need to solidify an unnatural
alliance between the peasantry and a proletariat still
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in its infancy. Yet, having attacked the totalitarian
features of Leninism, he proceeded to criticize its
popular elements as well. The Soviets, Hillquit
maintained, were a particularly Russian solution to
proletarian organization, which had little application
in the West. All socialist revolutions must abolish
bourgeois institutions to some extent, but "A Socialist
government in a country of western civilization can no
more adapt the essentially Russian features of the
Soviets than it can continue the essentially bourgeois
44features of parliament."
Outlining what were in effect his differences
with his own left, Hillquit understood a successful
move toward socialism as predicated upon three pre-
conditions: 1) an industrial base; 2) an enlightened
working class; and 3) international socialist solidarity.
In the West, the missing ingredients—the second and
third preconditions—could be achieved only through
education, not struggle. Insurrectionary activities,
modeled on the Russian experience, would signal a
4 5
return to "the days of Blanquism." Hillquit focused
on the need for the education of the proletariat
under the tutorship of an enlightened party, a party
which comprehended the need to keep proper pace with
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history. Even the Russian people, he maintained, were
on the verge of some harsh reevaluations
.
The course of Soviet Russia's industrial
and political policies once more goes to
show the precarious nature of any "leap"
over an historical phase of development.
The Soviet Regime of Russia undertook a
jump beyond the limits of physical
possibility. It has to pay a heavy
penalty for the levity of its youthful
enthusiasm, and to take a fresh, harder
start at more realistic beginnings. 46
The American Socialist left did not see the Russian
Revolution in this way. Rather, it justified for them
their own position and was a signal for renewed warfare
with Socialist moderates.
In the November-December 1917 issue of Class
Struggle , a leading left-wing journal, two articles
appeared. One, "Political Parties in Russia", by
Lenin, characterized the divisions on the Russian left
as between the petit-bourgeois Mensheviks and Social
Revolutionaries, who call for socialism in the distant
future, and the class conscious, proletarian based
Bolsheviks, who steadfastly advocated peace, immediate
* i_ 47
power to the Soviets, and the arming of the masses.
A second article, by Fraina, analyzed the complacency
of American socialist leaders and spoke of the "task
of the revolutionary minority within the party to force
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action. "^°
From the very beginning, the left saw a
reflection of itself in the Russian Revolution.
Even the Wobblies, normally rather indifferent to
overseas events, and by then fairly antagonistic to
political socialists, issued a pamphlet which imagined
their tactics and aims as projections of Lenin's.
Imagine the Industrial Workers of the
World— the I.W.W.— as having organized
American wageworkers in its fold and
these workers controlling as well as
operating all industries, and you have
the same thing the Bolsheviki have
practically accomplished in Russia. 49
For his part, Fraina viewed the revolution as
a paradigm for socialist action. "As Marx is the source
of socialist theory," he wrote, "so the proletarian
revolution in Russia is the source of Socialist
practice." Fraina viewed two key components of such
practice as "the mass action of the proletariat...
the dynamic means of the revolution," and the dictator-
ship of the proletariat which "ruthlessly annihilates
the rights and ideologies of the old regime, particularly
when these are expressed in the activity of a counter-
revolutionary moderate socialism.
In 1918, Fraina published his work, Revolutionary
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Socialism: A Study in Socialist Reconstruction. 51
It emphasized the proletarian base of the coming
revolution, the phenomenon of imperialism as a signal
that the revolutionary epoch has arrived, and the need
to repudiate centrist socialists. Furthermore, the
work attempted to transcend the determinism of the
old Marxism by focusing on human consciousness as the
complement of objective conditions. If the ruling
classes have property as their weapon, he reasoned,
the propertyless masses have only "revolutionary
52
energy and integrity." A class so alienated from
the institutions of property could easily transcend
material conditions and act primarily on the basis
of their will alone. Finally, Fraina espoused the
need for mass action as a substitute for a discredited
and dying parliamentarianism , and as a surer road to
revolutionary consciousness.
Mass action is not a form of action
as much as it is a process and synthesis
of action. It is the unity of all forms
of proletarian action, a means of
throwing the proletariat, organized
and unorganized, in a general struggle
against capitalism and the capitalist
state. It is the sharp definite
expression of the revolt of the workers
under the impact of the antagonisms
and repressions of Capitalism, of the
recurring crises and revolutionary
situations produced by the violent
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end of Imperialism. Mass action is the
instinctive action the proletariat, gradually
developing more conscious and organized
forms and definite purposes. It is extra-
parliamentary in method, although political
in purpose and result, may develop into
and be itself developed by parliamentary
struggle . 53
Imperialism had signaled the beginning of the
revolutionary age. The events in Russia had suggested
as much. Only revolutionary working class consciousness,
Fraina deduced, was absent from the equation. In
almost traditional populist fashion, Fraina and the
left viewed one consciously evil force as frustrating
the American revolution. While Lenin viewed the "state"
as preventing the flowering of socialist humanity, the
American left wing viewed the "Party" as standing in the
way of mass action and revolution. In the eyes of the
left, Hillquit and the mainstream Marxists had erred
in assuming the state to be penetrable and adaptable
through parliamentary means. By cooperating with and
within the state they had become indistinguishable
from the state, and their elimination from the political
scene became a revolutionary necessity. The purifi-
cation of the party became the absolute precondition
for the conquest of the state. Fraina wrote:
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As a preliminary, let us integrate the
revolutionary elements in the party,
an organization for the revolutionary
conquest of the party by the party .
The American Socialist Party needs a
definite organized vocal left-wing, a
unified expression of revolutionary
socialism in theory and practice. 54
The left's self-assigned task was a complex one,
given the nature of their charges against the Party's
leadership. The sins of Hillquit and others were sins
of belief and ommission, rather than commission: they
had failed to encourage mass action, they had mis-
understood the source of revolutionary consciousness;
they were incorrect in their overly positive attitude
toward electoral work, and they had not embraced the
Russian Revolution as a universal paradigm for
revolutionaries. Yet, as James Weinstein points
out, "in the American party there were virtually no
right wingers in the European sense: i.e., supporters
of the war and of the post-war attacks on the Soviet
55Republic .
"
The attacks on the Party's leadership were
abstract and, at times, philosophical in nature; they
were condemned for what they would not do in the
future, given what they had not believed in the past.
In their manifesto, the New York left-wingers proclaimed
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We believe it is the mission of the
Socialist movement to encourage and
assist the proletariat to adopt newer
and more effective forms of organi-
zation and to stir it into newer and
more revolutionary modes of action. 56
However, Hillquit could hardly have disagreed too
strongly with this statement, nor with the left's
demands for increasing support of industrial unionism
and mass action. At the same 1917 convention which
outlined the Party's opposition to the war, the
delegates voted overwhelmingly to repeal the "anti-
sabotage clause" which had been a statement of Party
57policy since 1912. With the entry of the United States
into the war, the bulk of the Party, leaders and
followers, moved steadily leftward. The Russian
Revolution effectively solidified and intensified this
trend. What separated the two wings of the Party were
past tendencies and animosities, and a long-standing
dispute on the nature and source of revolutionary
consciousness. This, in 1917 at least, had little
programmatic importance, given the heady revolutionary
euphoria to which no segment of the Party was immune.
The differences were hardly those that might have
any bearing on the attempt to stir the blood of
American workers the left was so desperate to reach.
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As a result, the left built a case against its
opponents by accusing them of being what they were
not
—
programmatic right-wing socialists in the
European sense. So strained was the left wing
argument, that the strongest concrete charge against
the Party leadership was that their opposition to
the war was little more than "petty-bourgeois pacifism." 1
However true, in part, it was hardly the basis for a
split, which was encouraged, and which then followed.
It is further interesting, that when two rival
Communist Parties broke away from the Socialist Party
in the late summer of 1919, both adopted as an organi-
59
zational model the "repudiated" parent party, as
if to emphasize what Fraina had asserted months earlier,
that it was "not organization but revolutionary class
6 0
consciousness," that was the key issue. The Leninist
party, modeled on the prescriptions of What is to be
Done? , was to come only later. At the point of the
split, ideological differences were at the core of the
dispute
.
The American left, whose ideas were outlined
in the preceding pages, and the earlier left of Debs
and the Wobblies, bore little resemblance to the
Leninist left, as it is conventionally understood.
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Absent was the rigid organizational framework, the
close adherence to the letter of classical texts,
and a notion of a vanguard party above and apart
from the masses. Indeed, a key goal of the American
left was to unite a dynamic Marxism with the reality
of working class struggles. Whereas organizational
frameworks were viewed as easily transcended, ideas
were viewed as the potential chains which might bind
the proletariat to complacency and the old order. It
would seem surprising, therefore, that the American
left entered so directly, and willingly, into the
Soviet camp.
But this is not surprising, given the nature
of the Leninist appeal during this period, which bore
only the vaguest resemblance to the official Leninism
of a decade later, even as it paved the way for that
latter tradition. Modern day socialists, Nicos
Poulantzas observed, are fond of comparing two
socialist traditions, one Jacobin and statist, the
other based on direct action, rank and file democracy,
and worker control. Traditional analysis is also
fond of linking the former tradition with both
Communism and the elitism of Western European Social
Democracy, while the latter tradition is tied to a
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third, untried, libertarian alternative.
Poulantzas argued that the actual truth is
hardly that simple. The thrust of Lenin's analysis
pointed not toward statism, but toward direct partici-
patory democracy, the complete transcendence of the
bourgeois state. He sought to move directly from the
merely 'formal' democracy of representative institutions
to the 'true' democracy of the Soviets. His key
assumption was that the existing state was utterly
impenetrable by the masses, and must be abolished by
an alternative 'state,' in the form of the organizations
of the working class, prior to any qualitative
reorganization of society.
What does Lenin mean by this destruction
of the bourgeois state? Unlike Marx,
he often reduces the institutions of
representative democracy and political
freedoms to a simple emanation of the
bourgeoisie: representative democracy=
bourgeois democracy=dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie. They have to be completely
uprooted and replaced by direct, rank
and file democracy, and mandated,
recallable delegates— in other words,
by the genuine proletarian democracy
of Soviets. 62
However, a state cannot be abolished overnight.
It exists, as Leninists have always understood, on
social, economic, psychological, and political levels,
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that defy instantaneous dismantlement. The Bolshevik
Revolution, Poulantzas observed, captured the state but
failing to dismantle it immediately—supplanted it
with a "parallel state—as oppressive in reality as the
bourgeois state was in the Communist mind." 63 The
impenetrability of any state structures by the masses
being presupposed, the Bolshevik elite took control of
a state apparatus potentially as despotic as it was
prior to the events of 1917.
Furthermore, by never instituting representative
democracy and the liberal freedoms which accompany it,
the Leninist revolution guaranteed the corruption and
subjugation of soviet democracy by a supra-proletarian
elite. Poulantzas quoted Rosa Luxemburg on this
matter
:
Without general elections, without
unrestricted freedom of press and
assembly, without a free struggle
of opinion, life dies out in every
public institution, becomes a mere
semblance of life, in which only the
bureaucracy remains the active
element . ^4
While numerous other factors, external and internal to
the Russian situation (including the institutionali-
zation of the adapted Kautskyite Party outlined by
Lenin in What is to be Done?) led to the phenomenon
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of Stalinism, the failure of some Bolsheviks to
understand the need for underclass action from
within the state, as well as from without, contributed
to the perpetuation of a state ruthlessly above—and
in control—of the workers it proported to serve.
Both Russian Leninism and Social Democracy
were based on the premise that a single line of attack
against the capitalist state is in order. Social
Democrats assumed the promise of democracy to be its
reality and viewed the state as either inherently
progressive or easily penetrable through parliamentary
means. They ignored the many economic, social, and
structural constraints which make plausible an extra-
parliamentary underclass tactic. Leninists, making
the opposite mistake, assumed liberal institutions
to be totally without promise, impenetrable by the
working class, and in need of being destroyed from
without
.
An earlier American left, as represented by
Debs, Boudin and even at times Bill Haywood, argued
the need for a tactical freedom of choice necessitated
by an ambiguous social order. They did not deny their
more moderate comrades their elections, but called for
direct action as well. They sought, for the most part,
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not to replace the AFL in industries where it already
existed, but to infuse ignored sectors of the work
force with a radical industrial unionism. The mobili-
zation of the masses would lend meaning and support
to more 'respectable* forms of struggle.
However, the left which came into prominence
during the First World War, and which was instrumental
in the formation of the American Communist Party,
rejected the dual strategy of Debs, proclaimed the
irreversible decadence of American institutions, and
embraced a call for immediate and total opposition to
the state—even prior to their reading of Lenin. In
the years before the Russian Revolution, the American
left was in the process of rejecting representative
institutions, and focused almost exclusively on extra-
parliamentary tactics. Moderate socialists, who
continued to participate in the 'state' through
elections and political activity, were implicitly
defined as part of that state; their eradication
became a logical prerequisite to the destruction of
the state as a whole. The left was not following the
Russians to a bureaucratic centralism, but taking
quick steps toward the establishment of a proletarian
heaven on earth. And though it was the Romantic
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dream of Lenin's Soviets which inspired them, it was,
the nightmare of Stalinism which devoured them.
Epilogue: On the Subjugation of a Tradition
If Louis Fraina embodied the left socialist
tradition, his experience was also, in many ways,
indicative of the fate of that tradition. One of
the first American Communists to be drafted by the
Comintern into the underworld of illegal revolutionary
work, Fraina spent several frustrating years attempting
6 6to follow the dictates of far-off superiors. Like
the left he symbolized, Fraina was romanced and
prostituted by the Comintern, his socialist vision
subjugated to the will of mediocre bureaucrats with
no appreciation of a working class reality beyond the
Kremlin walls. Within a few years time, he returned
to the Lower East Side poverty of his youth, was cut
off from radical activities, and accused by the
Communists of crimes, major and minor.
Yet Fraina managed to effect his own intellectual,
if not political, rehabilitation. During the 1930 's,
writing under the name of Lewis Corey, he produced a
scholarly work of political economy analyzing the
dynamics and contradictions of late American capital-
ism. 67 Writing within a nominally Leninist, creatively
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Marxist framework, Corey detailed various tendencies
within the American economy, and argued that the nation
was ripe for a revolutionary challenge from below.
In the tradition of the romantic left, Corey placed
strong emphasis on the subjective imperatives of the
revolutionary process. He viewed the task of the
proletariat, faced with a resourceful capitalist
class, as being immensely more difficult that that
of the bourgeoisie, who had only a decadent aristocracy
to contend with. The socialist transformation of
society, while inevitable, might be seriously delayed,
given a complacent proletariat and an aggressive
capitalist class.
No crisis of capitalism is hopeless
unless the proletariat makes it so.
For capitalism can find a "way out"—
in more oppression of the masses, in
war, in decline, stagnation and decay,
for these do not matter to the bour-
geoisie if it can cling to power.
Socialism is inevitable in the long
run: humanity will not forever endure
the oppression and decay of capitalist
decline, and socialism is the only
alternative. But socialism is not
inevitable in the short run, and this
is decisive in the practical revolution-
ary politics and struggles of the
workers
.
68
Though maintaining his old distrust of representative
institutions, Corey, nevertheless, tempered his strong
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Leninist belief in the "actuality of the revolution." 69
What was needed, he asserted, was an inflexible
Marxism and a flexible policy, one in harmony with
the development of working class consciousness. He
came to understand that to acknowledge realities is
7fi
not to ignore the ideal.
While some left wing academics, and a smattering
of iconoclastic radicals, paid some heed to Corey's
writing, its lack of organizational backing (in an age
when affiliation mattered dearly to the left) forced
his work into relative obscurity. By the 1940' s,
Corey had deserted Marxism for a more moderate leftism,
a sort of pluralist functionalism, which included
strong support for those "intellectual elites whose
71
contributions are so needed by society," He died of
a stroke in 1953, at the age of fifty-nine, in the
midst of government efforts to deport him for his
past Communist activities.
Yet, if the traditions of left socialism did
not survive in the policies and leadership of the
American Communist Party, there is some evidence that
it did survive among the faceless foot soldiers of
the Party. Some at least, despite their blind devotion
to the Party and the Russian Revolution, kept alive
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(often only within their own personal space) the
critical spirit and potential of an earlier radicalism.
Vivian Gornick recalls the people who populated
her childhood and youth within a Communist milieu:
Ideas were everything. So powerful
was the life inside their minds that
sitting there, drinking tea and
talking issues, these people ceased
to be what they objectively were
—
immigrant Jews, disenfranchised
workers—and, indeed, they became
thinkers, writers, poets.
Every one of them read the Daily
Worker , the Freiheit , and the New York
Times religiously each morning. Every
one of them had an opinion on every-
thing he or she read. Every one of
them was forever pushing, pulling,
yanking, mauling those opinions into
shape within the framework of a single
question. The question was: Is it
good for the workers? That river of
words was continually flowing toward
an ocean called farshtand, within those
elusive depths lay the answer to this
question . '2
But a political theory is a public thing. It
has only a limited future in Bronx apartments and on
Brooklyn park benches. It needs the nourishment of open
and sustained debate and the support of the printed word.
Though cut-off from its most revolutionary elements,
the Socialist Party did, at least, maintain the
intellectual and structural mechanisms capable of
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developing advances in socialist theory.
At the same time, the subordination of dynamic
elements of American Marxism to Stalinism created a
vacuum within the Socialist camp. Within that vacuum,
the staid Marxism of Hillquit's "old guard" was feeble
competition for the Utopian speculations of Norman
Thomas. As we shall soon see, his tactic placed greater
emphasis on influencing power than securing it, and
served to link socialist theory to many of the impera-
tives of reform liberalism.
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CHAPTER VII
NORMAN THOMAS AND THE SOCIALISM OF CONCERN
From Social Gospel to Socialism
The First World War shattered not only notions
of working class solidarity, but also the understanding
on the left that a clear demarcation existed between the
enlightened of the progressive world, and those aligned
with the capitalist order. Reinforced by the organiza-
tional separations that were the legacy of the great
schisms of 1914-1920, any acceptance within socialist
ranks of a maxim, reminiscent of Jefferson's, "Differences
of opinion do not make differences of principle," dis-
appeared completely. In the process of schism and war,
the political barricades were thrown every which way.
Socialists, newly defined Communists, trade union activists,
and liberals and progressives of all stripes constantly
maneuvered to redefine the lines of conflict.
In the decades which followed, Norman Thomas
emerged as the premier American social democrat, the
spokesman for a non-Marxist brand of socialism, which
offered itself as a credible alternative to both Communism
and twentieth-century capitalism. That so moderate a
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voice for social change should emerge as a major spokesman
for the American left (with a fair share of Marxist
socialists standing to his right) was indicative of
the reigning ideological and political confusion. As
Hillquit's "old guard" scholastically condemned left-
wing and Communist heretics to some Marxist purgatory,
and as Communists labored to fight off repression while
carrying out Kafkaesque Soviet dictates, Thomas fought
a lonely battle creating a viable Socialist presence in
America. In an age of ideology, his lack of a truly
critical theoretical perspective was both his strength
and his weakness. While it often allowed him to act when
others vacillated and rationalized, it further served to
subordinate much of radical thinking to that of main-
stream liberalism.
Thomas came to socialism by way of his anti-war
efforts during the First World War. As is so often the
case with what was essentially a single-issue movement,
ideas were subordinated to action, as a coalition of
religious pacifists, socialists, anarchists, and civil
libertarians emerged. Thereafter, he would always be
most effective within such coalitions, where the
imperatives of an immediate cause gave precedence to
struggle over ideology.
29.1
The son of a Presbyterian minister, and himself
a practicing member of the clergy, until forced to
leave his pulpit in 1917, 1 Thomas had long held doubts
about capitalism. He was much influenced by the Social
Gospel movement and the writings of its foremost
theorist, Walter Rauchenbusch . The Social Gospel approach
emphasized misery need not be passively accepted as a
prerequisite to heavenly salvation, and that an ethical
order could be created within the human sphere. As
everyone suffered by the chaos, materialism, and cruelty
of the modern age, this school of thought encouraged
cooperation and a rapproachement between classes.
Although Social Gospelers viewed those at the bottom
of the social order with so little stake in existing
institutions as having a particular role to play, it was
the idealists of all classes in whom they placed their
2greatest hope. While Norman Thomas's later thinking
drifted a considerable distance beyond this ethical
idealism, the legacy of the Social Gospel movement was
discernible in his writing. Most notably, his disdain
for class conflict and his belief that ethical imperatives
can, and should, overcome class interests, were carry-
3
overs from his less secular past.
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Thomas was repulsed by capitalism, by not only
its inequalities, and the illegitimate distribution of
power and wealth, but by its selfishness, brutality, and
inefficiency. Throughout his career as a spokesman for
socialism, he harped on the chaotic, planless nature
of the system that rewarded people, not in terms of their
ability, but merely because they were "fortunate enough
to get in on the ground floor." If capitalism produced
sharp disparities in income, this was not merely unfair
but damnable because "of the emphasis that it gives to
luxury and competitive spending. Society suffers not
only from economic waste . . . but from the poison of false
4
standards of value." Thomas stressed the evils of a
system in which socially beneficial forms of labor go
under-rewarded, while corporate needs are catered to;
in which farmers destroy their crops while people starve;
and in which the freedom of the worker is the "freedom
to take or leave what the boss might offer." His anger
focused on the waste, exploitation, and injustice of
a machine age in which "there is now no longer any
5
external excuse for poverty."
All the ancient excuses for human
slavery are gone. None of us need
starve that others be fed. Physical
science has given us firm foundations
for our Utopias. No longer need our
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great dreamers place their visions
in happy islands or fortunate cities,
or boldly expect the mightly inter-
vention of God to make all things
new. 6
Like with the British Fabians, who Thomas at times
resembled, there was a strong element of Anglo-Saxon
rationality in his thinking: a fallen Protestant's
need to set the world simple, orderly, and right.
War as a Metaphor for Human Suffering
However updated and eloquent, there was little
that was new in Thomas's critique of capitalism. He
borrowed his understanding of class exploitation from
the Marxists, his fetish for rational organization and
gradual change from the Fabians, and his compassion for
the human predicament from adherents of the Social Gospel.
His critique was bound together by a strong sense of
outrage at the intensity of human suffering, experienced
on the most grotesquely graphic scale in wartime. War
was Thomas's supreme metaphor—the fate of a social order
gone wrong. In war, he saw human suffering at its most
advanced, brutal, and organized form. While Marxists
were fond of seeing the development of capitalism,
unchecked by socialism, leading to a vague barbarism,
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or, more specifically, fascism, Thomas saw the culmina-
tion of the process in war. Even the conflict of class
versus class was submerged in the conflict between
humanity and a cruel, irrational, and wasteful system.
The supreme evil would be the triumph of that system's
tendency toward the complete negation of human needs,
or mass destruction on a global scale. In his writings
on war, Thomas grasped the fears of the nuclear age a
decade before its appearance, needing no H-bomb to
fuel his disgust.
There is nothing that nations will
get out of future war except the
death of civilization. In that war,
they will use the machinery which
might have conquered poverty to destroy
themselves. There can be no victory
which can leave even the victorious
anything but a legacy of fear and hate
and woe
.
For Thomas, as for most socialists, capitalism
provided the healthiest environment for war. In the
phenomenon of imperialism, he saw nationalism finding
a more than atavistic purpose as the need for new
markets, new sources of raw materials, and new areas of
investment propelled ancient rivalries into the modern
age. National egoism offered to collectivities the same
narrow focus that doomed capitalism on a more localized
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scale. Just as capitalism wrongly perceived the selfish
needs of the individual as the primary starting point,
so too, nationalism wrongly focused on the individual
8nation state. At the heart of Thomas's proposed solution,
therefore, was a beneficient internationalism.
. . .
the grim logic of the machine
age will not be denied. Nothing less
than the world must be our social unit.
Unless we can learn to cooperate in
a community of nations and races, the
price of our prejudices and our greed
for profits will be the ruin of us all.
But, even as socialism tended toward peace, and capitalism
toward war, the institution of one system or another in
a world of nation-states intensified possibilities, not
inevitabilities. In his analysis, only a socialism
which encouraged a thorough global collectivism offered
any lasting promise to humanity.
. . .
the socialism which brings
peace cannot forget that inter-
nationalism is not an extra virtue
but part of its essential philosophy,
indeed its very life. National
socialism may easily become scarcely
better than fascism. True socialism
must promote in thought and deed that
internationalism, that degree of
cooperation of free peoples, that
degree of world government, that the
interdependence of mankind requires.
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The weakness of many socialists has always been the
tendency to accept a compromise version of the socialist
vision. Kautskyites would settle for statism without
working class hegemony; Stalinists and Fabians, each
in their own way, would find forms of non-democratic
collectivism quite acceptable; and many modern social
democrats would settle for welfarism without any real
shift in the structures of power. While Thomas was not
immune to any of these tendencies, his real weakness as
a socialist was on the issue of peace and war. While
it is true that Thomas's internationalism was inextricably
linked to his socialism, it is also clear that his primal
abhorrence of war made the former always seem stronger
and more enduring than the latter. However, a neo-
pacifist bent must certainly be among the most excusable
of reformist deviations.
Thomas's pacifism was hardly absolute, and he
could not be seriously faulted for rigid isolationist
tendencies. He viewed force as regrettably necessary for
the procurement of certain socially beneficial ends,
and he was ever aware, that the complete isolation of a
nation was neither possible nor desirable in an inter-
dependent world. "The group to which American Socialists
belong," he asserted quite frequently, "believes in
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isolation from what makes for war, cooperation in what
makes for peace. 11 1
Willing to "make the most of every helpful tendency
12
and device," the mature 'pacifism' of Norman Thomas
was discriminating and pragmatic. For instance, believing
that support for the Spanish left was the best insurance
against the rise of a warlike international fascism,
Thomas visited F.D.R. at the White House to press the
Republican cause. Yet, when the European war threatened
to precipitate American involvement, Thomas, who had
not forgotten the repression that accompanied the earlier
World War, joined forces with some of the most tainted
15
elements of the right to block U.S. intervention.
Furthermore, even after he accepted the reality
1 r
of the global conflict, Thomas was too much the ex-
pacifist to be taken in by the single imperative of
winning the war. In what was undoubtedly his finest
hour, Thomas served as a one-man "loyal opposition"
during Roosevelt's last years. He spoke forcefully,
consistently, and openly against Jim Crow policies in
the Armed Forces, the treatment of Japanese-Americans,
and the rights of workers to agitate and organize during
wartime. 17 Characteristically, the issue which concerned
him most was the nature of the peace that would follow the
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war. Thomas was unalterably opposed to what he perceived
as the inflexible Allied demand for unconditional
1
8
surrender. The demand was, in his opinion, "the worst
possible basis for peace," and indicative of the lack
of peace planning. Thomas viewed a punitive peace as
simply repeating the errors of the inter-war years and
insisted that concern for the well-being of the defeated
temper the post-war policies of the victors. And,
again consistent with his residual pacifism, he argued
for a quick peace rather than a perfect one.-*- 9
Thomas differentiated the Socialist from the
Communist by saying that the former advocated "salvation
without catastrophe and with a minimum of confusion and
20disorder." In his writings, violence is consistently
linked with all that is antithetical to progress. The
violence that accompanied labor conflicts was, he thought,
either the work of agent provocateurs, or acts of frus-
tration on the part of well-meaning, idealistic leaders,
2
1
unable to rally the mass of workers to their cause.
Thomas's attitude toward strikes was indicative
of a pacifist's compromise with the reality of force
and violence. While he hoped for the establishment of
the good society through the use of the ballot and other
consensual means, he recognized that the industrial
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strike might remain the only means, short of overt and
bloody class war, that could insure the survival of
gains won politically.
The greater one's desire to avoid
armed violence, the greater the need
to have on one's side those who can
strike effectively in key industries
or who can operate key industries . 22
Unable to imagine the sane revolutionary as renouncing
violence while reactionary forces adhered to it, Thomas
saw the presence of a strong and united progressive
movement neutralizing the tendency of the privileged to
react violently against change. To the extent that
peaceful means are effective, the use of violence becomes
unnecessary.
Clearly in our day, no emancipation
can come, with or without violence,
except by processes of extensive
education and organization. The more
extensive and the more perfect are
these processes, the more impotent
will be the dominant class in using
ancient methods of violence to hang
onto its power. 23
Although Thomas acknowledged class divisions
within society, and the inevitable conflict that exists
between classes, he rejected all-out confrontation on
grounds that went beyond pacifistic leanings. All
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classes had a common interest in preserving a degree
of peace, and the continual operation of industry, in
order to provide essential services. 24
To use a familiar metaphor, we must
keep the trains running while we change
the tracks and rebuild the terminal.
More accurately put, socialism must
be a process of reshaping and reeduca-
ting a living thing. 25
When Thomas sought a politics of consensus even
in the face of consistent conflict, this position was
defended as a bulwark against the rise of totalitarianism.
An earlier American left, more firmly rooted in the
working class and the traditions of American populism
might have tended to view violence as a cathartic and
educational experience for the downtrodden, as well as
a necessary and legitimate form of social action. For
example, the socialism of Debs', while it never accepted
the populist assumption that virtue existed as a concrete
attribute of the masses, did view virtue, or revolutionary
consciousness, as an easily achieved potential. The
more anarchic and confrontational forms of struggle were,
therefore, neither discouraged nor feared. 26 Thomas,
however, warned repeatedly against a glorification of
such mass action. He asserted that a "propaganda of
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violence" is more than likely to lead to fascism, and
observed with trepidation an untaught American
radicalism, "illiterate, dominated by a yearning for
the days when the little man had his chance, complicated
in many cases by race prejudices, and almost uniformly
nationalistic.
"
27
In the tradition of John Spargo, and other middle
class socialists of an earlier era, Thomas was an anti-
populist who viewed socialism as mediating between
organized society and mass resentment, and preventing
revolution and chaos through orderly, responsible, social
change. While the interests of the masses were of
primary concern and their participation sought, the
socialist must also be on guard against the unleashing
of unrestrained popular energy. To Norman Thomas, peace-
ful social change was the corrective, not only to
capitalism, but to violent revolution, as well.
If we are to avoid catastrophe, there
is no time to lose. Each month that
we drift increases the likelihood of a
confused breakdown of a political and
economic system already creaking under
heaped-up strains. 28
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The Soviet Rorschach Test
Over the past sixty-odd years, all segments of
the left have felt compelled to come to grips with the
experiment in the creation of the good society being
carried out in the Soviet Union. Even as many came to
the realization that the dream had turned into a night-
mare, the socialist preoccupation with the Russian
experience intensified, rather than diminished. If an
earlier generation of socialists asked how so subjectively
exhilarating an experiment could have arisen in so
objectively backward a land, modern day leftists pondered
the objective hell that proceeded from so well-intentioned
a movement. But the useful questions that we might now
ask of those who observed, supported, and criticized
the Soviet Union in its early decades, concern not only
what they knew and when they knew it, but what they
wished to know and why. Long lists can be made of those,
from anarchists to social democrats to liberals, who
sav; themselves in the Russian Revolution, and seldom
saw beyond their wishful thinking in their analysis. If
Marx is correct in asserting that gullibility is the most
excusable of human vices, then we cannot judge them too
harshly. 29 Even in the cybernetic 1 Utopia" we live in
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today, events and circumstances are all too often under-
reported and always clouded by the paradigms of the
reporters. To elucidate Norman Thomas's approach to
the Russian experiment, therefore, we must focus not
on the accuracy of his observations, but on the
ideological content of his delusions.
Following the early euphoric period, Thomas's
attitude was one of reserved support for the Bolsheviks.
He maintained this attitude, much to the chagrin of the
'old guard' Marxists in the Socialist Party, well into
the early days of the New Deal. However, his support
of the Revolution reflected those elements of his
thought that were conservative and functionalist, rather
than those that were truly radical.
It was Thomas's understanding that Communism arose
in the Soviet Union as a result of the chaos and suffer-
ing of the Great War, the stupidity of Kerensky's pro-war
stand, and the ill-advised allied intervention which
stirred Russian nationalists to the defense of the
Revolution. 30 What saved the revolution, given the
absence of a mass proletarian uprising outside of Russia,
were: 1) The backwardness of the land which "enabled
it to endure a degree of economic chaos that would reduce
the highly industrialized nations ... to a frenzy;"
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2) the lack of viable opposition; 3) the brilliance of
the Bolshevik leadership; and 4) the counter-revolution
which brought progressive elements to the revolution's
defense. 31 As befitting Thomas' slack of populist
fervor, the Revolution was perceived not as a glorious
beginning to an even more glorious history, but as a
desperate, if courageous uprising by the brutalized
masses, which was quickly and perhaps luckily, co-opted
by a revolutionary elite.
Furthermore, Thomas had few illusions with
regard to the degree of freedom in post-revolutionary
Russia. The absence of free press, religious liberty,
and party opposition were all noted, as were "Communist
terrorism" against dissidents and the "long list of
political prisoners and exiles guilty of no overt act
32
against the state." Yet, Bolshevik repression evoked
only casual concern on Thomas's part. "This state of
affairs," Thomas wrote with regard to the totalitarian
excesses, "seems to have aroused no great objection
among the people who never had any tradition of liberty
and who have great compensations in the welfare work of
33
the government."
Most illuminating are those aspects of Soviet
life which impressed the American Socialist. First,
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Thomas noted the selflessness of the new leadership
which, however despotic, did not reward its elite
with "superior economic advantages but only with
34
power." He offered an equally naive appraisal
of Russian economic administration, which he viewed
as diminishing the "dangers of a bureaucratic and
35
overcentralized state." Furthermore, like other
progressives of the twenties and thirties, he was
awed by, what was understood to be, a developing
economic miracle in industrialization and production
Two things of profound importance
have already been shown in Russia:
1) that it is possible to get tre-
mendously effective work done in
the industrial field for the sake
of social or class gain rather than
for personal profit, and 2) that a
planned economic order is not beyond
the wit of man to achieve.
The Soviet Union that Norman Thomas cautiously
embraced was a rather platonic order of compassionate
and altruistic leaders struggling to raise a long suf-
fering people from poverty, ignorance and despair. The
outside industrialized world could learn from Russia
the principles of social concern and economic planning.
Unlike Marxists like Hillquit, Thomas perceived freedom
as a function of an earlier liberal society, an area to
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which socialism brings acceptable compromise, not ful-
fillment. Whereas remnants of Second International
Socialism criticized the Bolsheviks for betraying key
elements of their libertarian vision, Thomas felt con-
fortable in simply praising Russia for its economic
advances
.
Equally illuminating are other Soviet failings
which did not cause Thomas undo concern, chief among
them wage differentials and the organization of Soviet
worklife. In As I See It , a collection of essays writ-
ten in the spring and summer of 1931, he wrote:
Stalin's further recession toward
capitalist devices of unequal pay
and unequal rewards for work of
ranging value proves that mankind
cannot be pitchforked into absolute
economic equality or coerced into
good work, but must at the most hope-
ful best be reeducated. There is,
however, nothing fatal to socialism
in the degree of inequality of reward
Stalin has recognized. Ownership is
still social; men in Russia cannot
live by their claims on what everyone
needs to use. Private profit is not
lord of economic life. 3'
In America's Way Out (1931), he talked of the retention
of money and the wage system in the Soviet Union, "by
38
way of description and not of criticism." Thomas
comments, with even more approval, on the introduction
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of scientific management:
Emphatically, Russia has not gone
in for a naive form of workers' con-
trol. Earlier attempts at such simple
industrial democracy in the factories
soon gave way to a highly disciplined
organization in which the expert . . .
once more proved his key position in
an industrial system. 39
Thomas had little appreciation for the social
nature of human labor. While the economic order was
perceived as an interdependent effort, individual
abilities and contributions were understood as essen-
tially private affairs, the result of factors intrinsic
to the individual. Furthermore, as will be seen, Thomas
championed the interests of the consumer over those of
worker; divisions of labor and wage differentials were
not to be condemned if kept within fair limits and if
they served the higher good of increased production and
consumption
.
In 1937 Thomas visited Russia, and his writings
from that period on reflect his growing disillusionment
with the Soviet Union. As we have seen, what support
Thomas gave to the Russian experiment was based on the
Bolshevik's perceived ability to eliminate misery and
to introduce an element of order and compassion into
the lives of the Russian people. Thomas's rejection of
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the Soviet Union was predicated on the same grounds.
He was incensed that "most" of the Russian population
had "been reduced to bread and water," repulsed by
the barbarity of the collectivization process, and
shocked by the rigors of the rationalization of in-
dustry. In light of the suffering on the lowest human
levels, he found the increases in wage differentials
without justification, and the absence of democratic
institutions leading to a bureaucratic despotism which
would throughly discredit the humanistic pretensions of
40
the system. If Russia is Democratic," he asserted,
41
"the word democracy has lost all meaning."
Thomas's socialism had always been a compromise
between a collectivist imperative and a liberal republi-
can sensibility not untouched by noblesse oblige. As
long as Russia appeared to be meeting the material needs
of large segments of its population, Thomas's paternal-
istic conscience could mute his liberal sentiments. Yet
once, in his opinion, the Soviet regime ceased to func-
tion on this level of compassion and, indeed, intensified
the suffering of its masses, Thomas's views were altered.
Thereafter, his liberal proclivities governed his ap-
praisal of the Soviet Union. He would see in the
Russian state a "totalitarianism practically
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indistinguishable in its burdens upon citizens from
Hitler's," and more despotic than the despotism of the
Czars. 42
A Critique of Marxism
Thomas's criticisms of the Soviet Union served
only to reinforce his long standing objections to
Marxism, which he had always viewed as, at best, a
useful myth for motivating and controlling the under-
classes. "It gave them hope," he observed, "while it
restrained them from premature and blind revolt. "43
Yet, aside from the conservative utility of a certain
type of Marx, Thomas found little in Marxism that was
useful to the socialist vision.
The Marxist tradition presupposes an egalitarian
human potential which the functionalist Thomas could
never accept. The manager, the engineer, the technician,
the skilled and unskilled worker were, to him, permanent
fixtures in the complex society, each needing the other.
As we have seen, he believed that even under capitalism,
in the most exploitative of relationships, the class
struggle must be mitigated. "Between unions and em-
ployers," he wrote, "there must be some dealings, some
modus Vivendi, if life is to go on." 44 Hence, an
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appeal to workers as workers made only minimal sense.
While quite willing to improve and humanize the work
process, Thomas accepted the inevitability of a
stratified work force, and labor as alienating activ-
ity. He viewed the reconciliation of workers with
their work as unlikely, as "so much necessary work
45is dull, repetitive and monotonous." Like the
British Fabians, he turned to man the consumer.
We work to live; we do not or should
not live to work. Man is not merely
a producing machine . . . Our emphasis
on man's role as a producer is danger-
ously to put the cart before the
horse. 46
Thomas found the class appeal of Marxism
wholly lacking, its narrow economic focus unable
to unite mankind in an interdependent world. The
"highest appeal" of socialism, he asserted, could
47
be "nothing less than human solidarity." Socialism,
must offer an adequate loyalty in
an interdependent world, hold up
some vision of plenty, peace, and
freedom, not entirely measured by
men's economic desires. Its appeal
will be many sided: to men's inter-
ests as consumers as well as pro-
ducers, to their desire for justice
and brotherhood, even more than to 4g
mere resentment against class wrong.
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Elements of Thomas's critique of Marxism were
similar to that of others to his left and right, who
were dissatisfied with the mechanistic, and often
simplistic theory that had developed. Like Fraina,
Thomas was conscious of the 'unreal metaphysical
structure' of the Marxism of his day, asserting that
the principles of the creed do not "of themselves
automatically provide socialists with the psycholog-
ical insight and practical programs to deal easily
49
and quickly with the problems of a war-torn world."
Yet, unlike many other critics of Marxism, Thomas saw
no renewal of the tradition on the horizon. He per-
ceived the future of Marxism as torn between the
staid determinism of the 'old guard' and the revolu-
tionary chiliasm of various Leninist groups. The
former, in his opinion, had ceased to perform its
dynamic function, and the Red alternative was "so
bound up with war, dictatorship, the definite
mobilization of the crowd mind about a dogmatic
creed that it cannot claim ... to offer peace or
50
freedom.
"
In the years following the Second World War,
Thomas was prone to bind his critique of Marxism
with his antipathy for the Soviet Union: Marxism
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was to blame for the disaster of Russian development,
and the Soviet Union had coopted what was positive in
Marxism and had used it for its own foul ends. While
acknowledging that Stalinists deviated from the intent
and spirit of Marx, Thomas perceived Russian Communism
as the chief beneficiary of the Marxian legacy. First,
"the Communists, as avowed heirs of Marx, have the ad-
vantage of conspicuous success in gaining power, and
a secular church in applying the true doctrine."
Secondly, Thomas saw less of a betrayal of Marxism
than its fulfillment in the Stalinist order: "The
uncompromising doctrine of class conflict and the
amoral theory of the materialist dialectic" readily
lent themselves, in his mind, to the Russian brand
51
of socialism. Like his Stalinist counterparts,
Thomas was caught in a web of dichotomies. Idealism
confronted materialism, gradualism and republicanism
confronted revolution and dictatorship. The possi-
bility of a reform capitalism progressing toward
socialist solutions was weighed against the alterna-
tives offered by the Russians in Eastern Europe.
So damning were Thomas's criticisms of Marxism
and of the Soviet Union, and perhaps so long, and dis-
tasteful, was his running battle with native American
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Communists, that his stand during the shameful years
of the McCarthy era could be described as ambiguous
at best. Thomas was much impressed by Sidney Hook's
52
Heresy, Yes, Conspiracy, No" guidelines for
civil liberty. His work, The Test of Freedom
, is
essentially a justification of Hook's position.
Describing American Communists as "once a fairly
powerful fifth column for Stalin," who are still of
53
great value to the Kremlin, Thomas supported the
expulsion of Reds from teaching, and key government
jobs.
The rights of Communists to stay
out of jail, to speak openly for
their cause, to organize their own
open party and participate in elec-
tions, do not imply an equivalent
right to seek and hold every sort
of office in a democratic state or
in democratic unions.
Becoming a Communist was, to Thomas, "an act of sur-
render of their own conscience and of their freedom
to serve the truth," which disqualified Communists
55
from holding sensitive positions in society.
The New Deal
Like many twentieth century progressives, a
desire to humanize, rather than reverse, the
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collectivism implicit in a technologically based
society lay at the heart of Thomas's thinking.
Romantic individualists, romantic
nationalists, aesthetic critics of
the machine, alike work for a lost
cause. When we went in for machinery,
we went in for collectivism, and that
on a world scale. Our task is to
make collectivism as intelligent
as may be possible. 56
If Thomas praised the Soviet Union longer, and with
greater fervor, than many others on the non-Communist
left, it was in part because he saw in Russia a test
of economic planning on a national scale. By the
1930' s such planning, once sponsored by only a few
non-socialist liberals such as Herbert Croly, had
a host of champions. Often fueled by myths of
goings-on in Fascist Italy or Soviet Russia, an
intellectual fetish for rational organization and
57
planning flourished. Norman Thomas stood on the
left wing of that phenomenon. He rejected the chaos
of the market, and extended reserved praise to the
Bolsheviks much as G.B. Shaw, and others of the
British left, praised the Italians.
Perhaps the greatest triumph of
Russian dictatorship to date is
this: it has taught the lesson
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that has been implicit in the
specialization and interdepen-
dence of the machine age
—
plan
or perish. 58
What separated Thomas from fascist admirers
and Stalinist sycophants was a line of reasoning,
currently being popularized by Michael Harrington,
which focused on the quality and direction of plan-
ning. The question is not, he asserted, "how shall
59
we plan, but for whom and for what shall we plan."
Planning in the context of a privately owned and
controlled economy would serve only the wealthy few,
while planning in a democratic and socialist oriented
society would reap benefits for all. "Socialism is
the essential condition of planning," he maintained,
"even as planning is the essential condition of a
60
successful socialism."
It is in this context that we can begin to
understand Thomas's position on the New Deal. To
many, Roosevelt's program seemed a clear and substantial
shift to the left. Especially within the ranks of the
'old guard' Socialists, whose socialism was inextric-
ably linked to their faith in the positive nature of
the modern state, any move away from a laissez faire
approach to economic problems was viewed as a definitive
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step toward the good society. Others, most notably
those within the sphere of influence of the Communist
Party, branded the New Deal as fascistic. 61 Thomas's
position was somewhat more prudent than either of these
two approaches.
Though Thomas approved of the New Deal's
means, he was skeptical of its motives. His criti-
cisms were consistently balanced with slight praise.
Thus he viewed Roosevelt's reforms as "by no means
negligible," though he saw them as "largely super-
ficial." The New Deal was, to Thomas, an "experiment
in reformed capitalism," with all the positive con-
6 ?
notations of reform, and the negative ones of capitalism.
On the positive side, he was impressed by the program's
suggestion of "hope, confidence [and] action," the
psychological boost it gave to a nation mired in the
depths of the depression . ^ On the negative side, he
viewed the New Deal as a doomed effort to stabilize a
dying system. The lack of a truly progressive vision,
the sabotage of the Supreme Court, and the failure of
business interests to support Roosevelt, were all singled
out by Thomas, in 1936, as factors that would insure failure.
Thomas labeled the New Deal a form of "state
capitalism," which he defined as "a degree of government
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ownership and a much greater degree of government
regulation of economic enterprises for the sake of
65boostering up the profit system." However, while
he maintained that America was fast constructing an
economy similar to fascism, with policies which "can
justly be called fascist in tendency," he would not
describe the system as a whole as fascist. What it
lacked was the charismatic leader, jingoistic national-
ism, and the irrational totalitarianism which he
understood to be the truly defining features of
66fascism.
Throughout the Roosevelt years, and there-
after, Thomas was caught in a dilemma which would
gradually force him into a more positive evaluation
of the New Deal. Many of Roosevelt 1 s specif ic pro-
grams were consistent with the "immediate demands"
that had long been a part of Socialist platforms
and manifestos. Furthermore, the mechanisms of
bureaucratic organization, created and employed by
the Democrats, approached Thomas's understanding
of what a responsible state apparatus would resemble.
Given his overall perspective, he could only be en-
couraged by an activist state attempting to rationalize
the economic order while not trampling on democratic
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republican principles, nor unleashing the fury of the
mob. At the same time, he was shrewd enough to per-
ceive that the New Deal was doing more for "temporary
6 7
capitalist recovery as . . . for reform.
"
The New Deal as it was, and as any
successor to it which President
Roosevelt may create, will be expres-
sions not of socialism but of capital-
ism. The Roosevelt administration
did bring at the very least a degree
of confidence and boldness which stim-
ulated a partial recovery from the
early winter of 1933, a degree of re-
covery which would have been psycho-
logically impossible had Hoover been
returned to power. It was a recovery
as manifest in the classes which hate
Roosevelt as in the wages of those
which support him, and no fundamental
issue was solved. The drift to new
economic catastrophe or to war, or
both, continues. ^°
There was also the historical consensus on the
New Deal that slowly manifested itself, not only to his
right, but to his left as well. Many of the Socialist
Party's old allies within labor and progressive circles
had developed a mutually beneficial working arrangement
with the myth, rhetoric, and patronage of the New Deal.
During the Second World War, the Communists, under the
leadership of Earl Browder, embraced Roosevelt and
Americanism with a passion. As Thomas would later
observe, "After his death, in labor circles Roosevelt's
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name became a convenient and powerful symbol." in
the decades following the Second World War, for Thomas
to reject the legacy of FDR in its entirety would have
meant denying the efficacy of economic planning and
progressive social change. Like much of the modern
left, in their current attacks on neo-conservatism,
Thomas found himself an awkward defender of sets of
policies he had earlier criticized severely. As
America retrenched into the stagnation of the
Eisenhower years, Thomas was reluctantly crediting
Roosevelt with creating the basis of a "pragmatic
70
socialism.
"
The above reevaluation required no great
theoretical shift on Thomas's part. By temperament
and conviction he was essentially a pluralist in his
understanding of the role of the state. He sought
consensus and compromise rather than conflict and
victory, and viewed the state as a neutral body
obediently serving those who controlled it. During
the thirties, he concluded that there was a conspiracy
to maintain privilege and the status quo. Yet it was
a conspiracy of persons and ideas, not of methods and
structures. Imbued with the right spirit, and handled
by men of conscience, the state could easily act as a
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positive force for change. As the quirks of political
coalitions retroactively altered the radical perception
of the New Deal, Thomas had no problem adjusting his
thinking to this new revelation. For even at his most
critical Thomas had seen 'hope' in Roosevelt, though
he found nothing new, at the time, in the deal offered.
The Good Society: Reflections of the Old
It is a sad indictment of the backwardness of
depression era public policy that so moderate a voice
as Norman Thomas found himself unable to embrace whole-
heartedly the efforts of the Roosevelt administration.
After all, his vision of a new world bore a considerable
resemblance to the world he critiqued, as his prescrip-
tions varied often only in spirit from those of reform
capitalism. In Thomas's vision, the new would be
separated from the old by the elimination of extremes:
the commanding heights of power and wealth, the depths
of misery, and the waste of human capabilities.
Disparities in income, function, and participation
in decision making would remain. Thomas perceived
a compassionate and rationalized society in which
the search for individual, even egoistic, happiness
was tempered by a concern for human suffering and a
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recognition of the need for cooperation. While his
politics and rhetoric reflected a socialist sensibility,
his vision, reasoning, and long range prescriptions
were often dreams culled from earlier ages and ideas.
Like most socialists of his day, Thomas viewed
public ownership as a necessary prerequisite for
socialism, and like most socialists, he paid a good
deal of attention to the manner and quality of opera-
tion in the publicly owned corporation as defining
how 'socialist' the unit was.
We propose to have public ownership
with the title vested in the nation,
state, or municipality, but control
under a public authority represent-
ing, so far as may be possible, the
genuine and permanent interests, not
of profit seeking private owners,
but of producers in the particular
industry and consumers of its products
and services.^
However, while Thomas was emphatic in seeing
"industrial democracy" as essential to socialism, the
nature of that democracy is well worth looking at more
closely. At the outset, it is clear that he placed
greater importance in the efficiency and quality of
an economic unit's output, than he did on the egal-
itarian nature of the work processes. To this end,
he argued for the "intelligent application of the
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merit system." Furthermore, while he believed
workers had an interest in industrial standards and
job conditions, he felt that their participation
should be encouraged only to a point. "The expert
must be protected," he wrote, "and all positions
7 3kept out of politics in the narrow sense." The
more highly skilled worker might be motivated by
the creative aspects of his work, while the less
skilled would gain encouragement from a "genuine
share in the government of the whole industry."
By this he meant, that "ordinary folks be given
legal and peaceable machinery of control in their
own interests over the experts and specialists who
74
must necessarily direct administration." In later
writings, he amplified this point to mean "voting
for directors in the corporation where they work,"
and explained in a footnote "that modern democratic
socialists do not suggest direct choice of foremen
,75
or managers by the workers under them."
Thomas held a view of industry and work in
which labor exists as a forever secondary activity
to the non-work-related interests of the individual.
Ultimately, the worker in Thomas's Utopia is only
satisfied as a consumer, by "increasing and enriching
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leisure." Abundance and fraternity would allow workers
to transcend the narrowly materialistic premises of thei
7 6lives, but would not eliminate alienated labor.
Thomas internalized the most liberal notion
that genius exists as individual talent, and although
he recognized the collective nature of modern produc-
tion, he continued to maintain that contributions could
be measured in individual terms. As we have seen, he
was a steadfast champion of the essentiality of manage-
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ment. Stockholders and landlords are social para-
sites, to be sure, but other types of capitalists
were viewed more ambiguously. Only with the divorce
of ownership from administration does the system of
private property fully lose its ethical justification
to Thomas
.
In other days ownership meant
responsibility. Your robber
baron, glorified thief that he
was, at least had to hang on to
his own barony by his own shrewd-
ness and his own sword. Your
earlier capitalist was really a
captain of industry. Ownership
implied not merely a vague con-
cern for management but some
participation in it. 78
Like the moderate socialist of an earlier era, Thomas
was not bothered by great wealth or inequality, but by
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the power and privilege such wealth conferred. in a
uniquely Lockean fashion, he took particular objection
to the institutions of inherited wealth and station.
Speaking of modes compensation in a socialist society,
he wrote:
It can afford if necessary to give
material rewards in moderation so
long as it gives with them no power
to found an economic dynasty. The
socialist objection, let us say,
to Henry Ford's position is less
his wealth (though this is grossly
excessive) than the power it gives
him and his heirs after him. 7 ^
Thomas foresaw the rise of a welfare-oriented
society as increasing the goods and services not di-
rectly paid for by the consumer. Such a development
would have an equalizing effect on the distribution
of the social product. At the same time, money and
the price system would be indefinitely needed to give
"effective choice" to individuals. We can see the ex-
tent to which his analysis was governed by liberal
individualistic premises only by mentioning some of
those goods he specifically perceived as remaining
within the money system, namely: food, culture,
80
clothing, and housing.
While very much the liberal in positing a
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high degree of choice to the individual in defining her
or his good life and particular needs, Thomas did see
the necessity of the public welfare as superceding the
needs of individuals to make their own decisions. He
often wondered whether freedom and participation are
illusionary goals in a collcctivist world. "To be
sure," he wrote, " the whole question of the degree of
freedom that is possible in an interdependent world,
why freedom matters, and how it can be preserved re-
81
quires rethinking."
In the writings of Norman Thomas we see the
dilemma of a liberal in a collectivist age. The sham
of liberal thinking has always been its defenders' re-
fusal to admit the importance of economic constraints
and imperatives. Under a socialism based upon demo-
cratic participation, production for use, transforma-
tions in the division of labor, and a promise of an end
to scarcity, these constraints might begin to disappear.
Yet Thomas saw the collectivism of the modern age as
further eroding the realm of freedom and encroaching
on the individual's independence and autonomy. For
unlike the Marxist, and those within similar socialist
traditions, Thomas neither presupposed an egalitarian
human potential, nor saw particular needs, interests,
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powers and capabilities assuming a more and more
collectivist form; the individual, to Thomas, would
remain the sole arbiter of his purpose, even while
the ability to act on his desires is frustrated by
the imperatives of cooperation. In his thinking,
freedom must be the function of the individual or
it would not exist at all.
In the fashion of his tradition, Thomas
offers not a synthesis between the individual and
her community but the possibility of uneasy com-
promises. First, there is the retention of market
mechanisms and the focus on the individual as con-
sumer. Within society, the individual remains un-
fulfilled, alienated, and dependent on the wishes
of others. Through an increase in leisure time and
a more equitable distribution of wealth, a sanctuary
of freedom is created in the private sphere. The
worker submits to discipline, management, menial
work, and a host of benignly coerced activities, all
in the public interest. Yet in one's private time,
without the age-old problem of economic security to
worry about, one achieves an unthought of degree of
freedom. A freedom, that is, to consume goods as
one sees fit.*1
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Furthermore, Thomas offered freedom of con-
science as a substitute for freedom of action.
Persons may be restrained for what they do but not
for what they think. "What is important is that
socialism should avoid penalizing a man for his
8 3political opinion," he wrote. Once again, we see
a private, inner sphere created where freedom can
exist untouched by the state, society, or other
persons. Collectivism might demand control of a
person's behavior, but the perpetuation of freedom
demanded that the mind be left alone. Yet, freedom
was but one good, along with security, peace, fraternity,
and abundance that the good society required. Freedom
then had limits, particularly external ones. Thomas
believed that a socialist state had an obligation to
enforce a certain ethical bias in society, and could
84
not be indifferent to the content of classroom lessons.
Nor did Thomas see the future of democracy as
unaffected by the machine age. Rather than positing
the possibility of using technology to narrow the in-
tellectual gap between persons, and to increase mass
participation in decision making, he perceived the
opposite effect as already taking place. "What the
complexities of the machine age, as contrasted with
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a simpler pioneer epoch, have done to democracy," he
observed, "is less to standardize it, than to compel
Q C
it to reply more largely on experts."
Ignoring the complexities of a man-made pro-
cess by which "intelligence" is distributued unequally
(along with wealth and creative work) among classes,
genders, and peoples, Thomas postulated an elite form
of democracy in which the masses choose "between ideas
and programs already more or less formulated by minor-
8 6ities." He criticized the notion that the "cure
8 7
for the evils of democracy is more democracy," and
asserted that "The development of democracy will re-
quire the election of fewer, not more, officials on
a general ballot and a concentration of responsibility
88
for carrying out general politics." His conception of
89
democracy was the "popular choice of qualified men,"
and to this end he advocated the establishment of
screening panels for certain executive positions and
the increased used of administrative commissions as
an adjunct to popular decision making bodies.
The future of healthy parliament-
arianism depends upon the growth
of a custom already under vigorous
way in America; that is the reference
to administrative commissions of de-
tailed rules and regulations within
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the framework of a general law. Such
commissions, aided by trained bodies
of public servants, are the most hope-
ful signs of progress in our munici-
pal, state and federal governments . 90
It should be mentioned, however, that Thomas had
no illusions concerning the immediate virtue of the
"engineers," and was apt to warn that technocratic
elements are more than likely to "seek their reward
by trying to enter the owning class." However, by
eliminating the owning class and creating a new social
philosophy which would impel the expert to work for
the social good, the dangers posed by a technocratic
elite might be mitigated. This "new loyalty" must be
"consciously urged by men with vision and understanding."
To Thomas, ideas and beliefs were the bonds of
human solidarity and the eventual source of earthly
salvation. As the world faced the great depression,
he saw the absence of a new philosophy reinforcing
the absence of bread and jobs. He bemoaned what he
perceived as an anomic malaise that had overtaken a
humankind desperately in need of tutelage and leadership.
In the storm and stress of the
feverish decades that lie ahead;
in days when old beliefs once
strong as rocks are crumbling;
any social faith not too utterly
at variance with facts will be
better than no faith. 92
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Yet that which was so soothing to the Marxist
of the Second International, a mechanistic dependence
on history and economic forces, was never a consola-
tion to Thomas. He viewed social problems as essentially
"ethical" in nature; they implied decisions of will
and choice and offered the possibilities of failure as
well as success. And in an age that had seen the aim-
less slaughter of the First World War, the degeneration
of Soviet policies into Stalinism, and the rise of
fascism, it was, at times, the pessimism of his idealism
that came to the fore. Thomas, particularly in the
writings of his later years, would point to man's fixed
nature, and the limitations of social reconstruction in
a most fallible world. At the same time, however, he
saw limits to apathy and despair, and argued, in effect,
that a great difference existed between a sober realism
and a cynical pessimism. In Socialism Re-Examined
(1963) , he wrote
:
Indeed we have been inclined to
go too far in our disillusionment. We
expected too much too easily and in
our disappointment we fell back on
apathy, an amoral scramble for money
and status, a rather cheap cynicism,
or a worship of strength as strength,
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no matter how employed. We invited
the coming of the theatre of the
absurd. 93
The neo-pacifist
,
anti-populist Thomas saw
little hope in the class struggle. He criticized
its degeneration into despotism in Russia, and feared
its tendencies toward an American totalitarianism of
the right. He was skeptical of approaching people as
workers, and not as consumers, and was apt to assert
that a movement based on the interests of a single
class was too narrow and lacked an ethical justifica-
tion. "The process," he wrote, "by which one class
94becomes and remains all is scarcely democratic."
At the same time any contemplation of class struggle
merely begged questions of leadership and inspiration,
as "the idea of class solidarity is an ethical ideal
95
needed to be taught and explained."
Thomas's reluctance to embrace the class strug-
gle was informed by his attitutde toward the trade union
movement. On the one hand, Thomas viewed the trade
unions as essential for the protection of the day to
day interests of the workers, and a deterrent to vio-
lent confrontation in periods of great social change.
On the other hand, he could see little beyond the
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reality of the union movement in assessing their
potential political role.
Perhaps expressing the frustration of many
American socialists, Thomas described organized labor
as being anti-immigrant, anti-progressive, and involved
in machine politics "up to their necks." 96 Unlike
Marx, who could see a world historical class arising
out of the misery of the European proletariat, Thomas
saw the American working class as developing little
beyond the racism, narrow craft unionism, and the
97
corruption that characterized the AFL. While the
rise of the CIO was greeted as a positive development,
he never saw in the younger federation anything more
than a slightly more honest and progressive version
of the AFL, doing among the unskilled what the movement
98
of Gompers had refused to do. Although he would have
welcomed a more political union movement, Thomas was
not optimistic as to its appearance. Unions, by their
very nature, were overly concerned with immediate de-
mands, unable to afford the luxury of a truly radical
vision.
Day in and day out, however, the
labor union must be concerned with
the problem of more bread, more
leisure, better conditions now.
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In times of prolonged depression it
will inevitably think of hanging on
to what it has won."
In Thomas's mind, the daily struggle of the
oppressed was hardly the classroom of the progressive
movement. A socialist conviction arose from "deep
seated ethical protest against oppression or intel-
lectual revulsion against stupidity." 100 This under-
standing of the principles of socialism is not acquired
naturally or casually. Underlying his strategy was a
belief in a vanguard of the ethically aware, those who
have managed, through perception and study, to transcend
the narrow interests of their class. In Thomas's
thinking, middle class elements play a key role.
Situated between the very wealthy and the severely
dispossessed, their class position gives them an unique
101
interest in avoiding the nightmares of class warfare.
Having established the need for a philosophy,
and a segment of society capable of proselytizing it,
Thomas further posited a set of organizational structures
in which the education of progressive humanity could take
place. Thomas saw the political party, the trade union,
and the cooperative, as the organizational expressions
which might accommodate the three fixed roles that in-
dividuals assume in society: citizen, worker, and
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consumer.- uz Whereas earlier socialists saw these three
branches of the movement as interdependent units of a
progressive whole, Thomas perceived them as existing in
an uneasy, often conflicting relationship with one
another. Each institutional form represents the narrow
interests of its membership; only the political party
assumes a more inclusive approach. That Thomas did
not posit a greater role for trade unions should come as
no surprise, given his deprecation of the worker as
worker. Yet, it is significant that consumer organizations
were likewise downplayed in favor of political reforms
by the state. Society, in his analysis, had become too
complex and interdependent for change to be effectuated
on so small a level as the consumer cooperative. The
interests of the consumer would be best served, he
reasoned, by "socializing the chain stores by government
action. "10 3 For reasons that are obvious, Thomas con-
sistently curtailed the level of participation of
'ordinary' persons, even in those areas of human life
in which he assumed them to have the greatest stake.
Given the need for leadership, cooperation, and
intelligent planning, man the citizen is centra] to
Thomas's scheme. The state exists as the best vehicle for
effecting social change, and through his participation
3 35
in politics and the state the individual is at his most
useful. Yet, however necessary, the state was, to
Thomas, an artificial construction; the relationship
between the individual and his state is always strained.
Man the citizen is but one role that people assume, and
the state is constantly vying with other groups and
associations for the individual's loyalty. Thomas's
individual remains forever outside natural social bonds,
a certain coercive, alienating element always being
necessary to connect him with others. "I have more
hope for achieving a democratic control of the state,
and for making it a genuine commonwealth," he wrote, "than
for supplanting it and outgrowing it.""^ 4 Whereas Thomas's
pluralism prevented him from embracing that Hegelian
glorification of the state that misled many a twentieth
century socialist, it also made him quite wary of a
communal vision that went beyond a humane rationalization
of the existing order. If Thomas hoped for a third
party of progressives which might end the monopoly over
American politics that Democrats and Republicans held,
that third party was not to be the advocate of a coherent,
alternative vision that earlier socialists worked for.
It would be a mass based party, uniting workers, farmers,
middle class idealists, and others seeking a better
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world. There would be only a small subjectively socialist
presence in the party which would perform the role of
"leader and teacher" to the whole. 105 In his mind,
ideological bickering had been the ruin of a potentially
successful movement, and humanity could ill afford the
divisive luxury of maintaining and perpetuating even a
correct philosophy. "Our hope of being anything more
than a Marxian sect," he cautioned his comrades, "lies
in an emphasis on unity of action for immediate measures
reaching toward a socialist goal." Not believing in
the development of socialist consciousness through
struggle, and fearful that a sustained pedagogic effort
would inhibit the ability of a movement to organize for
reform, Thomas opted for a muddling-through approach,
which might create the structures of a socialistic world,
but which, even in his own analysis, would do little
for socialist understanding. 10
"^
Under the leadership of Norman Thomas, the non-
Communist left developed into a vanguard of reform
liberalism, championing a host of seemingly unrelated
progressive causes, independent of a single party or
organizational framework, and often leaving unstated the
essence of their philosophy. Thomas never abandoned
the socialist label, but that was of little importance.
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From the early thirties until his death, to be a
Socialist meant only to ally oneself with those causes
which Norman Thomas fought for.
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^ In Thomas, we see shades of a position, later
developed by Harrington, which tends to see objective
socialist success in American political and economic
structures, even while admitting the subjective failure
of socialists to capture the hearts and minds of the
American people. "The richest nation in the world,
and the most industrialized," he wrote in A Socialist's
Faith
,
"proclaims its faith in 'free enterprise , ' which
it rejects in practice," p. 87.
CHAPTER VIII
MICHAEL HARRINGTON AND THE FUTURE OF SOCIALISM IN AMERICA
Michael Harrington came to the American socialist
movement in the late 1940' s, at a time when many
socialists, having given up on any meaningful political
conquest by the left, redefined their goals in terms
of progressive pressure on the more enduring centers
of power. In the wake of official and vigilante
repression, the radical left had all but withdrawn as
a public entity on the political scene. Moderates were
reduced to the gadfly tactics of Norman Thomas, assuming
a stance which had their de facto position for well
over two decades, since the disappointing electoral
showings of the thirties, and the final defections of
the remnants of Socialist unionism after 1936.
Harrington dates his entry into the socialist
camp from his affiliation with Dorothy Day and the
Catholic Worker movement. If today he is fond of
describing himself as being on the left-wing of what is
possible, there is in this position a good deal of
continuity from those early years. Dorothy Day
represented a socialism of compassion, a tactical
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retreat from the politics of power. If in 1949, to be
a Marxist, a revolutionary, and a political was
increasingly impolitic, to be a passionately concerned
Catholic made the greatest sense to Michael Harrington,
whose developing socialism was so much a reflection of
his middle-class, midwest, Catholic decency. Unlike
Debs, whose baptism in socialism came through confron-
tation and struggle, Harrington found the left through
an encounter with the imperatives of altruism. As he
relates in his autobiography, of an experience in his
native St. Louis:
One rainy day I went into an old decaying
building. The cooking smells and the
stench from the broken, stopped up toilets
and the murmurous cranking sound of the
people were a revelation. It was my
moment on the road to Damascus. Suddenly
the abstract and statistical and aesthetic
outrages I had reacted to at Yale and
Chicago became real and personal and
insistent. A few hours later, riding
the Grand Avenue streetcar, I realized
that somehow I must spend the rest of
my life trying to obliterate that kind
of house and to work with the people who
lived there.
1
Eventually, Harrington found the more tradition
ally Marxist left as a member of the Young Socialist
League and as a follower of the iconoclastic Trotskyist
Max Schachtman. Trotskyist organizations have the
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unique virtue of being able to balance a complex,
often ideologically rigid position with the necessities
of working in coalition with others with whom they
disagree. In part, this characteristic derives from
their faith in the potential of the working class for
self-education through struggle. Within the context
of a renegade Trotskyism, Harrington was able to
maintain his involvement in individual causes, which
had marked the Catholic Worker approach, while
systematizing the ideological dimensions of his
socialism. By the late 1950 's, he had found his way
into a consistently more moderate home within the
remnants of Norman Thomas's Socialist Party. Within
a few years, he was clearly perceived by many as the
heir apparent to Thomas, doubtlessly by way of his
tireless involvement in civil rights, peace, and
civil libertarian causes. At present, he is the
National Chairperson of the Democratic Socialist
Organizing Committee, an organization which combines
its efforts in socialist education with coalition
work within the Democratic Party and the mass left.
The Other America
Harrington's first book length work,
The Other America, reflects the type of socialism
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personified by Norman Thomas. It is perhaps the
supreme intellectual success of that tradition. Most
immediately, Harrington seeks not to lay the groundwork
for a new society, but to correct the most glaring
injustices of the old. It is an attack, not on
inequality, but on suffering, not on poverty but on
the perpetuation of misery, the fact that perhaps
upwards of one-quarter of Americans exist "at levels
2beneath those necessary for human decency." Nor is
it a text for those who must cast off their chains,
but rather an appeal to the more affluent who are
asked to ransom the poor from their suffering. In
short, in the tradition of Thomas, it is not a work
of politics, but of compassion in the finest sense
of the term.
Yet the political importance of The Other
America cannot be overestimated. At a time when
problems were perceived to be non-ideological in
nature, Harrington focused on the contradictions
of human relations, on the shame of poverty in "a
nation with a technology that could provide every
citizen with a decent life."
3 The book shocked
important segments of American society out of the
complacency of the 1950' s. It anticipated the 1960's,
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and developments effecting blacks, the poor, and
the alienated; it helped to create a constituency
of conscience within government, the universities,
and the middle class. Yet, as will be seen, there
is a more ambiguous component in its effect.
The Other America is a consciously non-
socialist work. Coming out of a decade of McCarthyite
slander, Harrington saw little purpose in critiquing
poverty within the context of a socialist analysis.
As he explained a decade later:
The question was simple enough. Should
my book on poverty argue for socialism?
I decided that if I ever mentioned the
word socialism, I would divert attention
from the plight of the poor, evoke all
misconceptions Americans had about the
term, and would have to deal with the
myths the word had conjured up. Proposing
a specifically socialist solution would
make it more difficult for the millions
of trade unionists, liberals, and men and
women of good will to see the reality of
poverty. I felt (and feel) that the
"other America" can be abolished prior
to a revolutionary reconstruction of
American society. I thought (and think)
that sophisticated executives might
realize they are losing more in the
economic underworld than they are gaining
from tolerating it.
4
Harrington's "other America" is populated by the
economic rejects of capitalism: day laborers; institu-
tional and domestic workers; the urban dispossessed;
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Blacks excluded from the dynamic sectors of the
economy; urban hillbillies thrust into the twentieth
century; the aged, the mentally distressed, and the
alcoholic. He also included the intellectual poor,
who come to poverty by way of their spiritual
disillusionment with the materialism of middle class
life. 5
Harrington sees it as the collective mis-
fortune of these groups that they are living in misery
at a time when major social segments seem to be on the
threshold of affluence. Consequently, this majority
is indisposed to deal with the remnants of poverty that
exist, so often invisibly, in its midst. Harrington
observes that while labor and the liberal left forced
the construction of the welfare state to meet the
demands of the "middle third" of the population, the
inhabitants of the "other America" were excluded from
the advances of the New Deal years. Unlike those who
served their self-interest through involvement in
earlier progressive movements, the latter day oppressed
are incapable of any form of self-liberation , their
lives so marginal, so desperately miserable. "It is
almost impossible," he asserts, "to organize the
workers of the economic underworld in their self-defens
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They are at the mercy of unscrupulous employers...
They are cheated by crooked unions, they are used
7by racketeers."
The Other America attempts to create a political
constituency based, not on the self-interest of the
miserable, but upon the concern of the more privil-
eged. The upper two-thirds are asked to institute
a massive effort to break up the culture of poverty,
and to restore hope by assuring the poor that solutions
are both possible and forthcoming. It would, of
necessity, be an effort for the federal government
and the less lowly; the poor would remain passive
gparticipants in the shaping of their future.
The legacy of Thomas' s socialism is more than
evident in The Other America . Throughout, there is
the reminiscent emphasis on intense human suffering
as the core of the problem. The poor are viewed as
existing in an objective state of misery. This state
is only slightly defined by the technological and
productive levels of society. It exists more or less
independent of the "affluence" of the majority. Like
Thomas, Harrington suggests that solutions need not
immediately involve any severe dislocations of
privilege. On the contrary, they would benefit
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society as a whole, including the affluent.
Furthermore, The Other America perpetuates
much of Thomas's altruistic approach to social activism.
Progress is seen as occuring with little input from
the oppressed, and apart from any development in their
consciousness. It is not power, but the fruits of
power which are at issue; those in command of the
social order are asked to offer a better life to the
9less fortunate.
By explicitly focusing on misery rather than
a more relativistic concept of poverty, Harrington
further obscured the American public's already obscured
understanding of class formation. For if the miser-
able and wretched constitute the "other America," their
more affluent counterparts are composed, not only of
those classes traditionally viewed as privileged, but
the white working class as well. By implication, the
organized urban proletariat is thrust out of their
underclass position and placed in the company of the
wealthy. The questions that motivated concerned
citizens and well-meaning government bureaucrats
during the sixties was increasingly "who suffers?"
rather than "who benefits?" as social policy shifted
toward the bottom third of society. The thrust of
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the decade's politics belonged to a top-bottom coalition
of concerned, and often wealthy, liberals and the urban
poor. 10 The less marginal working class was assimilated
psychologically into the bottomless well of the middle
class; caricatured neo-fascist hard-hat construction
workers, bigoted ethnics, and racist school teachers
were forthwith banished from the progressive fraternity.
Harrington assumed that the immediate needs of
the poor could be met without endangering the progress
of the more affluent working class. Not in this, or
any later work, did he accept the social and economic
suppositions of those who believed the working class
had "made it" in American society. He believed that
by aiding the lowest third of society, it would make
a future "socialist" coalition with the middle third
all the more likely and possible. In The Other America ,
he explicitly posits organized labor as having, for
their own selfish reasons, a strong traditional interest
in improving the lot of the economically desperate.
1 "1'
In his second book length work, The Accidental Century ,
Harrington suggests that new economic and technological
forces might insure the vitality of underclass movements,
even as the bottom levels of misery are abolished.
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The traditional movement of the
oppressed could be shaped back into
life. That of course would not mean
some mystical reincarnation of nine-
teenth century proletarians ... It would
signify that chronic unemployment,
the problem of automation, and the
complexity of city life would provoke
millions to a new ideology and action
for change. The bond between these
people would be deprivation, however
relative that term might be in relation
to the misery of the past. Or perhaps
there could be a new unimpoverished
political equivalent of the poor, a
middle class (or an ex-middle class)
driven into polemics by the new
insecurity . 1^
However, The Other America was seldom read in
conjunction with The Accidental Century or any other
avowedly socialist work. It was read as a prescription
for the last, and not the first, step in the construction
of the good society. While intending to aid the poor,
it served to aid in ignoring the unwealthy. In the
final analysis, The Other America stands as an
historically ambiguous work. The first conscious
intellectual step out of the fifties to receive wide
popular exposure, it was a less than subtle attack
on the myth of capitalist perfection. Yet, the
realistic empiricism which was its strength made for
a grave weakness. By focusing on an analysis of what
is, at the expense of an explicit vision of what could
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be, Harrington allowed his work to be reintegrated
into the very ideology he rejected. For if the Great
Society declared war on misery and poverty, it was
because these evils were perceived as anomolous
within American life, unacceptable in a civilization
motored by its pretentiousness. The social crusades
launched from Washington in the 1960 *s were at once
exercises in concern and cover-up, well-meaning
efforts that masked the contradictions of modern
capitalism by eliminating those that were most
glaring. In the process, the plight of a working class
living above misery was obscured, and the possibility
of a unified underclass response to the system became
13
more difficult.
Harrington's more recent work, The Twilight
of Capitalism , deals only in part with the above
argument. If he is more than aware of the effect
(and its undesirable nature) , he differs at to the
cause. His view of the sixties focuses on the
stated, long-range intent of certain policy planners
and their progressive allies, rather than the actual
policies that were forthcoming and their perception
in the mind of the American public. Harrington,
analyzing the social policy of that decade in
35 7
conjunction with his critique of the neo-conservatism
of Daniel Bell, Nathan Glazer, and Daniel Patrick
14Moynihan, argues that the failure of the poverty
programs of the sixties was the result of the internal
workings of a welfare state existing within the frame-
work of a capitalist economy and tied to a capitalist
logic. He further asserts that government policy did
too little, rather than too much, as the accomplishments
were often outstripped by the euphoria of liberal
rhetoric and official press releases. One result,
as he himself notes, was that social allocations took
place within a framework of scarcity, so that the
"urban struggle became more and more of a battle
between have-nots among the minorities and the poor
15
and have-littles from the white working class."
Compounding the struggle was an inequitable tax
structure which placed the burden for innovative
social policy on the less wealthy. However informed,
perceptive, and useful Harrington's analysis may be,
it underplays the extent to which policy planners and
progressives accepted this trade-off between the poor
and the "have-littles." This acceptance can be linked
to the absence of a proper class analysis, an explicitly
socialist vision which Harrington's own analysis sees
as correct, useful, but slightly superfluous, given the
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nature and course of social development in the
United States.
A key element of the neo-conservative attack
on welfare state policy is their critique of "service
strategies." A service strategy, as opposed to an
incomes policy, relies not on directly integrating
the poor into the mainstream of economic life, but
upon providing them with those necessary services of
which they are deprived by virtue of their class
position and the breakdown of more traditional
community structures such as the family, the church,
and the neighborhood. Service strategies are, at
once, a paternalistic attempt to aid those unable
to help themselves, and at the same time, as in the
case of the community action programs of the "Great
Society," attempts to establish the structural pre-
conditions for self-improvement.
Neo-conservatives argue that a service strategy
tends to quicken the decline of traditional institutions,
and increase, rather than decrease, the dependency of
the poor. They assert that money spent in this way
largely benefits middle class service professionals
(social workers, teachers, program administrators) upon
whom society and the poor become increasingly reliant.
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Most irksome to Harrington, is an assertion, made by
Moynihan, that a service strategy was, and is, the
essential feature of liberal and progressive policy
prescriptions since the New Deal. 16
In reply, Harrington points out that many of
those service professionals, teachers and social workers
in particular, were hardly middle class themselves,
being either working class in origin or members of the
minority target group. The supposed class bias, he
1 7asserts, is greatly exaggerated and overgeneralized
.
Yet Harrington is not, and never was, a champion of
a service strategy. He maintains that an incomes
policy, based on increased employment, has always
been the expressed aim of New Deal liberals and their
allies in the labor movement and the moderate left.
Even when, as he admits, a service strategy emerged
during the mid-sixties, it was often viewed by its
proponents as only part of a larger strategy centering
around the need for a full-employment economy. The
liberal/progressive forces could hardly be blamed if
the larger policy never came close to implementation,
as Lyndon Johnson fell back on the market approach of
guaranteeing employment indirectly through the
encouragement of capital investment. Harrington
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paints a picture of subversion, not failure, asserting
that "the flaws which are said to be inherent in such
programs turn out on closer examination to be the
result of the limitations—usually the cheapness
—
of the welfare state itself." 18
Harrington's analysis obscures the full irony
to be found in the fate of the poverty program. To
be sure, as he asserts, the moderate left, including
many within the Kennedy and Johnson administrations,
were sincerely concerned with implementing an incomes
policy as the most effective way of redressing the
inequities of racism and eliminating poverty. That
policy was subverted by the political conservatism
of the later Johnson years, a conservatism undoubtedly
linked to the logic of capitalism, and the immediate
need to trade "butter" for "guns." However, it must
be asserted that the focus on eliminating human misery
perpetuated in the media, official statements, and
even progressive circles, allowed a limited and
inadequate service strategy to appear as a feasible,
even desirable, compromise. This despite the fact that
it was often at the expense of the unpoor working class.
It is, of course, ironic that Michael Harrington
was always uncomfortable with such a compromise, and
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much of his present approach is the negation of such
19
a strategy. Yet, The Other America was too much the
raison d'etre of such a tactic, a work that implicitly,
and despite the intentions of its author, placed a
wedge between the poor and the unwealthy, and helped
define the position of political barricades into the
1970 *s. In effect it stands as a warning to socialists
on the dangers of muckraking devoid of an explicit
political vision, as its unintended consequences come
back to haunt a movement. By virtue of its narrow
empiricism the work inadvertently subverted the ability
of progressive forces to move, in a united fashion,
beyond a politics based loosely on concern, decency,
and compassion, and towards a political strategy based
on mutual self-interest and structural change.
Harrington's own socialism, as expressed in later
writings, argues for the type of political coalition
that The Other America naively undermines. Some of his
own words might be used as a fitting final statement
on a limited work which may, unfortunately, serve as
the basis of his epitaph. Writing of his reluctant
split with the remnants of the old Socialist Party
over their failure to support George McGovern (and
their tacit support of Richard Nixon) in 1972, Harrington
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observes
:
...The Vocation of a radical in the last
portion of the twentieth century is to
walk a perilous tightrope. He must be
true to the socialist vision of a new
society and constantly develop and extend
its content; and he must bring that vision
into contact with the actual movements
fighting not to transform the system but
to gain some little increment of dignity
or even just a piece of bread.
If the radical becomes totally obsessed
with his vision, he will fall off the
tightrope into a righteous irrelevance;
if he adapts too well to the movement he
hopes to inspire, he will fall into a
pragmatic irrelevance. His task is to
balance vision and practicality ... 2 ^
What can be argued is that despite a most sophisticated
analysis of the complexities of capitalist society,
Harrington falls from his own tightrope in assuming
too often that a movement can proceed in the right
direction without an explicit vision. While this
theory of the capitalist state does offer a useful
corrective to previous socialist understandings, it
too is subverted by the limitations of his political
tactic
.
Complexities of the Capitalist State
In Socialism , Harrington discusses the concept
of anti-socialist reforms, government policies which,
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while coinciding with certain progressive demands,
are implemented as a means of staving off, rather
than insuring, a socialist reconstruction of society. 21
Throughout his writings, he uncovers elements of this
type of "socialism" in the welfare state, emerging
Third World political formations, and the Communist
states of Eastern Europe and Asia. While the paradigm
case is to be found in the policies of Bismarck, who
simultaneously introduced elements of a modern welfare
state even while systematically attempting to outlaw
and destroy the German socialist movement, Harrington
understands twentieth-century variants of this
phenomenon as decidedly more ambiguous in both effect
and potential.
Dating back to Adam Smith, liberal economic
theory has always viewed the public interest as
identical with the sum total of all private interests.
As a result, it has prescribed the free interplay of
private needs and desires as the best formula for the
survival of a healthy social order. However, as early
perhaps as John Stuart Mill, the liberal tradition
began to see the limitations of the market in insuring
private happiness, freedom and stability. The Keynesian
economists of this century gave analytic substance to
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this realization, and asserted the need for the
conscious manipulation of private interests to act
in their own interest. They recognized that it was
proper for government to intervene in the economy in
order to preserve and maintain its capitalist nature.
Harrington, in Toward a Democratic Left
,
traces this development, pointing out the manner in
which a Keynesian theory exists as a corrective to the
thinking of Adam Smith, rather than as an attempt to
22transcend it.
Harrington's initial assessment of the welfare
state is rather negative. "Left to itself," he writes
in Socialism
,
"the system creates a welfare state that
provides some benefits for all yet favors the rich and
discriminates against the wealthy." Furthermore, he
argues, "even when it functions to produce the highest
standard of living the world has known, the social
consequences of that achievement are so appalling as
to vitiate much of it." Yet, he proceeds to assert
that "We Socialists support every struggle for the
partial and liberal reform of this inadequate structure.
The dialectical complexities of this position point
toward the core of his theory of the state.
In Toward a Democratic Left (19 68) , Socialism
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(1970), and The Twilight of Capitalism (1976),
Harrington unravels the complexities of a state
capitalist system in which a prima facie case for
viewing private corporate interests as synonymous
with the public good dominates collective decision
making. Underclass interests, when even considered,
must be mediated through those policies compatible
with corporate priorities. 24 He explicitly rejects
Daniel Bell's thesis that we exist in post-industrial
societies where capitalist priorities are subordinated
to the public good, and argues that "the normal
tendencies of the welfare state... is to follow the
old capitalist priorities in a new sophisticated
25
way." As profits, and the control over their
investment are left in private hands, the structural
realities of macro-economic planning prevent government
policy from deviating too sharply, and for too long
a time, from corporate interests. The government
planner is unable to intervene directly for the public
good, but must attempt to assist corporate interests
in a manner compatible with his policy objectives.
After a detailed analysis of energy policy in the
mid-seventies, Harrington concludes that it would
be an error to view the anti-social outcomes of policy
as the result of anti-social intent.
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This was not... a conspiracy in which
evil plutocrats utilized state power
as an instrumentality of private purposes.
It was, and is, a much more complex
process in which men make choices that
are implicit in the very structure of
the economy. For so long as companies
are conceded the power to make the basic
investment decisions of society, just so
long will government be their servant
and the common good private property. 26
At this point, it appears that Harrington is
approaching a neo-Leninist brand of socialism which
views the state as the compromised "executive committee
of the ruling class." Clearly, he's taking issue
with those of the European Social Democrats who view
socialism and the welfare state as nearly synonymous,
or who believe that the latter make possible an easy
transition to the former. He also demonstrates a good
deal more sophistication on this issue than did many
of his socialist predecessors who optimistically
projected a positive role for the state. Yet Harrington,
in The Twilight of Capitalism , moves from a thorough
critique of capitalist reform to "criticize some of
those leftists who have concentrated too exclusively
on the undeniable proposition that social reform within
27
capitalism eventually tends to help capitalism."
His argument focuses on the complex nature of the
modern industrial state:
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The Welfare State... is a dialectical
and complicated phenomenon. It is
predominantly and unconsciously
(ideologically) structured so as to
help the corporations more than the
people. But this is accomplished in
a complex way in which the government
takes on a life of its own and is not
simply an "instrument" of capital. As
a result, it is a battle in which the
popular forces, if they are massively
and effectively mobilized, can make
incremental gains of considerable value.
But then the long range tendency reasserts
itself, and the victories of the organ-
ized workers and the poor, the minorities
and the middle class advocates of social
change are taken over and turned to
ruling class purposes. However, the
possibility of assembling the political
forces that might make irreversible
structural changes and eventually
transform the system itself occurs
precisely in the course of the "reformist"
battle for modest increments of dignity. ^8
For Harrington then, the welfare state is not a reflexive
tool of capitalism. There is no giant conspiracy of
elites whose existence pluralist cynics can spend their
time disproving the existence of. There is, rather, a
structural and ideological bias which orients government
29
policy in favor of capital.
Capitalism is an order of society modeled on
the interaction of competing egos in which there is a
great need for discretion on the part of elites in the
exercise of their political power. This, so as not to
dispel the ideological myths of the system.
30 Furthermore,
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it is the nature of the game that capitalists not only
compete against their underclass, but against other
capitalists as well. Harrington asserts that the state
exists as the "executive committee" of this societal
enterprise, looking out for the capitalist system as a
whole, rather than individual anarchic capitalistic
entities. While the state clearly exists for capital,
it is not composed of, or managed by, the avowed agents
of capital, and has a considerable amount of autonomy
in its actions.
Given the necessity of capitalist elites to
manage key aspects of their affairs indirectly through
the state, an opening arises for progressive forces to
penetrate the state and carry out the class struggle
within government. The state can exist as an arena of
conflict in the short run, even as it exists as a
tool of capitalism in the longer course of events.
Of course, in that longer course, the bias of government
policy will reassert itself; reforms will be "turned
to ruling class purposes." Yet, in the short run,
the struggle within the state can serve as a useful
means for the formation of the type of political
coalition capable of making "irreversible structural
changes" in the system, as well as effecting meliorative
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reforms
.
We can now place Harrington's theory of the
state within its proper perspective, and in relation-
ship to the theories of earlier American socialists.
With Hillquit as our starting point, we see that the
mainstream Marxist of the Second International viewed
the state as a medium easily adaptable to underclass
needs, a positive instrument for the transformation
of society, often despite the intentions of its
functionaries. This view of the state coincided with
the worst fears of conservatives (19th Century liberals
and the greatest hopes of modern reform liberals.
All tended to see the state as having a potential
structural bias in favor of redistributive social
change. To some extent, such a perspective has had
an enduring influence on segments of the American
labor movement who were quick to endorse the New Deal,
and have viewed the policies and practices of F.D.R.
33
as a model for progressive action ever since.
Conversely, a thoroughly antagonistic attitude
toward the state developed on the radical socialist
left, and found support in Leninism. Daniel De Leon
asserted that the state could be captured by the
underclasses but never adapted to their ends. Later
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radicals, such as Fraina, asserted that the state was
utterly impenetrable and must be smashed and destroyed
forcibly from without. Reform was possible only
through militant pressure on capitalist elites. As
a result, American Communists, for over half a century,
have fluctuated between periodic "underground"
strategies and a syndicalist approach which called
for non-ideological participation in progressive mass
movements which aimed at pressuring, but not infil-
34tratmg, the state.
A more traditionally American adaptation of
this theory of the state has, of course, always existed
in trade union circles. In this view, the eventual
structural transformation of society is considered
impossible given the impenetrability and unconquer-
ability of the state. The contemporary writings of
Piven and Cloward are consistent with this tradition,
albeit in a more militant fashion. They view all
meaningful gains by the underclasses as the outgrowth
of government's response to nihilistic pressure from
below. Furthermore, in their analysis, resistance
exists more as rage than praxis, and is more effective
in such form, given the states proclivity toward the
.
.
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repression of conscious, organized opposition groups.
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Eugene Debs took a more ambiguous approach.
He accepted the left's understanding of the bias of
government policy but was, nevertheless, not adverse
toward political activity in conjunction with other
forms of struggle. Debs understood that to the extent
that the penetrability of the state is possible it is
only outside pressure that forces capitalist elites
to allow the development of a democratic reality.
In his less than systematic way, he recognized the
necessity of the type of dual strategy to be argued
for below.
Norman Thomas held a pluralist conception of
the state. For him, the state existed as a neutral
body which is both penetrable by diverse groups and
necessary for the mediation of group conflict. The
activist state is neither progressive, nor reactionary.
If the state acts as the executive committee of the
ruling class, it is only because the political forces
of capitalism have been more successful at playing
the democratic game. The bias he perceived in the New
Deal was not inherent in the state, but in the ideology
of its planners. Two strategies followed from this
conception. Firstly, the state need not be transformed
or reformed, but merely imbued with a subjectively
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progressive spirit by electing the right people to
office. Secondly, barring the first strategy, the
state could be pressured to serve the interests of
the needy on an ad hoc basis by capturing the
sympathy of its various functionaries. This explains
the gadfly nature of his socialism, his aloofness
toward the New Deal—which he criticized for lack
of the proper intent—and his enthusiasm for similar
welfare state policies administered in England by
socialists
.
Harrington rejects the positive state of the
Second International Marxist and the impenetrable
state of the radical neo-Leninist left. In government
policy he sees a structural, as well as ideological,
bias which inevitably subverts reform in favor of
ruling class interests. The state, in his analysis,
serves the interest of capital without being tied
directly to the expressed wishes of capitalists.
Domination proceeds under a pluralist facade, with
the state protecting privilege even while it claims
(and may even intend) to serve the public as a whole.
The state may, however, assume a short term progressive
role in two respects. First, for whatever purposes,
it does issue meliorative measures of importance.
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Second, in its executive function, it focuses on
issues in which the left has a serious interest.
Harrington does not believe that the state merely
reacts to underclass pressures, but sees constructive
underclass activity as often resulting from government
policy
.
Reform from the top stimulates conflict
at the bottom rather than the other
way around... the government often places
on the agenda an issue that then becomes
a source of bitter struggle. In the
United States, for instance, the anti-
poverty program of the sixties was the
cause, not the effect, of militant
politics on the part of the poor and
the struggles between racial and ethnic
groupings within the world of poverty
itself . 36
Harrington makes a strong case for asserting that the
left has more than a casual interest in who administers
the state. Hence, we can understand his reproach of
those who did not support George McGovern in 1972,
and even his less than enthusiastic support for the
37pro-war Hubert Humphrey in 196 8. However, at some
point, one wonders whether Harrington exaggerates
the differences between non-socialist political options
a bit too consistently. In 1976 he argued that "Ford's
election would be a catastrophe; Carter's election
would be a point of departure." When Carter's
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Presidency evolved into the most conservative
Democratic administration since Grover Cleveland's,
Harrington called for the establishment of a progressive
program in search of a candidate, asserting that a
Kennedy challenge to Carter would create a favorable
climate for the growth of a socialist movement. 38
At least since Machiavelli, the relationship
of a man to his Prince has been hotly debated. If
there is a progressive lesson in the writings of that
much maligned renaissance thinker, it is the subtle
suggestion that the less than powerful could make a
tactical commitment to a Prince, using that relation-
ship to further their ends, and not the Prince's.
In Machiavelli 1 s case it was the renewal of a mass
consciousness and the revival of the republican
cause. In Harrington's case, it is the creation of
a mass socialist movement in America. In both cases
there is, perhaps, an underestimation of power's
ability to manipulate and corrupt its allies.
A Kennedy Presidency might create a fertile environ-
ment for a leftward shift in public consciousness;
it might also obscure the contours of American
struggle through charisma, myth, and manipulative
reforms. Harrington's analysis of the state is useful
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as a corrective to earlier socialist understandings,
of both the right and the left. However, in his
application of that analysis, he raises a tactically
valid option to that of a theoretical imperative.
For the need of socialists to concern themselves with
the state and its politics does not, in itself, imply
the subordination of socialist politics to either the
Democratic Party or popular icons. It merely releases
such options from the realm of heretical belief.
The Invisible Mass Movement
Like any serious socialist, Harrington is
essentially concerned with creating the type of political
coalition capable of effecting a qualitative restructuring
of society. Such a coalition, he concludes, exists and
is submerged within the language and style of American
39 ...politics. Furthermore, as he asserts in Socialism
,
many of those forces who participated in the formation
of the modern welfare state were sincere representatives
of the poor and lowly, the nuclei i of a social democratic
movement. Be it by cooption, compromise, or shrewd
infiltration, Harrington perceives an underclass
presence in the state.
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The Welfare State was an enormous advance
over the cruelty and indifference to
human suffering that characterized early
capitalism. It was achieved through
great sacrifice
. . . on the part of "ordinary"
people who. .. tutored the wealthy in some
of the fundamentals of human decency.
And to the extent that there is a mass
"left-wing" in the United States, it is
composed precisely of those groups— trade
unionists, minorities, middle class
idealists—who fought those great battles
and are determined to resist any reactionary
attempt to undo their accomplishments . 40
Harrington sees this "invisible mass movement"
as having arisen in an America that was Utopian from
its very beginnings, where working people were given
the free gift of the ballot, and where the "ubiquity
of panaceas within the reform movement" had a dis-
crediting effect on early socialist attempts at making
42
contact with working class organizations. Socialists,
he charges, failed by virtue of their rigidity and
lack of an immediate and practical program.
The great and abiding sin of American
socialism has been sectarianism: the
tendency to counterpose the socialist
vision of a complete transformation
to the partial demands and ideological
imprecisions of men and women engaged
in a struggle for their daily bread. 43
ment
Harrington expresses some sentimental disappoint-
over the failures of avowed socialists, but finds
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no portentious historical implications in this
failure, given the similar course that both the
European and American underclass struggles have
taken. He views European Social Democrats as, in
Schumpeter's words, those who "took office but not
power"; they were given by history and circumstances
the ability to reform but not change society. 44
What they did was to create a humane capitalism
("socialist capitalism" is Harrington's term) whose
justification is the very real improvement it brings
to the daily lives of working people. "Those who
lived through that period," he quotes a writer on
French Popular Front reforms of the Thirties, "will
never forget the emotion of old workers going on
vacation and discovering the sea and the mountains
45
which they had never known."
Yet for all its meaningful reforms, Harrington
believes a true transition to socialism has eluded
the overseas left. Europe's masses would have little
to do with the "bloody romance" of the radicals, and
the practical programs of the reformers fell prey to
the tendency of a capitalist system which "vitiates
or subverts' socialist efforts.
46 Consequently,
European Social Democracy "made socialism indistinguis
able from intelligent American liberalism, a program
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for the humanization, but not the transformation of
47
capitalism.
"
Having liberalized European Social Democracy,
Harrington proceeds to socialize American reform
capitalism. First, he demonstrates a programmatic
equivalency between state actions on both sides of
the Atlantic. This is an easy task as the substance
and even the quality of the welfare state in the
United States and the European Social Democracies tend
to overlap. In those areas where the Europeans seem
to have made greater advances—comprehensive medical
care, for example—American parity is perhaps only a
liberal electoral victory away. Second, he downplays
the importance of an explicitly socialist vision,
that which gives the European left its greatest claim
to be called "socialist," and the absence of which
denies that label to American progressives. As we
shall see, Harrington gives theory a nebulous status
approaching superfluousness . Thirdly, he attempts to
demonstrate that the American welfare state was the
creation of the same class of persons who participated
in other great Social Democratic movements.
Following the First World War, Harrington
observes, the American labor movement took tentative
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first steps toward political involvement. It became,
during the New Deal years, a potent force for societal
reform working with and within the Roosevelt adminis-
trations. He found this turn away from Gompers's
economism to be momentous, signalling the rise of
a class-based movement arguing for "the political
economy of the working class," whose impact on
politics has been "roughly analogous to that of
4 8the Social Democratic parties of Europe." This
tendency crystallized in the 1960 *s, as the forces
of organized labor came to constitute a "labor party
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of sorts within the Democratic Party,"
Harrington's logic is quite apparent.
European Social Democrats were in actuality program-
matic liberals who unwittingly failed the cause of
socialism. However, they did humanize capitalism,
and thus deserve support. Given a viable means of
moving toward socialism they would embrace it. In
America, a mass movement came into being which
similarly did not institute socialism. But it too
humanized capitalism, and it too, despite its pro-
capitalist rhetoric, deserves qualified support.
Given the European experience, even if the aims of
the American movement were avowedly socialist, it is
3 80
doubtful it could have realized them. In all but
name, the American movement is identical to its
European counterpart.
The President of the AFL-CIO has the
same general outlook as the European
social democracy. He speaks in American
accents and his nation's history does
not require him, or even allow him, to
present himself as an anti-capitalist.
The political content of his remarks,
however, is quite analogous to that of
mainstream European socialists. 50
Harrington obscures some truths even as he
uncovers others. First, his analysis of American
history, while revealing forces in the national
experience which promoted class integration, draws
an overly consensual conclusion. American ideology
did indeed create a myth which made socialism seem
superfluous. However, myths are seldom universally
accepted, and those who saw beyond were not always
benignly ignored or eventually integrated back into
the whole. As was argued in an earlier chapter,
Gompers and his "pure and simple" brethren did not
shy from Utopian and radical panaceas because of their
ubiquity alone; they feared the response of a malevolent
American capitalism to radical demands from below.
Harrington points to the genteel welcome
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afforded Robert Owen by the U.S. Congress and the
national establishment as an indication of American
51
utopianism. However, Owen's appeal was, in part, a
nostalgic, conservative one. It must undoubtedly
have intrigued President-elect John Quincy Adams and
other native aristocrats uneasy with the lack of concern
for the common good implicit in an emerging capitalism.
Those Americans who espoused socialism after the
Civil War did not meet with the peaceful respect
accorded Mr. Owen in 1820. While it is true that a
surrogate utopianism existed as a lure for the
underclasses, it is more profoundly true that brutal
means were employed to socialize many into a belief
in that utopianism. It was a process perhaps similar
to the "secret" method by which an earlier generation
of working class Europeans were forged into a class
capable of serving their capitalist masters.
Harrington asserts that the American labor
movement became implicitly social democratic when it
began to organize politically. However, to be
"political" in an American context does not require
any belief in a philosophy of the public good that
goes beyond the narrowest conceptions of self-interest.
Indeed, such a philosophy might make a person or
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group suspect within the arena of American politics.
Only if one posits, in a distortion of Marxian theory,
that the expressed interests of the working class
constitute the public good is the political partici-
pation of labor, in what passes for politics in America,
an inherently progressive step.
Labor's growing political involvement was, in
part, a sign of further accommodation, the succumbing
of the labor movement to the paternalism of the state
as it relinquished any pretensions to eventual self-
liberation. When labor embraced political action it
severed whatever ideological links it might have had
to a militant and native American socialism which was
52highly suspect of state instituted reform. If
there have been changes in labor's position vis-a-vis
politics, those changes, like the welfare state they
helped to shape, were far more ambiguous than Harrington
implies
.
Finally, one may ask whether the similarities
Harrington observes between American labor and Europe's
Social Democrats are intended as a commendation of the
American movement, or as a criticism of the European.
Harrington tends to absolve both movements, seeing
the European as the tragic victim of "massive trends
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within capitalist society which are by no means
53finished," and viewing the Americans as caught up
within the language and logic of their native soil.
Only if one accepts his rejection of a more militant
tactic are his explanations plausible.
Harrington's analysis does point out many
of the ironies of advanced capitalist society. In
an attempt to transcend capitalism in Europe, and to
humanize the content of underclass lives in America,
movements of the unprivileged participated quite
actively in the construction of a "socialist version
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of capitalism." The welfare state is at once
partially their creation, and their nemisis; the
source of both their oppression, and the source of
what little human space is allotted to them. It is
often impolitic for the radical to attack the welfare
state, given the close ties that the underclasses
have developed to its policies and functionaries.
Though one could argue, as Harrington does, that the
state objectively serves the interests of capital,
one still must contend with the subjective illusion,
strongest among many of the objectively progressive
forces (by Marxist standards) that the state is a
positive force for change.
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However, Harrington's theory of politics and
the state is imbued with an appreciation of a massive
false consciousness which effects both the right and
the moderate left. The organizations of the left's
view, that the welfare state exists as an objectively
progressive force, is reinforced by American conserva-
tives' reactionary inability to see their own real
interests in the modern state. All agree that the
state is a left-wing device. (In Harrington's analysis
it is ambiguously so.) An Attack on the welfare
state, therefore, potentially runs the risk of being
dubbed an implicit endorsement of the left and a
. 55betrayal of left-wing politics. It is for this
reason that "socialists must be in the forefront of
every fight to defend and extend the welfare state
even as they criticize its inability to solve funda-
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mental problems and propose alternatives to it."
It is a tactic based more on politics than commitment
to policies, a practical means of forging a coalition
which might extricate a class from the instrument of
its oppression. A look at Harrington's understanding
of the Marxist tradition might offer further insight
57
into the politics of his socialism.
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The Marxist Justification
At the 1979 conference of the Democratic
Socialist Organizing Committee (DSOC) , of which Michael
Harrington is the National Chair, a fellow founder
of the organization was quoted as follows: "I like
DSOC... but I wish Mike Harrington would talk more
5 8
socialism like Norman Thomas did." Whereas, Thomas
steadfastly espoused ' socialism clothed in a non-
Marxist liberal philosophy, Harrington consistently
champions a non-socialist tactic reinforced by a
Marxist analysis.
Harrington is an accomplished and often
perceptive Marxist whose work is informed by modern
critical understandings of Marx. He sees in Marxism
neither a cookbook formula for revolution nor a guide
to the inevitable course of history. Rather, he
views the writings of Marx, and those within his
tradition, as continuing "an applied methodology
that permits us to analyze and hopefully to shape
the future whose alternatives are being prepared
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within the history we live and make." Marxism
exists as a paradigm essential for structuring the
"facts" of the world so as to ask the most useful,
socially beneficial questions. It is a theory "critical
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about its own definitions and data," a starting point
for social analysis, and not the final statement of
truth. 60 Harrington is fair and eclectic in his
thinking. Unlike other non-revolutionary socialists,
he is as apt to quote Leninists and radical socialists
as he is to rely on the standard social democratic
writings
.
The Marx in whose steps Harrington follows
sees people as the creatures of their world, even as
they are shaped by the society they live in, and
"influenced by the given circumstances at least as
much as by the individual actors. He places a
wedge between Marx, the dialectician and social
analyst, and Engels, the "polemicist" of the creed.
"Marx tolerated a kind of intellectual double standard,
he writes, "allowing his factionalist partner the
rhetorical luxury of imprecisions and sweeping general-
ities, which he would never tolerate in his own
scientific work." Engel's misrepresentation of
Marxism in its first generation facilitated the rise
of a "vulgar Marxism." Highly positivistic and
deterministic, it served to hide the real Marx from
the public for nearly a century. Harrington sees
two factors as aiding in this misrepresentation.
38 7
First, there was the myth, traceable to the romantic
notions of the "young Marx," that working people are
capable of grasping the subtleties of socialist
theory. Harrington, borrowing from the thinking of
Gramsci, asserts that Marxism can only serve ordinary
people "as a prejudice, a superstition, an aroma of
necessity which gives meaning to the struggle for
daily bread." Prior to the First World War,
Harrington believes the European proletariat adapted
this "vulgar Marxism" to its own needs, fashioning
an "ideology" to serve a movement. To the extent that
it gave hope and assurances to the most downtrodden
of social classes, Harrington sees this false under-
standing of Marx as having played a positive role.
Second, Harrington sees the institutionalization of
Marxism, in both Stalinism and social democracy, as
contributing to its misrepresentation. "Vulgar Marxism
is, in short, a perfect ideology for dynamic bureau-
cracies that are going to save the workers from
themselves . "^
Because of Marxism's historic ties to revolutionary
movements, as well as its continuing value in radical
social analysis, many on the left are quite hesitant
to place any distance between their own thinking and
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the writings of Marx. Marx stands as the most systematic
of socialist thinkers, and the depth and range of his
work offers more than just a starting point for the
critique of modern social orders. Of course, in some
circles, Marx's writings serve as a holy writ of sorts,
the mere reference to Marx establishing a prima facie
case for ending theoretical disputes. ^ Even in the
writings of the most critical of scholars, there is a
tendency to seek a Marxist justification. Interpre-
tations of Marx, therefore, are inherently idiosyncratic,
reflecting as much on the politics of the reader as on
the opinions of Marx himself.
Harrington, of course, has his own contributions
to make in the search for the true Marx, and his opinions
on the matter point to a most controversial aspect of
his socialism. Like other modern theorists, he rejects
the "young Marx-old Marx" dichotomy, seeing much more
66
continuity in the writings of the great philosopher.
However, while he rejects the materialist old Marx of
a Daniel Bell, he also disavows the spiritual Marx
discovered by such scholars as Erich Fromm in the 1844
67
Manuscripts and other early writings. While rejecting
the assertion that Marx abandoned the philosophical
presuppositions of the early writings, Harrington sees
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him maturing beyond key neo-theological aspects of
his early thought. To Harrington, the young Marx
(including the collaborator on The Communist Manifes to)
was an apocalyptical, eschatological chiliast, whose
romantic search for an Hegelian unity in all of nature
overrode his humanistic concerns for the working
class, and fueled his militant, revolutionarv zeal.
In short, Marx's political concern for a mystical
restructuring of society clouded his judgment in a
manner that compassion for the immediate needs of the
oppressed would not have done. The later Marx balanced
his vision with concern for underclass suffering and,
Harrington concludes, was a responsible, pragmatic,
and skeptical social democrat. Moderate, yet revolu-
tionary, Harrington's Marx realized that the reformist
labor movement of his day contained the "cells of
69
the revolution to come."
As Harrington views it, Marx's turn toward
moderation was a natural adaptation of theory to
historical events. (Socialist theory is "inherently
revisionist." 70 ) Yet some of this shift toward
moderation is explained by Harrington as part of
Marx's attempt to implement the Hegelian imperative
of reconciling theory and action. Hegel, strongly
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influenced by Adam Smith's concept of the "invisible
hand," posited a history in which men carry out a
perfect plan of which they have no knowledge or
understanding. Only at the end of the process is
there a synthesis of thought and action, and man gains
7
1
consciousness of his actions. The Marx of 1843
united theory and practice in the proletariat, and
asserted: "If philosophy finds its material weapon
in the proletariat, the proletariat finds its spiritual
72
weapon in philosophy." Not only did the young Marx
see the working class as the instrument of their own
liberation, but he saw the class as consciously
proceeding toward a consciously understood goal.
A later Marx, Harrington argues, viewed the
proletariat as moving toward self-liberation, but
hardly with the degree of consciousness that he earlier
supposed. There is, therefore, much of the Kautskyite
in Harrington's Marx, whose working class can develop
little beyond a consciousness based on the need to
organize and fight for immediate needs. Unlike Kautsky
(and Lenin)
,
Harrington does not perceive Marx as
positing a hegemonic role for socialist activists and
intellectuals. Still preoccupied with the imperatives
of self-liberation, Harrington's Marx is wary of the
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bureaucratic tendencies of such an elite. Given the
unlikelihood of a consciously revolutionary proletariat,
and his own antipathy to a vanguard emancipation, Marx
was left with no alternative other than a gradualist,
reformist approach. Harrington writes in Socialism:
So the socialism defined by the unknown
Marx between 1850 and his death in 1883
was political and democratic, refusing
the chiliastic vision of Bakunin and the
conspiracies of Blanqui. It was reformist
with a revolutionary purpose, in that it
saw an alliance with trade union gradu-
alism as a step toward the abolition of
classes. It advocated the democratic
ownership and control of large scale means
of production, not the distribution of
wealth or decentralized production. But
it was fearful that bureaucracy would usurp
democratic power, and therefore fought
tenaciously against the equation of
socialism with state ownership pure and
simple. As a corollary to that proposition,
Marx repudiated any coalition of the Left
and the Right against bourgeois liberalism
and advocated instead a united front with
the liberal capitalists against the feudalists
in the name of democracy. And Marxian
socialism based itself not upon the good
will of capitalists nor upon the destructive
rage of the lumpen-proletariat, but upon
the democratic self-consciousness of the
workers .
'
Harrington's "invisible mass movement" is
therefore anticipated by Marx who, having made contact
with the true and unromanticized reality of the working
class, moderated his prescriptions accordingly. This
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Marx perceived the working class in a state of only
semi-consciousness, having an understanding of itself
as a movement, but not of its full potential or future.
Harrington's Marx viewed the movement toward socialism
as necessitating a coalition with the non-socialist
middle class "left". The socialist can only advise
the movement in a respectful way, and thus prod it
toward a more radical position. If a collective
consciousness was absent from Adam Smith's prescriptions,
and if it exists only at the end of Hegel's scenario,
the young Marx, in Harrington's mind, created a pre-
mature synthesis of thought and action. This youthful
optimism was corrected by a mature Marx who understood
the myopic (though not blind) condition of the proletariat.
Harrington's socialist, therefore, must be a
gentle guide to the underclasses. He must tutor, but
seldom lead; approach them as they are, and not as they
should be. "We have to work out political ideas," he
writes, "starting where people are, and lead them in
the direction of this analysis and this political
program." 74 Like Hillquit, and other early Marxists,
he is not dismayed by the lack of socialist awareness
in the masses. What consciousness they have of them-
selves as part of a movement can suffice. The Second
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International Socialist believed that the logic of
history and economic conditions would serve to educate
the proletariat. While not sharing this faith in
determinants, Harrington perceives the working class
as a surprisingly active part of a socialist movement,
yet tied to an anti-socialist ideology, less than
visionary leadership, the Democratic Party, and the
welfare state.
On the trade union question, Harrington strongly
supports cooperation with labor elites. On his
activities with the League for Industrial Democracy
during the mid-sixties, he writes: "We had determined
to be truly radical: to involve ourselves with the
leaders elected by the American- workers themselves,
rather than with those imaginary figures who should
have been leading a revolutionary proletariat that did
7 5
not exist." While Harrington perceives a working
class movement waging the good fight without socialist
encouragement, he also sees the rank and file of that
movement as inextricably bound to its structures and
leaders. The true radical must recognize such truths
and make the best of them; he must work to force
action at the point of mediation. In its first five
years, the Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee
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has expended its efforts on forging links with what
it describes as the basic organizations of the "mass
left," left of center Democrats, progressive-leaning
unions, and consumer and public interest groups. Only
recently has it begun to involve itself in that grass
roots activity which might allow for approaching
politically unmediated individuals and those dis-
7 6satisfied with the organizations to which they belong.
Preconditions and the Critique of Romantic Socialism
To Harrington, a basic truth of socialism is
"that the good society only becomes possible when there
is a technology of abundance and a mass movement
77 . ,
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capable of mastering it." The historical move
to socialism must combine the proper proportions
of the subjective and the objective, consciousness
and material prerequisites. There is nothing novel
or controversial in this assertion. With the exception
of the most romantic Utopians who would transcend
poverty and exploitation through human will alone, and
the most vulgar of Marxists who wrap their analysis
in economic determinants, all socialists have spoken
of a mix of prerequisites. However, socialists differ
in the importance they place on the various factors.
In Harrington, the mix is interesting.
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As we have seen, the subjective element of
Harrington's equation is qualified in nature. He
calls for a mass movement which understands the
reality of growing collectivization, and which sees
the need to shape the coming collectivism in a demo-
cratic, rather than bureaucratic or oligarchical
fashion. What little socialist consciousness people
require matures within the context of struggles for
predominantly liberal goals. Within his dialectic,
liberalism finds not its antithesis but its fulfill-
ment in socialism, as the struggle for individual
self-interest is more and more framed within collectivist
7 8terms. As he writes in Socialism , "if millions of
Americans do become socialists, they will do so because
in the course of struggling to make the welfare state
respond to their immediate needs they will have
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discovered that they must go far beyond it."
To the extent that a socialist consciousness
is of vital concern to Harrington, he finds tragic
implications in the appearance of a premature radical
vision. In The Twilight o f Capitalism , he dwells on
the dilemma of the revolutionary in a pre-revolutionary
age, quoting Engels's statement: "What he can do
does not depend upon his will, but upon the level
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of the conflict between classes and the development
of material conditions of existence." 80 To ignore
material limitations to fall prey to a "spiritual
humanism" which thoroughly ignores the lessons of
Marx's "spiritual materialism". As Engels focused
on Thomas Munzer to illustrate the limitations of
the former approach, Harrington conjures up the case
of Che Guevera, whose "quixotic rendevous with death"
is symbolic of the bankruptcy of his romantic beliefs.
To Harrington, as to the Second International Socialist
the lessons of Marxism are the lessons of restraint
8
1
and moderation.
For the fact is that where there still
is a pervasive scarcity, most ordinary
people cannot afford to be nice to one
another. Every one eats his or her
daily bread at the peril that someone
else will covet and seize it; most effort
is, perforce, directed to maximizing a
private interest. For people to be able
to love one another— for human nature
as it has been to be radically transformed
into what it could be— it is not enough
to have a will. There must be a way,
a material, economic, bread and butter
way . 82
Harrington's socialism is ever progressive,
ever gradual. It moves from reform to reform, partial
victory to partial victory. Believing only in the
limited potential of underclass consciousness, he
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assumes defeats to be psychologically unbearable to
the movement. He would have little patience for an
alternative Marxist vision like the romantic militancy
of Rosa Luxemburg.
Luxemburg posited a dynamic process whereby
working class consciousness develops within struggle
and shapes ensuing struggle. The underclasses react not
only to state policies, radical exhortations and
economic developments, but to their own history as
well, a history shaped within the context of struggle. 83
Luxemburg's proletariat is quite capable of suffering
defeats. Her own death occurred within the course
of a defeat but can hardly be considered quixotic,
given her full awareness of the situation's possibil-
ities and limitations. In an essay published the day
prior to her murder, Luxemburg analyses socialist
strategy in those times when the "...contradictions
between the demands of the task and the adequacy
of the preconditions for its fulfillment in a nascent
phase of the revolutionary development results in
the individual struggles of the revolution ending
formally in defeat." She asserted that such defeats
should not be the cause for undue despair, as "the
final victory can be prepared only by a series of
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defeats." Material defeats were transformed by
Luxemburg's analysis into triumphs aiding the develop-
ment of a mass revolutionary consciousness. The
personal tragedies of a Luxemburg or a Guevera can
be seen as elements in the "final victory."
However Harrington is a firm opponent of
"vulture politics/' the notion that a subjective
radicalism grows with setbacks. He prefers to argue
that possibilities for socialism increase as conditions
8 5improve. Rather than viewing defeats as constructive
learning and organizing experiences for the proletariat,
he tends to see revolutionary defeats as too often
maligning the good name of socialism, making future
socialist advances more, not less, difficult. For
example, while he perceives Lenin as a rather heroic
figure, "inspired by a passion to create a socialist
8 6
order even under impossible conditions," his failures
are viewed as setting the stage for a new, bureaucratic
form of class domination. Following the lead of
Max Schachtman, 87 Harrington defines the Stalinist
order as a form of "Bureaucratic Collectivism," neither
capitalist nor socialist, in which "the state owns
the means of production and the elite Party bureaucracy
owns the state."
88 He views this new form as
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"proto-typical" of very real tendencies in countries
that search for an anti-capitalist means of moderni-
zation. Hence, he looks with tragic disapproval on
socialist efforts in the Third World, where the material
basis for socialism does not exist and the impoverished
urban masses and peasantry are poor substitutes for an
89
organized, technologically-based proletariat. Such
efforts are patently dysfunctional, as they create
myths concerning the impossibility of a revolutionary
transformation of society.
A poor country, as Rene Dumont observes
...cannot afford a "socialist rhetoric"
. .
.which keeps it from identifying actual
problems. And which I would add, corrupts
the future for those countries that are
—
or like developing countries, will be
—
economically ripe for the generous moti-
vations of an authentic socialism. 90
There is a distinction to be made between the
two types of defeats upon which Harrington comments.
One, the "quixotic" defeat of romantics such as
Guevera and Luxemburg, he finds tragically purposeless
and sterile in terms of its effects. The other, the
"premature" political victory of socialists in Russia
and the Third World, he views as disastrous in that
they create negative expectations as to what a socialisl
order can and will do. Harrington, therefore, attempts
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to place a distance between these "socialist" regimes
and socialism, between the actions of socialists in
power and the potential of the socialist movement.
It has become increasingly popular to exonerate
socialism of the crimes of a Stalin and the blunderings
of many Third World despots, by definition. Defenders
of the ideal pose a sharp distinction between
Socialists and socialists, Communists, Stalinists,
and anarchists. There is an effort to explain, in
infinite detail, the nature and scope of authoritarian
misreadings of Marx. Identification is sought with
the ideal of socialism as opposed to its corruption in any
number of places. Arrogantly and ethnocentrically an
assumption is made that visions of community are a
Western monopoly, and many laugh at the possibility
of achieving socialism beyond the borders of Europe
and North America. In short, socialists are divided
into three groups, "the good," "the bad," and "the
naive." (These arguments are, of course, always
advanced by a socialist of the "good" camp.)
It may be suggested that this line of argument
is both wrong and self-defeating. It transforms
difficult questions into non-questions, ignores
legitimate aspects of the problem, and prepares
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the way for further, more damaging, attacks on the
socialist tradition.
Whatever their differences, there are many
good reasons for lumping social democrats, anarchists,
socialists, Communists, Trotskyists, and others under
the rubric of "socialists." All share the perception
of a common evil (the degradation of humanity under
capitalism) , a common protagonist (the underclasses,
loosely defined) , and a more or less common vision of
an egalitarian future order where production is carried
on for use rather than for profit. The even less than
acute observer can easily note a fairly common literature,
a common language or set of terms used to describe and
analyze the world and, most of all, a common history.
With the exception of the anarchists, all
socialist groups were once united under one organi-
zational roof in the Second International, and all
groups participated actively in the trade union
movements of the late nineteenth and twentieth
century. Even after the great schism that followed
the war and the revolutions of 1917-1922, these
various socialists were to unite in numerous coalitions
and common battles. In the U.S. alone, the industrial
organizing of the 1930' s, the civil rights movement,
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and the anti-war movement are excellent cases in point
which reveal common goals and perspectives on the part
of the various left groups.
Of course, all groups have tried to read
other groups out of the socialist fraternity by
definition. Pro-war socialists were dubbed "social
chauvinists" by the anti-war opposition; anarchists
were always being described as "reactionary bourgeois
individualists"; and during the early thirties,
Communists conveniently labeled Socialists "social
fascists." Today, there is hardly a good socialist
outside the CPUSA who docs not describe the Soviet
oligarchy as "state capitalist," or in Harrington's
90
case, "bureaucratic collectivist .
"
Yet, very often these terms are used to cover
up past affinities. Most socialists welcomed the
Bolshevik Revolution, and few disavowed the Russian
experiment in its entirety until well into the 30 's.
Many who did revealed in their criticisms their latent
affections for certain aspects of capitalism and not
their antipathy to dictatorship. Needless to say,
references to a shared tradition were quite frequent
during "popular front" periods, and the vehemence
with which faction attacked faction during less amicab
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periods was, in many ways, testimony to the fraternal
nature of the dispute.
Those who are condemned and excluded from
Socialist ranks are often old and future comrades,
the logic behind their sins is far from alien to the
left. It is the arrogance of hindsight to say that one
would clearly have condemned Lenin for his excesses,
or that one would never have supported either side
during the First World War. Good democrats supported
Bolshevik repression during and after the civil war,
and many a good left-wing socialist (the great anarchist
thinker and activist Peter Kropotkin is an excellent
example) took a pro-war stand during the great confron-
tation. Indeed, in the case of the American Socialists,
who were among the few to make total opposition to
the madness a matter of organizational principle,
the defections often occurred within the ranks of
the Party's left. However wrong their stance, many
did so for reasons linked to their belief in socialism.
It is self-defeating for socialists to make
hard and fast distinctions between "true" socialists
and charlatans. To do so is to invite the question
of why only "bad" or "naive" socialists figure in the
reality of socialism. To argue through distinctions
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is to beg the most patronizing of all anti-socialist
arguments, a variation of which is as follows:
,: Of course socialism sounds good in theory, it is a
wonderful and lofty ideal. However, the reality of
socialism is an entirely different matter. It is the
reality of failure, repression, and economic disaster."
To deny the socialist character of failed experiments
is, in a peculiar way, to deny the "this worldly"
character of socialism, to place it beyond the reach
of flesh and blood humans, to eliminate it from
serious consideration.
It is, of course, important to make distinctions
between the ideals of socialism and the practice of
avowed socialists. There will always be a need for
crisp theoretical clarification, and for a certain
degree of organizational vigilance in respect to those
who deviate too sharply from the basic spirit of the
movement. It is always helpful to point out their
deviations, and to learn by their mistakes. But one
learns by other's mistakes only by accepting those
mistakes as potentially ones own. Rigid definitions
of what it means to be a "socialist" can only inhibit
the process. If there is much in Harrington's
critique of Russia and Third World socialism that
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is useful and insightful, the denial of the socialist
nature of those failures frustrates the possibility of
constructively living with history, of viewing past
theories and practices as something more than excess
baggage
.
The Russian experiment is a disaster for
socialism in that the architects of the new order were
socialists who denied the compromises they were making
with the socialist vision. They defined the possibil-
ities of socialism in terms of their own reality,
instead of viewing their reality in terms of a larger
socialist vision. They too, were dealing in an analysis
by definition, and it was the empirical basis of their
definition which was the true betrayal of socialism.
As Allisdair Maclntyre perceptively delineates the
difference between Lenin and Stalin:
Lenin of course was always prepared for
tactical retreats from socialist principles
and was prepared to be almost indefinitely
flexible and adaptive; but where Lenin
recognized such defeats for what they
were, Stalin presented them as advances
toward socialism and in the course of
doing so redefined socialism away into
tyranny . 9
Once again, the complex dialectical interaction of visic
and practicality presents itself, and once again one
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can see the necessity of effecting the proper synthesis.
Stalin submerged vision in practicality and created
tyranny. Harrington, in sharply separating the two,
creates an almost Augustinian dualism as the socialist
vision is forever restrained from making all but the
most cursory contact with the politics of the day.
It is easy to understand the reticence of
Harrington's socialism. His vision of socialist
possibilities is moderated by a blend of post-utopian
soberness and a rejection of a "turning point" under-
standing of social change. For him, there is never
a "day" of the revolution in which "history makes its
92 ...leap from past to future." Furthermore, his socialism
makes no spiritual promises to its adherents; seldom
does it reach beyond the pursuit of self-interest to
embrace a psychological unity which might transcend
the alienation of the modern age.
We make no messianic claims about the
future we seek. Socialism could solve
some of the most critical of human
problems, like hunger and preventable
disease and urban decay, but it will
not transform human nature. Our goal
is political: not the creation of heaven
on earth, but the construction of a
better earth. 93
The fear of a runaway subjectivity, of a socialism
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motivated by romantic passion, seems to haunt
Harrington's analysis, as he posits a gradual course
for both social reform and that degree of socialist
consciousness necessary for qualitative change. The
realm of freedom must be slowly instituted so that
dreams never overtake possibilities. Seemingly,
the limitations of achieving mass consciousness
are as much a blessing as a hinderance.
John Maynard Keynes's Michael Harrington
In Toward a Democratic Left , Harrington speaks
of Keynesian prescriptions as correctives, within a
liberal and capitalist framework, to Adam Smith's
economics. He asserts the need to maintain the method
while rejecting the goal, using Keynesian procedures
94 . ,
to serve social and not private ends. Yet, beyond
the advocacy of a progressive social policy based on
deficit spending and active government intervention
in the economy there is still a greater element of
Keynes in Harrington's socialism.
Keynes, the anti-socialist, like the most
perceptive of socialists, implicitly understood the
essence of capitalist power to be the indirect manner
in which it is exercised. The secret to the perpetu-
ation of capitalism was that the process itself was
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complex, subtle, and forever roundabout. A simplifi-
cation of the process would make the dissolution or
destruction of the system more likely. (He shared
this insight, of course, with no less a socialist than
Karl Marx. Marx's purpose in writing Capital was to
lay bear the secret rules of the capitalist game so
as to destroy the myth that they exist as unalterable
laws of nature.) When Keynes, faced with what seemed
the near imminent collapse of the capitalist world,
formulated prescriptions for an ailing economic order,
he devised a complex cure, buttressed by the most
intricate mathematical computations. It focused on
government spending to increase aggregate demand and
consumption, rather than on confronting sagging
production. As an economic historian observed:
In instances Keynes 1 ingenious arrange-
ments of cause and result raise the question
whether the game is worth the candle.
Would it not be simpler and surer, if
"natural" forces were to be overridden
anyhow, to achieve the object without
fuss? However that may be, Keynes in
his more elaborate methods preferred to
pay at least lip service to orthodoxy,
pending return, hopefully, to traditional
ways .95
Harrington's prescriptions are "Keynesian",
not only in the sense that he argues for increased
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government intervention in the economy, but in the
nature of his proposals, which call for increased
government control of capital investment and planning
for full employment. These measures, which while
undoubtedly of immediate benefit to the underclasses,
do little to alter popular conceptions of how (or for
whom) the system operates. Capital remains mystified,
and capital accumulation, the organization of the work
force, and the division of labor, go unattacked and
relatively unaffected. Socialist structures, however
meaningful in effect, are introduced through the back
door, all but circumventing popular consciousness.
Just as Keynes wished to preserve capitalism within
the guise of social reform, Harrington wishes to
transcend capitalism within a similar guise.
Such an approach, evident in European Social
Democracy, allows the exploiter to take on the
appearance of the exploited. The private incomes
and talents of the corporate rich, and a managerial
and professional class, are appropriated for redis-
tributive purposes. However, no real challenge is
leveled at their functional position within the
division of labor. Even when investment prerogatives
are democratized, it is often members of this same
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managerial class who administer to popular wishes.
While the underclasses may find such reforms desirable,
these measures contain little in the way of an attack
on the concept of "right"; the policy appears worthwhile
despite the apparent injustice to the rich and
privileged. Under this strategy, each move toward
socialism may undermine the self respect of the
underclasses—who still operate under a bourgeois
notion of rights—even as formal powers are being
transferred to the majority. The lack of an explicit,
and ever present, socialist vision retards the develop-
ment of a mass movement not only capable of liberating
itself but understanding its "right" to do so.
Harrington, in "What Socialists Would Do in
America— If They Could" does recognize elements of the
problem, asserting that "one of the goals of the trans-
ition will be to build different kinds of factories
—
and offices." Yet, the transitional phase in which
such socialist reforms would be instituted presupposes
a mass movement capable of electing a Socialist
government to office, at the very least. In his
immediate demands for the democratic left— a transition
to the transition—workplace reform is a vague sixth
of seven proposals, secondary to popular control
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over investment, full employment, measures to insure
corporate responsibility, tax reform, and a more
socially beneficial use of pension funds, only ranking
ahead of encouraging consumer cooperatives, a measure
which has its roots in pre-Marxist Utopian socialism
and which has never aroused the excitement of
•
.
.
. 96political socialists.
Very much like Morris Hillquit, Harrington has
a keen grasp of the Marxist tradition, and is quite
careful to integrate the more cogent insights of the
97present day radical critique into his analysis. This
ability to touch all the correct theoretical bases does
not compromise the reformist bent of his analysis. If
popular participation is encouraged, it is never at
the expense of trade union bureaucrats or liberal
politicians. If socialist consciousness is viewed
as essential, that consciousness is perceived as little
98
more than prejudice ("but a new sense of purpose")
and not as anything near a synthesis of thought and
action. If the restructuring of the division of
labor is seen as more than a Utopian illusion, it
is a strategic priority of importance some way down
the road. Harrington's ideal movement is discreetly
socialist, responsibly militant, moderately
4 IP-
revolutionary
.
It proceeds consciously toward the
next decade, fairly unconscious of what might lie
beyond. Whereas Keynes would manipulate the outer
mechanisms of the system in order to preserve it,
Harrington argues for a similar tactic in order to
make the system untenable without further, even more
socialistic reforms.
Such a tactic lacks an appreciation of the
intricacies of socialist dynamics, as we might observe
by looking at Harrington's approach to "structural
reforms." The idea of reforms which pave the way
for socialism is nothing new in socialist literature.
They are found in The Communist Manifesto
, and barring
those who have psychologically prepared themselves
for an imminent revolution, have been advocated by
almost all socialists. The subject has been raised
in recent years as a result of the popularization of
the writings of the French socialist theorist Andre
99Gorz
.
Gorz 1 s first premise is the absence of the
proper conditions for revolution. A large number of
workers, while still "poor," have escaped the "misery"
that marked their class lot under an earlier capitalism.
Having more to lose than their chains, they are no
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longer disposed toward all out violent confrontation.
However, they are still oppressed, still suffer under
capitalism, and are still unreconciled to the continued
perpetuation of the system. However, they have
lowered the price they are willing to pay for socialist
reconstruction. Gorz maintains that under such
conditions the proper strategy is to advocate "structural
reform," reforms which reject the needs and priorities
of the existing system while asserting those of the
underclasses. These reforms "assume a modification
of the relations of power," and must be "implemented
or controlled by those who demand it.""*"^
Such reforms would continue the class struggle
in the absence of severe poverty, at a level consistent
with underclass suffering. It improves the real life
situation of the oppressed while giving them an added
sense of their political efficacy. To the extent that
there is a shift in power relation such reforms pave
the way for more ambitious measures. Gorz sees
structural reforms as propelling the dialectic of
powers and needs; the underclasses increase their
appetite for a qualitatively better life and become
more conscious of their deprived status, even as
they increase their power and share of society's
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wealth. He understands the importance of such reforms
only within the context of a dynamic struggle leading
inevitably to a full-fledged confrontation with the
forces of capital. This would occur when either elite
stubborness or the working class 1 need to assume
hegemonic power make such reforms no longer feasible.
'
LC
Harrington comments with approval on Gorz's
thesis. "It is extremely important," he writes, "to
transcend the sterile old debate of reform versus
revolution in this way." Predictably, however, he
criticized Gorz for asserting that "there will be a
day of revolution when all the reforms culminate and
history turns a corner." Harrington, of course, is
of the opinion that "given the complexity of modern
102
society, this is not going to take place."
But it may be Harrington who misses the
complexities. Gorz's thesis, perhaps novel in a world
split between revolutionary communists and reformist
social democrats, is similar to an earlier left
socialist position identified in America with Debs.
The few authentic chiliasts aside, left socialists
have always been aware of the need to supplement
preparations for revolution with proposals and
pressure for meliorative reform. Their primary
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concern, as is the primary concern of Gorz, was that
the tactic not obfuscate the true class nature of
society, nor confuse the masses as to their interest
or potential.
Harrington fails to appreciate the complexities
of a less than passive underclass, which notwithstanding
its inability to explain dialectics, might yet grow
in consciousness, and become dissatisfied with the
pace and substance of reform. It is conceivable that
capitalist elites might themselves perceive where the
process is leading and take militant action to preserve
their privilege. Yet Harrington posits workers as
passively tied to their union leadership and ward
healers, and government functionaries as sincere,
well-intentioned, if obtuse, bureaucrats. The politics
of structural reform can proceed, in Harrington's
model, in orderly fashion, from election to election,
government program to government program.
But an evolving mass consciousness does not
proceed at the pace set for it by socialist ministers.
Were there a socialist movement capable of instituting
even a part of Harrington's program, it would, in all
likelihood, be accompanied by an increase in socialist
consciousness that would have little patience for the
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orderliness of Harrington's transition. The day
after a socialist victory at the polls, a conflict
between the people and those they elected might
proceed alongside the conflict between the forces
of socialism and those of the old order.
Furthermore, the applicability of a strategy
of structural reform, within the context of the
America of the 1980' s, is open to serious questioning
As was the fate of The Other America
, the most
desirable of structural reforms, not tied directly
to an explicit socialist vision, runs the risk of
being misused, misunderstood and subverted. As
Andre Gorz warns:
If the overall perspective is lacking,
then the sum of all reforms, however
advanced they may be, will be reabsorbed
by capitalism resulting in a "mixed
economy" of the Scandinavian type in
which the power of capital and alienated
labor survive while "welfare" is given
to all. 103
In order for a reform to be properly radical
the reform must be the result of underclass pressure
The underclasses must explicitly and specifically
demand the reform, and it must be clear that those
in control of the state are yielding to pressure or
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power from below. Of course, one cannot expect
statesmen and "responsible" officials to admit that
underclass power compelled them to act. Laws and
policies are seldom sold to the public consciousness
in such a manner. The revelation must come from a
different source, and a radical socialist perspective,
transmitted through underclass organizational and
educational structures, is the logical choice for
such a role. The most beneficial role a socialist
organization could play, beyond bringing people
together, is to make intelligent in the popular mind
the nature, scope, and effects of popular power, to
diffuse the confusing arguments of the state.
If working class militancy devoid of a
socialist analysis can prove futile, so too is the
ineffectiveness of a socialist program without
underclass involvement. Reforms not tied to the
expressed wishes of those it aims to serve might
prove ineffective even were a transference of power
formally involved. An unconscious working class
would view the reform as a misguided gift of a
benevolent elite. It might serve to bolster existing
social relations by reinforcing underclass feelings
of weakness and dependency. To the extent that the
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reform is not understood as a real reform, the
underclass might neither appreciate it, take advantage
of it, nor see any benefit in maintaining it.
Conceivably, forces from below might resent the
reform and seek to abolish it. Popular indifference
to one more set of rules imposed from above would
convince many that such reforms are neither workable
nor in the interests of those they assume to serve.
The power transferred would gravitate back to its
former haven.
Harrington's espousal of a strategy of
structural reforms is seriously flawed. Isolated
from a popular socialist vision and movement, reforms
could be easily misused or subverted. They could be
mistaken for ends, and not means, or worse yet,
welfarism rather than self-liberation. The strategy
is premature in that it presupposes a viable socialist
press to aid in the interpretation of social reality,
a participatory trade-union movement to guarantee
the expression of popular needs and interests, and
a self-conscious socialist presence within American
politics to insure the survival of the democratic
potential. It can be a successful strategy only if
it is based on a recognition of underclass strength,
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rather than an acknowledgment of weakness. It
presupposes a widely appreciated theoretical perspective
which can see eventual social transformation in
reform, and a faith in the ability and willingness
of ordinary people to defend vigorously their power
and gains.
Advocacy of structural reforms is, therefore,
a strategy American socialists can now ill afford.
What is called for is an honest and open focus on
the totality of the socialist vision, even while
participating in popular struggles of a more nihilistic
bent. There is a need for a certain aloofness from
established centers of power, in the state, trade
union bureaucracies, and the Democratic Party. But
aloofness does not mean total rejection, a policy of
non-cooperation, a return to the sectarian wilderness
of the past half-century. It implies a judicious
appraisal of the limited possibilities implicit in
such cooperative endeavors, given the reality of the
final goal.
Toward a Dual Strategy
In the film Manhattan (1979) , there is a
scene in which the protagonist, played by the director
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Woody Allen, offers the impromptu observation that
Nazi activities in New Jersey should be confronted
with baseball bats and clubs. Initially, the scene
appears to the viewer as laden with inconsistencies.
The characters in the scene are all relatively affluent
artists and scholars. They are in formal evening
dress, having gathered at the Museum of Modern Art
for a cocktail party in support of the Equal Rights
Amendment. Yet upon reflection, the situation is
more ambiguous than inconsistent. In a society on
the verge of taking an important, and in many ways,
consensual, step toward human equality, there is,
at the same time, a resurgence of barbarism of the
most atavistic sort.
Within the socialist movement, two polar
strategies have historically confronted one another,
and the desire for consistency has given each a sort
of gravitational pull. One, which we might label as
the "reformist" tactic, argued for electoral work
within the institutions of American democracy, and a
focus on working with and through union and political
elites with an eye toward the infiltration of the state
and the establishment of meliorative reform. In the
tradition of the state and the establishment of
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meliorative reform. In the tradition of its European
mentor, Eduard Bernstein, the movement was everything.
The alternative tradition, the "revolutionary"
tactic, accented a strict adherence to the socialist
vision coupled with an extra-parliamentary approach
which sought the total conquest of state power. Mass
mobilization and support for insurgent rank-and-file
movements within the unions was the order of the day.
Furthermore, the movement embraced almost mystical,
eschatological purposes.
In America, pure variants of the latter strategy
were to be found in the writings of De Leon, Louis
Fraina, and some of the Wobblies. The former tactic
has been favored by the likes of Victor Berger, Morris
Hillquit, Norman Thomas, and now, Michael Harrington.
However, at the same time, a third approach
has always offered itself. We have seen elements of it
in the writings of Boudin, Debs, and the later Fraina,
known as Lewis Corey. Bill Haywood, in his more
thoughtful utterances, espoused it. The frustration
at the lip service paid to it by Hillquit and the
Socialist Party leadership helped precipitate the
great schism of 1919. Its periodic rejection by the
Leninist-controlled Communist Party, in favor of the
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polar revolutionary strategy, was a factor in numerous
Communist declines. Conversely, its tacit acceptance
by Communists (for their own reasons) during the
1930' s helped shape the spirit of the "Red decade".
Michael Harrington, within the cogency of his analysis,
has approached many of its assumptions and observations.
This tactic recognizes the realities and
potentialities in both the "reformist" and "revolutionary"
approaches. If the potentials of direct democracy
can only be known through participation in less than
perfect representative institutions, it is only the
creative and active pressure of large numbers of
people which makes representative bodies at all
responsible. In accepting the process for what it
could be, and rejecting it for what it is, this
tactic embraces a basic truth of the Marxist paradigm:
History can move in two directions simultaneously,
alienation can proceed abreast with progress. A
socialist strategy must balance a recognition of
progress (which, as Harrington notes, tends to carry
within it the seeds of its own corruption) with a
rejection of continuing evils, an almost nihilistic
critique of existing reality.
It is wrong to assume that an ambiguous
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honesty is an impossible radical starting point, or
that the membership of a mass movement needs the
consistency of one of the two polar tactics and is
incapable of grasping the logic of a strategy based
on both confrontation and compromise. The history
of the working class, the American working class in
particular, is the history of a class which has
cooperated with, though never fully embraced, the
norms of the society it lived in. As Harrington
himself observes, it was both the extra-parliamentary
militancy of workers and the labor legislation of
the thirties which helped forge the CIO and solidify
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the gains of that era. A strategy implicitly
accepted can be explicitly embraced as well.
Such a strategy precludes neither third
party efforts nor work within the Democratic Party.
However, if the price of participation is the
subjugation of socialist ideas and proposals to
liberal rhetoric and personages, then the price is
clearly too high to pay. Socialists must be allowed
to work as socialists within the party; they must
be allowed to work toward making the Democratic
Party socialist. This implies primary battles and
floor debates at conventions. It means seeking
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more than nominal participation in party affairs.
It means linking work within the party to whatever
grass roots extra-parliamentary activity exists
outside the party. While there is always compromise
in working with whom one is in sharp, often profound
disagreement, the resoluteness of socialists to
neither hide their vision nor overestimate their
real influence adds an acceptable quality to that
compromise
.
But socialist politics cannot be coalition
politics. Coalition politics, as practiced in a
pluralist American polity, is based upon the temporary
political unity of narrowly defined groups, each with
its own particular wishes and demands. The underclass
coalitions that have emerged have, at various times,
united workers, racial, ethnic, and religious minorities,
and certain intellectually idiosyncratic groups,
socialists included. More recently, women, older
people, and sexual minorities have asserted affinity
with the coalition. However, despite the similar
relationship to power which characterizes all the
above groups, and which underlies their finding each
other in the first place, their behavior within
coalition and vis-a-vis each other conforms to
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traditional pluralist practices. Little attempt
is made to unify the various demands within a single
theoretical framework. Instead, mutual support is an
act of good will, a means of signifying solidarity with
the coalition.
Too often, socialists act as one more potential
coalition partner. Asserting their demands for the
democratization of the economy, socialists embrace
the separate demands of women, racial minorities,
and gays. Their concern for the "social issues" is
simply a nod to populist sentiments. The connections
made with other groups are organizational and only
marginally theoretical. Furthermore, socialists are
expected to compromise in the name of the coalition;
refusal to do so in the name of principle is considered
dishonest
.
However, if socialism represents a systematic
critique of society it can ignore principle only at
the expense of its integrity. Socialist politics
must explicitly integrate the "social issues" into
its analysis or not deal with them at all. Fortunately,
the critique of private property and the division of
labor, which lay at the heart of the socialist vision,
allows this to be done.
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It would be too simple to reduce racism, sexism,
and homophobia to mere functions of the division of
labor. However, it is also clear that the rigid
enforcement of the division of labor creates structures
and rationales for the perpetuation of these particular
forms of oppression. Similarly, social discrimination
aids and abets economic inequality by dividing potential
allies and creating seemingly natural models of
inequality for analogy to the economic sphere.
Socialists must, therefore, make contact with more
particular social movements as a means of enriching
and clarifying its own vision, and not only for the
sake of political efficacy.
Unlike many others in the humanist tradition,
the socialist deals not with misery and suffering
per se but with these evils as manifestations of social
disunity, inequality and wasted human potential. The
protagonist in the socialist scenario are those classes
below the most privileged whose abilities are exploited
and underutilized and whose needs go unmet. These
classes exist not as potential coalition partners but
as diverse elements of a more unified whole. Within
these classes are many who live above the level commonly
understood as "misery" but who experience the frus-
trations, powerlessness , and alienation of modern
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functionalist industrialist society nevertheless.
It is perhaps the greatest challenge to modern
socialism to cement the politics of these classes
to that of the more desperate, materially wanting
classes. As a matter not of tactic but of principle
the embetterment of the poor should not be achieved
at the expense of the unrich. With this in mind,
renewed importance can be placed on the role of
organized labor.
However, the question of the socialist's
relationship to the labor movement is problematic.
On the one hand, within the context of the political
agenda of the 19 80's, there exists a large range of
issues on which socialists and the organizations of
labor have compatible interests, and a few (organizing
struggles and aspects of labor law reform) on which
they find themselves in lonely agreement. The prospect
of common political work is more than helpful. Yet,
on the other hand, the internal structures of American
unions (including many of the more "progressive"
unions) are in constant need of reform. The labor
union must often be approached with the same aloofness
as the Democratic Party and the state. To the extent
that the union and its elected officials are perceived
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by the membership as their representatives, and follow
policies inspired by the actual needs of the workers,
socialists have no difficulty in cooperating on matters
of common concern. Yet, to the extent that unions
are oligarchically structured, and to the extent that
the workers perceive their union as part of that which
oppresses them, a more critical approach is in order.
If one goes only part of the way with Harrington in
asserting the sincerity of union elites, one might
conclude that they too might tolerate a strong measure
of active criticism along with cooperation. However,
in a land where union participation, like voting, has
been transformed into a poorly watched spectator sport,
socialists would make a serious error in ignoring
the case for union reform. The union remains a primary
means for participation and the socialist has more
than a casual interest in seeing that workers' control
of their unions is free and unmediated.
The dual strategy just offered does not
presuppose the best of all conditions for social
change. It recognizes the many factors, both internal
and external to the socialist movement, which have
affected the marginal role socialists play in American
politics. While it has tempered the optimism of a
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Debs with the more sobering realities of our day, it
modifies not the substance of the vision but the pace
and timing of its implementation. The writer Victor
Serge has commented that "Lenin's merit consisted in
being a revolutionist in time of revolution." 105 The
task before the left today is quite the opposite. To
be a revolutionary in a (once more) nascent phase of
a radical movement requires more than just patience,
but an ever growing vision which transcends both
temporary defeats and partial victories. It requires
a proper appreciation of past failures and successes,
and an understanding that history never repeats itself
so exactly as to require the repetition of past formulas.
Given the tragic history of the American left, the
modern day socialist in this country must too often
look to the future in spite of the past, transforming
mistakes, blunders, and some great moments, into
important learning experiences. For the forseeable
future, or at least till events dictate otherwise,
much of the radical's work will be neither romantic
nor adventurous. It will involve the slow grind of
theoretical clarification and the short lived excite-
ments of daily struggle. In the spirit of the dual
strategy, it means being both "reformist" and
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"revolutionary" with a difference. Commenting on
preparations for the general strike, the "revolutionary"
tactic of her day, Rosa Luxemburg offered the following
observation
:
If we want to prove ourselves worthy
of the great coming events then we must
not begin at the wrong end by attempting
to make technical preparations for the
mass strike. When the situation is ripe,
the tactic of the mass strike will present
itself. Let us not rack our brains
about supporting it at the right time.
What is necessary is that you watch the
party press to ensure that it is your
instrument and expresses your opinion
and your mood. You must also see to
it that our parliamentarians feel a mass
pressing them from behind, so that they
do not chart... a disastrous course...
Shape the organization so that you need
not wait until the command is given from
above, but so that you have the reigns
of command in your own hands. You must
not lose yourselves in technical details
such as the reorganization of the dues
paying social evenings and the delegate
system. This is all very important, but
your attention must be directed above all
to the general guiding principles of our
policy in parliament and throughout the
country. Policy must not be formulated
in such a way that the masses are always
confronted with faits accomplis. Above
all you must see to it that the press
is a sharply honed weapon that cuts away
the darkness from the people's minds.
The masses must make themselves heard
in order to propel the party ship forward.
Then we will be able to face the future
confidently. History will do its work.
See that you do your work. 1° 6
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For Luxemburg, the revolution was a reality
which did not undermine the need for the less romantic
work, of maintaining the vitality of organizational
forms. She understood that the good society can proceed
neither from chaos nor entrenched bureaucratic structures.
It must be the expression of a self-disciplined mass
composed of individuals only slightly and circumstantially
differentiated in terms of political function. However,
like so many of her Second International compatriots,
Luxemburg had a faith in history and economic determinants
which modern day radicals have little reason to hold on
to. The present day left understands history as a
sometimes fickle partner in its endeavors and cannot
wait for events to educate masses or for oligarchical
institutions to collapse on their own.
Of course, a tactic based on voluntarism carries
with it many pitfalls. It can lead to Blanquism and
notions of great leaders; it can generate misguided
acts of individual terror. Particularly in America,
it can reinforce a personality oriented politics. This
is merely added reason for a sharp focus on the socialist
vision. A certain preoccupation with a vision rooted
in a democratic and egalitatian collectivism would
discourage individual demagoguery and compromising
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reformism. With it tactical shifts would seem plausible
and principled stands understandable. As history offers
only possibilities, the dynamic use of ideas is a key
to the realization of the best of them.
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